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DEDICATION.

TO HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY,

QUEEN CAROLINE.

May it please your Majesty,

A WORK, having for its objects, lo lay the solid

foundation of literary knowledge amongst the

Labouring Classes of the community ; to give

practical effect to the natural genius found in the

Soldier, the Sailor, the Apprentice, and the

Plough-boy ; and to make that genius a perennial

source of wealth, strength, and safety to the

kingdom ; such a work naturally seeks the ap-

probation of your Majesty, who, amongst all the

Royal Personages of the present age, is the only

one that appears to have justly estimated the value

of The People.

The Nobles and the Hierarchy have long had

the arrogance to style themselves, the Pillars that

supportj the throne. But, as your Majesty has

now clearly ascertained, Royalty has, in the hour

of need, no efficient supporters but The People.

During your Majesty's long, arduous, magnani-

mous, and gallantstruggleagainstmatchless fraud

and boundless power, it must have inspired you

with great confidence to perceive the wonderful
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DEDICATION.

intelligeficeand talent of your millions of friends;

while your Majesty cannot have failed to observe,

tliat the haughty and insolent few who have been

your enemies, have, upon all occasions, exhibited

an absence of knowledge, a poverty of genius, a

feebleness of intellect, which nothing but a constant

association with malevolence and perfidy could

prevent from being ascribed to dotage or idiocy.

TJiat to Her, whose great example is so well

calculated to inspire us with a love of useful

knowledge, and to stimulate us to perseverance

ill its pursuit; that, to Her, the records of whose

magnanimity and courage will make mean spite

and cowardice hide their heads to the end of

time : that, to Her, who, while in foreign lands,

did honour to Britain's throne, and to Britain

herself, by opening the Debtor's prison, and by

sotting the Caplive Christian free; that, to Her,

who has so long had to endure all the sufferings

that malice could invent and tyranny- execute;

that, to Her, God may grant, to know no more

of sorrow, but long to live in health, prosperity,

and glory, surrounded and supported by a grate-

ful and admiring People, is the humble prayer of

Your Majesty's

Most dutiful

And most devoted Servant,

Wm. COBBETT.

London, Nov. 25, 1820.
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TO

Mr. JAMES PAUL COBBETT.

LETTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

North ffefiipstead. Long Llaiid, Dc-j. j, 1817.

My Dear Little James,

You have now arrived at the age o f fourteen years

without ever having" heen bidden, or even advised,

to look into a book ; and all you know of reading or

of writing you owe to your own unbiassed taste avA

choice. But while you have livedainpersecuted by such

importunities, you have had the very great advantage

of being bred up tinder a roof, beneath which no cards,

no dice, no gaming, no senseless pastime of any descript-

ion, ever found a place. In the absence of these,

books naturally became your companions during some

pai't of your time : you have read and have written

because you saw your elders read and write, just as

you have learned to ride and hunt and shoot, to dig the

beds in the garden, to trim the flowers and to pmne the

trees. The healthful exercise, and the pleasures, un-

mixed with fear, which you have derived from these

sources, have given you " a sound mind in a sound

body," and this, says an English writer, whose works
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you will by-and by read, " is the greatest blessing that

God can give to man."

It is true, that this is a very great blessing ; but,

mere soundness of mind, without any mental acquire-

ments, is possessed by millions ; it is an ordinary

possession ; and it gives a man no fair pretensions

to merit, because he owes it to accident, and not to

any thing done by himself. But knowledge, in any

art or science, being always the fruit of observation,

study, or practice, gives, in proportion to its extent

and usefulness, the possessor a just claim to respect.

Wc do, indeed, often see all the outward marks of

respect bestowed upon persons merely because they

are rich or powerful ; but these, while they are be-

stowed with pain, are received without pleasure.

They drop from the tongue or beam from the fea-

tures, but have no communication with the heart.

They are not the voluntary offerings of admiration,

or of gratitude ; but are extorted from the hopes, the

fears, the anxieties, of poverty, of meanness, or of guilt.

Nor is respect due to honesty, fidelity, or any such quali-

ties ; because, dishonesty and perfidy are crimes. To

entitle a man to respect there must be something of

liis own doing, beyond the bounds of his well known

duties and obligations.

Therefore, being extremely desirous to see you,

my dear James, an object of respect, I now call

upon you to apply your mind to the acquiring of

that kind of knowledge which is inseparable from

an acquaintance with books: for, though knowledge

in every art and science, is, if properly applied,

worthy of praise in proportion to its extent and use-

fulness, there are son»e kinds of knowledge which

are justly considered as of a su;!orior order, not
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only because the possession of tliem is a proof of
more than ordinary' industry and talent, but because the

application of them has naturally a more powerful influ-

ence in the affairs and on the condition of our friends, ac-

quaintances, neighbours, andcountry. Blake, the Titch-

field thatcher, who broke his leg into splinters in falling

from a wheat-rick, was, on account of the knowledge,

which he possessed beyond that of labourers in ge-

erai, an object of, respect ; but, in its degree, and

in the feelings from which it arose, how different was

that respect from the respect due to our excellent neigh-

bour Mr. Blundell, who restored the leg to perfect

use, after six garrison and army surgeons had de-

clared that it was impossible to preserve it, and that,

if the leg were not cut off, the man must die within

twenty-four hours! It is probable, that the time of

Mr. Blundell was not, on this occasion, occupied more,

altogether, than four days and four nights
;

yet, the

effect was, a great benefit to be enjoyed by Blake for

probably thirty or forty years tp come: and while we

must see, that this benefit would necessarily extend

itself to the whole of his numerous family, we must

not overlook those feelings of pleasure, which the

cure would naturally produce amongst friends, ac-

quaintances, and neighbours.

The respect due to the profession of the Surgeon or

Physician is, however, of an order inferior to that

which is due to the profession of the Law ; for, whether

in the character of Counsellor or of Judge, here are

required, not only uncommon industrj', labour, and

talent, in the acquirement of knowledge ; but, the

application of this knowledge, in defending the

property of the feeble or incautious against the

attacks of the strong and the wiles of the crafty
;

in
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affording protection to innocence, and securing pu-

nishment to guilt ; has, in the affairs of men and on their

condition in life, a much more extensive and more

powerful influence than can possibly arise from the

application of Surgical or Medical knowledge.

To the functions of Statesmen and Legislators is

due the highest respect which can he shown hy man

to any thing human ; for, not only are the industry,

labour, and talent, requisite in the acquirement of know-

ledge, still greater and far greater here, than in the

profession of the Law ; but, of the application of

this knowledge the effects arc so transcendent in

point of magnitude as to place them beyond all the

bounds of comparison. Here it is not individual per-

sons with their families, friends, and neighbours, that

are affected ; hut whole countries and communities,

Here the matters to he discussed and decided on, are

peace or war, and the liberty or slavery, happiness or

misery, of nations. Here a single instance of neglect,

a single oversight, a single error, may load with cala-

mity millions of men, and entail that calamity on a long

series of future generations.

But, my dear James, you will always bear in mind,

that, as the degree and quality of our respect rise in

proportion to the influence, which the different branches

of knowledge naturally have in the affairs and on the

condition of men ; so, in cases of an imperfection in

knowledge, or of neglect of its application, or of its

perversion to had purposes, all the feelings which are

opposite to that of respect, rise in the same proportion.

To ignorant pretenders to Surgery and Medicifle we

award our contempt and scorn ; on time-serving or

treacherous Counsellors, and on cruel or partial Judges,

we inflict our detestation and abhorrence ; while, on
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rapacious, corrupt, perfidious, or tyrannical Statesmen

and Legislators, the voice of human nature cries aloud

for execration and vengeance.

The particular path of knowledge, to he pursued

by you, will he of your own choosing ; but, as to

knowledge connected with books, there is a step to

be taken before you can fairly enter upon any path. In

the immense field of this kind of knowledge, innumer-

able are the paths, and Grammar is the gate of en-

trance to them all. Aud, if grammar is so useful in

the attaining of knowledge, it is absolutely necessary

in ordcT to enable the possessor to communicate, by

wu-iting, that knowledge to others, without which

communication the possession must be comparatively

useless to himself in many cases, and, in almost all

cases, to the rest of mankind.

The actions of men proceed from their thoughts. In

order to obtain the co-operation, the concurrence,

or the consent, of others, we must communicate our

thoughts to them. The means of this communica-

tion are icords ; and grammar teaches us how to

make use of words. Therefore, in all the ranks,

degrees, and situations of life, a knowledge of the

principles and rules of grammar must be useful ;
iu

•some situations it must be necessary to the avoiding

of really injurious errors : and in no situation, which

calls on a man to place his thoughts upon paper,

can the possession of it fail to be a source of self-

gratulation, orthe want of it a cause of mortification

and sorrow.

But, to the acquiring of this branch of knowledge,

my dear son, there is one motive, which, though it

ought, at all times, to be strongly felt, ought, at the

present time, to be so felt in an extraordinary degre«:
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I mean, that desire, which every man, and especially

every young man, should entertain to be able to assert

with effect the rights and liberties of his country.

When you come to read the history of those Laws of

England, by which the freedom of the people has been

secured, and by which the happiness and power and

glory of our famed and beloved country have been

so greatly promoted ; when you come to read the

history of the struggles of our forefathers, by which

these sacred Laws have, from time to time, been de-

fended against despotic ambition ; by which they have

been restored to vigour when on the eve of perishing
;

by which their violaters have never failed, iu the end,

to be made to feel the just vengeance of the People
;

when you come to read the history of these struggles

in the cause of freedom, you will find, that tyranny

has no enemy so formidable as the pen. And, while

you will see with exultation the long-imprisoned, the

heavily-fined, the banished William Prynne, returning

to liberty, borne by the people from Southampton to

London, over a road strewed with flowers : then accus-

ing, bringing to trial and to the block, the tyrants,

from whose hands the and his country had uigustly

and cruelly suffered ; while your heart and the heart

of every young man in the kingdom will bound with

joy at the spectacle, you ought all to bear in mind, that,

without a knowledge of grammar, Mr. Prynxe could

never have performed any of those acts, by which

his name has been tlius preserved, and which have

caused his memory to be held in honour.

Though I have now said what, I am sure, will be

more than sufficient to make you entertain a strong

desire to take this first step in the road to literary

knowledge, I cannot conclude this introductory letter,
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without observing, that you ought to proceed in your

study, not only with diligence, but with patience ;

that, if you meet with difficulties, you should bear

in mind, that, to enjoy the noble prospect from Port's-

Down Hill, you had first to climb slowly to the

top
; and that if those difficulties gather about you

and impede your way, you have only to call to your

recollection any one of the many days that you have

toiled through briers and brambles and bogs, cheered

and urged on by the hope of at last finding and killing

your game.

I have ]>ut my work into the form of Letters, in

order that I might be continually reminded, that I

was addressing myself to persons, who needed to be

spoken to with great clearness. I have numbered the

Letters themselves, and also the paragraphs, in order

that I might be able, in some parts of the work, to

refer you to, or tell you where to look at, other parts

of the work. And here I will just add, that a sentence,

used as a term in grammar, means one of those por-

tions of words, which are divided from the rest by a

single dot, which is called a period, or full point ; and

that a j)aragraph means, one of those collections,

or blocks, of sentences, which are divided from

the rest oi the work by beginning a neiu line a little

further in than the lines in general ; and, of course, all

this part, which I have just now written, beginning

with '' / have put my work into the form,'' is a para-

graph.

In a confident reliance on your attentiveness, in-

dustry, and patience, I have a hope not less confident

of seeing you a man of real learning, employing

your time and talents in aiding the cause of truth

and justice, in affording protection to defenceless
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innocence, and in drawing down vengeance on lawless

oppression : and, in that hope, I am your happy as

well as affectionate father,

WILLIAM COBBETT.



LETTER II.

DEFINITION OF GRAMMAR AND OF ITS DIFFERENT

BRANCHES OR PARTS.

My Dear James,

1. In the foregoing Letter I have hiid before you

some of the inducements to the study of Grammar. In

this, I will define, or describe, the thing called Gram-

mar ; and also its different Branches or Parts.

2. Grammar, as I observed to you before, teaches us

how to make use ofwords ; that is to say, it teaches us

how to make use of them in a proper manner, as I

used to teach you how to sow and plant the beds in the

garden ; for you could have throwed about seeds and

stuck in plants of some sort or other, in some way or

other, without any teaching of mine ; and so can any

body, without rules or instructions, put masses of words

upon paper ; but to be able to choose the words

which ought to be employed, and to place them where

they ought to be placed, we must become acquainted

with certain principles and rules; and these principks

and rules constitute what is called Grammar.

3. Nor must you suppose, by-and-by, when you

come to read about Nouns and Verbs and Pronouns,

that all this tends to nothing but mere ornamental

learning, that it is not altogether necessary, and that

people may write to be understood very well with-

out it. This is not the case ; for without a good

deal of knowledge relative to these same Nouns

and verbs, those who write are never sure that

they put upon paper what they mean to put upon

pajKir. I will, before the close of these letters, show

you, that even very learned men have frequently

written and caused to be published, not only what
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they did not mean, but the very coi.trary of what they

meant ; and if errors, such as are here spoken of, are

sometimes committed by learned men, into what endless

errors must those fall, who have no knowledge of any

principles or rules, by the observance of which the

like may be avoided ? Grammar, perfectly understood,

enables us, not only to express our meaning fully and

clearly, but so to express it as to enable us to defy tlie

ingenuity of man to give to our words any other meaning

than that which we ourselves intend tliem to express.

This therefore, is a science of substantial utility.

4. As to the different Branches or Parts of Grammar,

thev arefour ; and they arc thus named; Orthography,

Prosody, Etymology, and Syntax.

5. There are two of these branches, on which we

have very little to say, and the names of which have

beeji kept in use from an unwillingness to give up the

practice of fonner times ; but, as it is usual to give them

a place in books of this kind, I will explain to you the

pature of all the four branches,

6. ORTHOGRAPHY is a word made up of two

Greek words, which mean spelling. The use of

foreign words, in tliis manner, was introducwl at

the time when the English Language was in a very

barbarous state ; and, though this use has been

continued, it ought to be a rule with you, always,

when you either write or speak, to avoid the use of

'any foreign or uncommon word, if you can express

your meaning as fully and clearly by an English

word in common use. However, Orthography means

Bcither more nor less than the very humble business

of putting Letters together properly, so that they

shall form ffords. This is so very childish a con-

cern, that I will not appear to suppose it necessary
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for mc to dwell upon it ; bat, as you will by-and-bv, meet

with some directions, under the head of Etvmoltf^v, iu

which directions Vowels and Consonants -will be spoken

of, I will here, for form's sake, just observe^ that the

letters A, E, 1, O, and U, are Vowels. Y, in certain

cases, is also a Vowel. All the rest of the letters ofihe

alphabet are Consonants.

7. PROSODY is a word taken from the Greek Lan-

guage, and it me ans not so much as is expressed by the

more common word PRONUNCIATION ; that is to

say, the business of using the proper sound and employ-

ing the due length of time, in the uttering of syllables

and wf>rds. This is a matter, however, which ought not

tooccupy muchof your attention; \>eca\isepronunciation

is learned as birds learn to chirp and sing. In some coun-

ties of England many words are pronounced in a manner

different from that in which they are pronounced in

other counties ; and, betweenthepronunciation of Scot-

land and that of Hampshire, the difference is very great

indeed. But, while all inquiries into the causes of

these differences are useless, and all attempts to remove

them are vain, the differences are of very little real

consequence. For instance, though the Scotch say

coorn, the Londoners cawn, and the Hampshire folks

earn, we'know that they all mean to say corn. Children

will pronounce as their fathers and mothers pronounce;

and if in common conversation, or in speeches, the

matter be good and judiciously arranged, the facts

clearly stated, the arguments conclusive, the words well

chosen and properly placed, hearers, whose approbatiou

is worth having, will pay very little attention to the

accent. In short, it is sense, and not sound, which is the

object of your pursuit ; and, therefore, I have said

enough about Prosody.
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8-. ETYMOLOGY is a very different matter ; and,

under this head, you will enter on your study. This is a

word, which has been formed out of two Greek words ;

and it means, the pedigree, or relationship of words,

or, the manner in which one word grows out of, or

comes from, another word. For instance, the word walk

expresses an action, or movement, of our legs ; but, in

some cases we say walks, in others walked, \n others

walking. These three latter words are all different from

each other, and they all differ from the original word,

walk ; but the action, or movement, expressed by each

of the four, is precisely (he same sort of action or move-

ment, and the three latter words grow out of, or cornc

from, the first. The words here mentioned differfrom each

other with regard to thelettersof which they arc com-

posed. This difference is made in order to express dif-

ferences as to the Persons who walk, as to the Number

of persons, as to the Time of walking. You will come,

by-and-by, to the principles and rules, according to

which the varying of the Spelling of words is made to

cwrespond with these and other differences ; and

these principles and rules constitute what is called E(y-

mology.

9. SYNTAX is a word, which comes from the

Greek. It mep.ns, in that^ language, the joining of

several things together ; and, as used by grammar-

ians, it means those principles and rules, which teach

us how to put words together so as to form sentences.

It means, in short, sentence-making. Having been

taught by the rules of Etymology , what are the re-

lationships of words, how words grow out of each

other, how they are varied in their letters in order to

correspond with the variation in the circumstances to

which they apply, Syntax will teach you how to give
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to all your words theirproper situations, or places, when

you come to put them together into sentences. And
here you will have to do with points as well as with

words. The points arc four in number, the Comma,

the Semi-Colon, the Colon, and the Period. Besides

these Points, there are certain marks, such as the raarA

of interrogation, for instance ; and, to use these points

and marks properly is, as you will by-and-by find, a

matter of very great importance.

10. 1 have now given you a description of Grammar

and of its separate Branches, or Parts. I have shown

yon, that the two first of these Branches may be dis-

missed without any further notice ; but, very different

indeed is the case with regard to the two latter. Each

of these will require several Letters ; and those Let-

ters will contain matter, which it will be impossible to

understand without the greatest attention. You must

read soberly and slowly, and you must think as you read.

You must not hurry on from one Letter to anotlier, as if

you were i-eading a history : but you must have patience

toget,if possible, at a clear comprehension of one part of

the subject before you proceed to another part. When
I was studying the French language, the manner, in

which I proceeded, was this : when I had attentively

fead over, three times, a lesson, or other division of

my Grammar, I wrote the lesson down upon a loose

sheet of paper. I then read it again several times in

my own hand writing. Then I .copied it, in a very

plain hand, and without a blot, into a book, which I

had made for the purpose. But if in writing my

lesson down on a loose sheet of paper, I committed

one single error, however trifling, 1 used to tear the

paper, and write the whole down again ; and, fre-

quently, this occurred three or four times in the writ-
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Jiig down of one lesson. I, at first, found this labour very

irksome ; but, having imposed it on myself as a duty, I

faithfully discharged that duty; and long before I had

proceeded half the way through my Grammar, I expe-

rienced all the benefits of my industiy and perseverance.

LETTER HI.

feTYMOLOGY.

The different Parts of Speech, or, Sorts of Words.

My Dear James,

11. In the second Letter I have given you a descrip-

tion of £'/?/»2oZo^?/, and shown you, that it treats of the

pedigree, or relationship, of words, of the nature of

which relationship I have given you a specimen in the

word tvalk. The next thing is to teach you the prin-

ciples and rules, according to which the spelling and

employing of words are varied in order to express the

various circumstances attending this relationship. But

before I enter on this part of my instructions, I must

inform you, that there are several distinct sorts of

words, or, as they are usually called, Parts ofSpeech ;

and , it will be necessary for you to be able, before you

proceed further, to distinguish the words, belonging

to each of these Parts of Speech, from those, belonging

to the other Parts. There are Nine Parts of Speech,

and they are named thus :

ARTICLES, NOUNS,

PRONOUNS, ADJECTIVES,

VERBS, ADVERBS,

PREPOSITIONS,, CONJUNCTIONS.

INTERJECTIONS.
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12. Before the Serjeant begins to teach young so'-

diers their exercise of the musket, he explains to them

the different parts of it ; the butt, the stock, the barrel,

the loops, the swivels, and so on ; because, unless they

know these by their names, they cannot know how to

obey his instructions in the handling of the musket.

Sailors, for the same reason, are told which is the tiller,

which are the yards, which the shrouds, which the

tacks, which the sheets, which the booms, and which

each and every part of the ship. Apprentices are taught

the names of all the tools used in their trade ; and

Plough-boys the names of the various implements of

husbandry. This species of preliminary knowledge is

absolutely necessary in all these callings of life ; but

not more necessary than it is for you to learn, before

you go any further, how to know the sorts of words one

from another. To toach you this, therefore, is the

object of the present Letter.

13. ARTICLES. Theie are but three in our lan-

guage ; and these are, the, an, and a. Indeed, there

are but two, because an and a are the same word, /

the latter being only an abbreviation, or a shortening

of the former. I shall, by-and-by, give you rules

for the using of these Articles ; but, my busiaess in

this place is only to teach you how to know one sort of

words from another sort of words.

14. NOUNS. The word Noun means name, and

nothing more ; and Nouns are the names of persons

and thmgs. As far as persons and other animals and

things that we can see go, it is very easy \o distin-

guish Nouns ; but, there are many Nouns, which

express what w& can neither see, not hear, not touch.

For example : Conscience, Vanity, Vice, Sobriety,

Steadiness, Valour ; and a great number of others*
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Grammarians, anxious to give some easy rule, bywhicli

the scholar might distinguish Nouns from other words,

have directed him to put the words, the good, before any

word : and have told him, that, if the three words

make sense, the last word is a Noun. This is frequently

the case ; as, the good house, the good dog ; but the

good sobriety would not appear to be very good sense.

In fact, there is no rule of this kind that will answer to

the purpose. You must employ your mmd iu order

to arrive at the knowledge here desired.

15. Every word which stands for a person or any

animal, or for any thing of substance, dead or alive,

is a Noun. So far the matter is very easy. Thus, man,

cat, tree, log, are Nouns. But, when we come to

the words which are the names of things, and which

things are not substayices, the matter is not so easy
;

and it requires a little sober thought. This word,

thought, for example, is a Noun.

16. The only sure rule is this: that a word which

stands for any thing that has rt?i existence, is a Noun.

For example, Prirfe, F0Z/3/, Thought, Misery, Truth,

Falsehood, Opinion, Sentiment. None of these have

any substance. You cannot see them, or touch them ;

but they all have an existence. They all exist in the

world ; and, therefore, the words which represent

them, or stand for them, are called Nouns. If you be

still a little puzzled here, you must not be impatient.

You will find the"' difficulty disappear in a short time,

if you exert your powers of thinking. Ask yourself

what existence means. You will find that the words,

very, for, think, but, pretty, do not express any

thing which has an existence, or a being ; but, that

the words, motive, zeal, pity, kindness, do express

things which have a being, or existence.
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17- PRONOUNS. Words of this sort stand in the

place of Nouns. Their name is from the Latin, and it

raeans For-nouns or For-navies ; that is to say, these

words,called Pi"onouns,ai*e used/br ox instead.ofi^oxms.

He, She, Her, Him, Who, for example, are pronouns.

The use of them is to prevent the repetition of Nouns,

and to make speaking and writing more rapid and less

encumbered with words. Au example will make this

clear to you in a minute. Thus ;

18. A womau went to a man, and told hiju, that he

was in great danger of being murdered by a gang of rob-

bers, who had made preparations for attacking him. He
thanked her for her kindness, and as he was unable to

defend himself, he left Ids house, and went to a neigh-

bour's.

19. Now, if there were no pronouns, this sentence must

be written as foUews :—A woman went to a man, and

told the man, that the man was in great danger of being

murdered by a gang of robbers ; as a gang of robbera

had made preparations for attacking the man. The man

thanked the woma7i for the woman's kindness ; and, as

the man was unable to defend the man's self, the man

left the man's house, and went to a neighbour's.

20. There are several different classes of Pronouns
;

but, of this, and of the manner of using Pronouns, you

will be informed by-and-by. All that I aim at here is,

to enable you to form a clear idea with regard to the

difference in the sorts of words, or Parts of Speech.

21. ADJECTIVES. The word Adjective, in its

full literal sense, means, something added to some-

thing else. Therefore this term is used in grammar

as the name of that Part of Speech, which consists

of words, which are added, or put, to Nouns, in or-

der to express something relating to the nouns, which
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something could not be expressed without the help of

Adjectives. For instance, There are several Turkeys in

the yard, some black, some white, some speckled ; and,

then, there are large ones and small ones of all the

colours. I want you to go and catch a turkey ; but

I also want you to catch a white turkey, anc). not only

a white turkey, but a large turkey. Therc^fore, I add,

or put to the No)in,the words white and large, which,

there/bre, are called Adjectives.

22. Adjectives sometimes express the qualities of

the Nouns to which they are put ; and this being very

frequently their use, some grammarians have thrown

aside the word Adjective, and have called words of this

sort Qualities, Bat, this name is not sufCciently com-

prehejisive ; for there are many words which areAdjec-

tives, which have nothing to do with the quality of the

Nouns to which they are put. Good and bad express

qualities, but long and s/ior^ merely express dimension,

or duration, without giving any intimation as to the

quality of the things expressed by the Nouns to which

they are put ; and yet, long and short are Adjectives.

You must read very attentively here, and consider

soberly. You must keep in mind the above explanation

of the meaning of the word Adjective: and, if you also

bear in mind, that words of this sort always express

some quality, some property, some appearance, or some

distinctive circumstance, belonging to the Nouns to

which they are put, you will very easily, and in a very

short space of time, be able to distinguish an Adjective

from words belonging to any other Part of Speech.

23. VERBS. Grammarians appear to have ibcen

at a loss to discover a suitable appellation for this im-

portant sort of words, or Part of Speech ; for, the

word Verb, means nothing more than Word. In the
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Latin it is verbum, in the French it is verbe ; and the

French in their Bihle, say Le Verbe, where we say The

Word. The truth is, that there are so many properties

and circumstances, so many and such different powers,

and functions belonging to this Part of Speech, that the

mind of man is unable to bring the whole of them into

any short and precise description. The first grammar

that I ever looked into told me, that " a Verb is a word

which signifies, to do, to be, or to suffer." What was I

to understand from this laconic account ?

24. Verbs express all the different actions and move-

ments of all creatures and of all things, whether alive or

dead. As, for instance, to speak, to bark, to grow, to

moulder, to crack, to crumble, and the like. In all these

cases there is movement clearly understood. But, in

the cases of, to think, to reflect, torcmember, to like, to

detest, and in an infinite number of cases, the move-

ment is not so easily perceived. Yet these are all -verbs,

and they do indeed express movements which we at-

tribute to the mind or the heart. But what shall we-

say in the cases of to sit, to sleep, to rot, and the like?

Still these are all verbs.

25. Verbs are, then, a sort of words, the use of which

is to express the actions, the movements, and the state

or manner of being, of all creatures and things, whether

animate or inanimate. In speaking with reference to a

man, to flght is an action ; to reflect is a movement
;

to sit is a state of being

"26. Of the "manner of using verbs you will hear a

great deal by-and-by; but, what I have here said will, if

you read attentively, and take time to consider, be

sufficient to enable you to distingwish Verbs from the

words which belong to the other Parts of Speech.

27. ADVERBS are so called, because the words

c
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which belong to this part of Speech ave added to verbs.

But this is an inadequate description ; for, as you will

presently see, they are sometimes otherwise employed.

You have seen, that Verbs express actions, movements,

and states of being ; and it is very frequently the use of

adverbs to express the manner of actions, movements,

and states of being. Thus : the man fights bravely ; he

reflects profoundly ; he sits qtdetly. In these instances

the adverbs perform an office,and are placed in a situation

which fully justify the name that has been given to this

sort of words. But there are many adverbs, which do not

express the manner of actions, movements or states of

being, and which are not added to Verbs. For instance :

" Wltenvow sow small seeds, make the earth very fine,

and if it have, of late, been dry weather, take care to

press the earth extremely hard upon the seeds. " Here

are four adverbs, but only the last of the four expresses

any thing connocted with a verb. This shows, that the

name of this class of words does not fully convey to our

minds a description of their use.

28. Hou'evor, with this name you must be con-

tent ; but, you must bear in mind that there are ad-

verbs of tijne, of place, and of degree, as well as

of manner ; and that their business is to' express

or describe, some circumstances in addition to all

that is expressed by the Nouns, Adjectives, and

Verbs. In the above sentence, for example, the

words when, very, of late, and extremely, add 'greatly

to the precept, which, without them, would lose much

of its force.

20. PREPOSITIONS. The prepositions are in, to,

for,from, of, by, loith, into, against, at, and several

others. They are called Prepositions, from two Lati.j

words, meaning before and place ; and this name is
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given them because they are in most cases placed before

Nouns and Pronouns : as, " Indian Corn is sown in May.
" In June and the three following months, it is care-

" fully cultivated. Whenripe, in October, it is gathered

" in the field, by men who go from hill to hill with
" baskets, into which they put the ears. The leaves and
" stalks are then collected for winter-use ; and, they

"not only serve as food for cattle and sheep, but are

*' excellent in the making of sheds to protect animals

*' against the inclemency of the weather.*"

30. Prepositions are not very numerous, and,

though you will be taught to be very careful in using

them, the above sentence will be quite sufficient to

enable you to know the words belonging to this Part

of Speech from the words belonging to any other Part

of Speech.

31. CONJUNCTIONS are so called, because

they conjoin or join together, words, or parts of sen-

tences : as, '* Peas and Beans may be severed from

" the ground before they be quite dry ; but they must

" not be put hito stacks or barns until perfectly dry,

"for, if they be, they will mould.'' The word and

joins together the words Peas and Beans, and, by the

means of this junction, makes all the remaining part

of the sentence apply to both. The word but connects

the first with the second member of the sentence.

The word for, whieh is sometimes a conjunction, per-

forms, in this case, the same office as the word but

:

it continues the connexion ; and thus does every part

oi the sentence apply to each of the two nouns which

are the subject of it.

32. INTERJECTIONS. This name comes from

two Latin words : inter, which means between, and

jection, which means something thrown. So that,

c2
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the full literal meaning of the word is something thrown

between. The Interjections are Ah ! Oh ! Alas ! and

such like, which, indeed, are not words, because they

have no definite meaning. They are more sounds, and

they have been mentioned by me, merely because other

grammarians have considered them as being a Part of

Speech. But, this one notice of them will be quite

sufficient.

33. Thus, then, you are nov/able to distinguish, in many

cases, at least, to what Part of Speech belongs each of

the several words which may come under your observ-

ation. I shall now proceed to the Etymology of each

of these Parts of Speech. As we have done with the

Interjections, there will remain only eight Parts to

treat of, and this I shall do in eight Letters, allotting

one Letter to each Part of Speech.

LETTER IV,

ETVMOLOGy OF ARTICLES.

Mv Dear James,

34. In Letter Til, paragraph 13, you have seen

what sort of words Articles are ; that is to say,

you have there learnt how to distinguish the words her

longing to this Part of Speech from words belonging

to other Parts of Speech. You must now turn to

Letter il, paragraph 8. Having read what you find

there under the head of Etymologtj, you will see at

once, that my busi/iess, in this present Letter, is, to

teach you tliosc principles and rules according to which

article sarc varied in order to make them suit the dif-

ferent circumstances which they are used to express.
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35. You have seen, that there are but ?/i?-ee articles ;

namely, A or AN, and THE. The two former are, in

fact, the same word, but, of this I shall say more pre-

sently. They are called indefinite Articles, because they

do not define, or deterraine, what particular object is

spoken of. The Nouns, to which they are prefixed, only

SCTve to point out the sort of person or thing spoken of,

without defining w/mf person or icliat thing, as, a tree
'

is blowed down. From this we learn that some tree is

Mowed down, but not what tree. But, the defiiiite Ar-

ticle, THE, determines the particular object of which

we speak ; as the tree which stoodclose beside the bant,

is blowed down. In this last instance, we are not only

informed that a tree is blowed down, but the sentence

also informs us what particular tree it is. This article is

used before nouns in the plural, as well as before nouns

in the singular number. It is sometimes used before

words, expressive of degrees of com.parison : as, the

best, the loorst, the highest, the lowest. When we use a

notln in the singular number to express a whole spa-

des, or sort, we use the definite article : thus, we say,

the oak is a fine tree, when we mean, that oaks are

fine trees.

36. The Article A becomes AN when this article

comes immediately before any word which begins

with a vowel. This is forihe sake of the sound ; as^

an adder, dn elephant, an inch, an oily seed, an

ugly hat. The word an is also used before words

whicli begin with an h which is mtite, that is to say,

which, though used in writing, is not sounded in

speaking ; as, an hour. Tliis little variation in the

article is, as I said before, for- the sake of the sound
;

for, it would be very disagreeable to say, a adder, a

elephant, a inch, a oily seed, a ugly hat, a hour.
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and the like. But, a is used, in the usual way, before

words which begin with an h which is sounded in speak-

ing ; as, a horse, a hair, and the like. The indefinite

article can be used before nouns iiuthe singular number

only. There is a seeming exception to this rule in cases

where the words /ew and many come before the noun;

as, a few liorsos ; a great many horses ; but in reality,

this is not an exception, because the words few and

many, mean number; thus : a small number of horses;

a great number of horses ; and the indefinite article

agrees with this word number, which is understood,

and which is in the singular.

LETTER V.

ETYMOLOGY OF NOUNS.

37. This, my Dear James, is a Letter of great

importance, and, therefore, it will require great at-

tention from you. Before you proceed further, you

will again look well at Letter II, paragraph 8, and

then at Letter III, paiagraphs 14, 15, and 16, and

there read carefully every thing under the head of

Nouns.

38. Now, then, as Letter III. has taught you how

to distinguish Nouns from the words which belong to

the other Parts of Speech, the business here is to

teach j'ou the principles and rules, according to which

Nouns arc to be .aried in the letters of which tlu^y

are composed, according to which they are to be used,

and according to which they are to" be considered in

their bearings upon other words in the sentences in

which they are used.
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39. In a Noun there are to be considered, the

branches, the numbers, the genders, and the cases ;

and all these must be attended to very carefully.

40..THE BRANCHES. There are two; for Nouns

are some of them proper and some common\ A Noiiu

is called proper, when it is used to distiaguish one par-

ticular individual from the rest of the individuals of

the same species, or kind ; as, James, Botley, Hamp-

shire. The N*ouu is called common, when it applies to

all the individuals of a kind ; as Man, Village, County,

Botley is a proper Noun, because all Villages have not

this name ; but Village is a common Noun, because all

villages are called by that name : the name is common

to them all. Several persons have the name of James,

to be sure, and there is a Hampshire in America as

well as in England ; but, still, these are proper

names, because the former is not common to all men,

nor the latter to all counties. Proper nouns takes no

articles before them, because the extent of their mean-

ing is clearly pointed out in the word itself. In Jigura-

tive language, of which you will know more by-and-by,

we sometimes, however, use the aj tide ; as, " Gold-

" smith is a very pretty poet, but not to be compared

" to the Popes, the Drydens, or the Otways." And

again ;
" I wish I had the wit of a Swift." We also

use the definite article before proper nouns when a

common noun is understood to be left out ; as. The

Delaware, meaning the River Delaware. Also when

we speak of more than one person of the same name ;

as, " the Henries, the Edwards."

41. THE NUMBERS. These are the Singular

and the Plural. The singular is the oiiginal word
;

and, in general, the Plural is formed by adding an s

to the singular ; as dog, dogs. But, though the
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greater part of our Nouns form their plurals from the

lingular in this simple manner, there are many which do

not ; while there are som? Nouns which have uo plural

number at all, and some which have no singular. There-

fore, considering the above to be the First Rule, I

shall a<ld other rules with regard to the Nouns which

do not follow that rule.—The Skcond Rule. Nouns,

the singular numbers of which end in ch, sh, s, or x,

require es to be added in order to form their plural

number; as churtTi, churches; brush, brushes ; lass,

lasses ; fox,foxas.—The Third Rule is, that Nouns,

which end in y, when the y has a consonant coming im-

mediately before it, change the y into ies in forming

their plurals ; as quantity, quantities. But, you must

•mind, that, if the y be not immediately preceeded by a

consonant, the words follow the First Rule, and take

only an s in addition to their singular : as day, days. I

am the more 5i:xious to guard you against error as to

this matter, because it is very common to see men of

high rank and profession writing va/Ztes, vollies, attor-

nies, correspondencies, conveniencies, and the like,

and yet all these are erroneous. Corresponden.ce

and inconvenience should have simply an s ; for they

end in e, and not in y. The Fourth Rule is, that

Nouns which end in a single f, or in fe, form tlieir

plurals by changing the f ovfc), into ves ; as loaf,

loaves ; wife, wives. But, this rule has exceptions

in the following words, which follow the First Rule

Dwarf, mischief, handkerchief, chief, relief, grief

The two last are seldom used in the plural number

but, as they somotirnos are, I have included them,

—

The Fifth Rule is, that the followirsg Nouns have

. their plural in en : man, men ; woman, zvomen ; ox,

oxen ; child, children. And brethren is used some-
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times as the plural of brother.—The Sixth Rcle is

that all which nature, or art, or habit has made plural

have no singular ; as ashes, annals, belloujs, bowels,

thanks, breeches, entrails, lungs, scissors, snuffers,

tongs, wages, and some others. There are also some

uwins which have no plural, such as those which express

the, qualities, or propensities, or feelings of the mind

or heart ; as, honesty, meekness, compassion. There

are, further, several names of herbs, metals, minerals,

liquids, and of fleshy substances, which have no plurals;

to which may be added the names of almost all sorts

of grain. There are exceptions here ; for, while Wheat

has no plural, Oats have seldom any singular. But

all these words, and others which are irregular in a

similar way, are of such very common use, that you

will hardly ever make a mistake in applying them ; for

I will not suppose it possible for my dear James to fall

into either the company or the language of those per-

sons, who talk, and even write, about Barleys, Wheats,

Clovers, Flov srs. Grasses, and Malts. There remain

to be noticed, however, some words, which are too

irregular in the forming of their plurals to be brought

tinder any distinct head even of irregularity. I will,

therefore, insert these as they are used in both numbers.

SINGCLAR.
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1 as followed the order of nature. The names of all

males are of the masculine gender ; the names of all

females are of the feminine gender ; and all other

nouns are of the neuter gender. And, you must ob-

serve, that, even in speaking of living creatures, of

which we do not know the gender, we consider them

to be of the neuter. In strictness of language, we

could not, perhaps, apply the term gender to things

destitute of all sexual properties: but, as it is applied

with perfect propriety in the case of males and fe-

males, and, as the application in the case of inani-

mate or vegetable matter can lead to no grammatical

error, I have thought it best to follow, in this respect,

the example of other grammarians. It may be said,

that the rule, which I have here laid down, as being

without any exception, has many exceptions ; for,

that, in speaking of a ship, we say she and her. And,

you know, that our country folks in Hampshire call

almost every thing he or she. Sailors have for ages,

called their vessels shes, and it has been found easier

to adopt, than to eradicate, the vulgarism, which is

not only tolerated but cherished by that just admira-

tion, in which our country holds the species of skill

and of valour, to which it owes much of its greatness

and renown. It is curious to observe, that country

labourers give the feminine appellations to those things

only which are more closely identified with them-

selves, and by the qualities and condition of which

their own efforts and their character as workmen are

affected. The mower calls his scythe a she ; the

ploughman calls his plough a she ; but a prong, or a

shovel, or a harrow, which passes promiscuously from

hand to hand, and which is appropriated to no par-

ticular labourer, is called a he. It was, donbtless
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from this sort of habitual attachment that our famous

maritime solecism arose. The deeds of labourers in

the fields and of artisans in their shops are not of public

interest sufficiently commanding to enable them to

break in upon the principles of language ; if they were,

we should soon have as many hes and shes as the

French, or any other nation in the world.

43, While, however, I lay down this rule as required

by strict grammatical correctness, I must not omit

to observe, that the licence allowed to figurative

language enables us to give the masculine or feminine

gender to inanimate objects. This has been justly re-

garded as a great advantage in our language. We
can, whenever our subject will justify it, transforui

into masculine, or into feminine, nouns which are,

strictly speaking, neuter ; and, thus, by giving the

functions of life to inanimate objects, enliven ai;d

elevate our style, and give to our expressions great ad-

ditional dignity and force.

44. The Cases of Nouns. The word case, as ap-

plied to the concerns of life, has a variety of meanings,

or of diflferent shades of meaning ; but, its general

meaning is, state of things, or state of something.

Thus we say, *' in that case, I agree with you."

Meaning. " that being the state of things, or that

being the state of the matter, I agree with you."

Lawyers are said, " to make out their case ; or not

to make out their case :" meaning the state of the

matter, which they have undertaken to prove. So,

when we say, that a horse is , in good case, we mean

that he is in a good state. Nouns may be in diifer-

ent states or situations, as to other nouns, or other

words. For instance, a noun may be the name of a per-

son who strikes a horse, or of a person who possesses
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a horse, or of a person whom a horse kicks. And these

dilTerent situations, orstates, are, therefore, called cases.

45. You will not fully comprehend the use of these

distinctions till you come to the Letter on Verbs ; but,

it is necessary to explain here the nature of these cases,

in order that you may be prepared well for the use of

the terms, when I come to speak of the Verbs. In the

Latin language each noun has several different endings,

in order to denote the different Cases in which it may

be. In our language there is but one of the Cases of

nouns which is expressed or denoted by a change in the

ending of the noun ; and of this change I will speak

presently.

46. There are three Cases ; the Nominative, the

Possessive, and the OJtjective. A noun is in the No-

minative case, when it denotes a person, or thing,

which c?oes something or is something; as, Richard

strikes ; Richard is good.

47. A noun is in the Possessive case, when it

names a person or thing that possesses some other

person or thing, or when there is one of the persons

or things belonging to the other ; as Richard's hat

;

the mountain's top; the nations fleet. Here i?ic/i-

ard, mountain, and nation, are in the possessive

case, because they denote persons or things which

possess other persons or things, or have other persons

or things belonging to them. And here is that change

in the ending of the noun, of which I spoke above.

You see that Richard, mountain, nation, has, each

of them, an s added to it, and a mark of elision over
;

that is to say, a comma, placed above the line, be-

tween the last letter of the word and the s. This is

done for the purpose of distinguishing this case from

the phiral number ; or, at least, it answers this pur-
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pose in all cases where the plural of the noun wonld

end in an s ; ihough there are diiferent opinions as to

the origin of its use. In nouns, which do not end

their plurals in s, the mark of elision would not appear

to be absolutely necessary. AVe might write mans mind,

luomans heart ; but it is best to use the mark of ellsiou.

When plural nouns end with s, you must not add an s

to form the possessive case, but put the elision mark

only after the s, which ends the noun ; as, mountains'

tops ; nations' fleets ; lasses' charms. Observe, how-

ever, that in every instance, the possessive case maybe
expressed by a turn of the words ; as, the hat of

Richard ; the top of the mountain ; the feet of tht

nation ; the mind of man ; and so on. The nouns,

notwithstanding this turn of the words, are still in th«

possessive case ; and, as to when one mode of expressiom

is best, and when the other, it is a matter which must

be left to taste.

48. A noun is in the objective case, when the person

or thing that it names or denotes is the object, or eW,

of some act or of some movement, of some kind or

other ; Richard strikes Peter ; Richard gave a blow

to Peter ; Richard goes after Peter ; Richard hates

Peter ; Richard waiits arms ; Richard seeks after

fame ; falsehood leads to mischief ; oppression pro'

duQPS resistance. Here you see, that all these uotmfi

in the objective case, are the object, the end, or the

effect, of something done or felt by some person or

ih\j.\g, and which other person, or thing, is in the nomi-

natiye case.
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LETTER VI.

etymology of pronoun's.

'' 3Iy Dear James,

,49. You will now refer to paragraphs, IJj 18> and 19,

in Letter III ; which paragraphs will refresh your me-

mory as to the general nature and use of Pronouns.

Then, in proceeding to become well acquainted wnth

this part of speech, you will first observe, that there

are four classes, or descriptions, of pronouns: first the

Personal ; second, the Relative ; third, the Demon-

strative ; and, fourth, the Indejinite.

50. In PERSONAL PRONOUNS there are four

things to be considered : the person, the number, the

gender, and the case.

51. There are three persons. The pronoun which

represents, or stands in the place of the name of the

person who speaks, is called the Jirst person ; that

which stands in the place of the name of the person

who is spoken to, is called the second person ; that

which stands in the place of the name of the person

who is spoken of, is called the tJiird person. For

example :
" / am asking you about him." This cir-

cumstance of person you will, by-and-by, find to be

of great moment ; because, as you will see, the verbs

vary their endings sometimes to correspond with the

person of the pronoun : and, therefore, you ought to

pay strict attention to it at the outset.

52. The ninnher is either singular or plural , and the

pronouns vary their spelling to express a difference of

number ; as in this table, which shows, at once, all the

persons and all the numbers.
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53. The next thing is the gender. The pronouns of

the first and second person have no changes to express

gender ; but the third person singular has changes for

that purpose : he, she, or it ; and I need not point out

to you the cases where one of these ought to be used

instead of the other.

54. The Case is the last thing to be considered in

personal -pronouns. The meaning of the word case, as

used in the rules of Grammar, I have fully explained

to you in Letter V, paragraph 44. In paragraphs 45, 46,

47, and 48, in that same Letter, I have treated of the

distinction between the cases. Read all those para-

graphs again before you proceed further : for now you

will find their meaning more clearly explained to you
;

because the personal pronouns, and also some of the

other pronouns, have different endings, or are

composed of different letters, in order to point oct the

different cases in which they are : as. He, His, Him.

5.5. The personal pronouns have, like the nouns,

three cases, the nominative, the possessive, and the ob'

jective. The following table exhibits the whole of them

at one view, with all the circumstances of person, num-

ber, gender, and case.

SINGULAR NUMBER."

Nominative. Possessivt;.

First person

Second person

("Mas. Gen.

Third ^
Person,

j
( Neuter.

Femin.

I,

Thou,

He,

She,

It,

?.VIine, S
fThy, I

1 Thine, /
His,

f Her, 1
tHeis, \

It,

Ohjttt.

Me.

Thee.

Him.

Her.

It.
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PLURAL NUMBER.

Nominative. Possessive.

Third
Person

/Our,
( Ours, J
CYour,

I

1 Yours, )

Objective.

Us.

Vou.

Theiu.

First Person
,

We,

Second person You,

fMas. Gen. They, '\

Femin. They, >

(^ Neuter. They, )

56. Upon this table tliera are some remarks to 'be

attended to. In the possessive cases of/. Thou,She,Wei

Fowj'and Therj, there are two different words ; as, My
or Mine ; but, you know, that the former is used when

followed by the name of the person or thing possessed;

aud that the latter is used when not so followed : as,

*' this is ?ny pen ; this pen is mine ;'' And, it is the sarae_

with regard to the possessive cases of TJiou, She, IVe,

Ymi, and They.

57. Thou' is here given as the second person singu-

lar ; but, common custom has set aside the rules of

Grammar in this case ; and though we in particular

cases, still make use of Thou, and Thee, we generally

make use of You instead of either of them. Accord-

ing to ancient rule aftd custom this is not correct ; bat,

what a whole people adopts and universally practises,

must, in such cases, be deemed j^orrect, and to be a

superseding of ancient rule and custom.

hS. Instead of you the ancient practice was to put

ye, in the nominative case of the second person pla-

ral; but, this practice is now laid aside, except in ca^es,

which very seldom occur ; but, whenever ye is made

use of, it must be in the nominative, and 7iever in the 06-

jeciive, case. I may, speaking to several persons, say,

" Ye have injure^ me ;" but not " I have injured ye."

59. The words self and selves are sometimes added
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to the personal pronouns ; as, myself, thyself, hhn-

self; but, as these compounded words are liable to no

variations that can possibly lead to error, it will be use-

less to do any thing further than just to notice thora.

60. The Pronoun it, though a personal pronoun,

does not always stand for, or, at least, appear to stand

for, any «ow« whatever ; but is used in order to point

out a state of things, or the cause of something

produced. For instance ;
" It feeezcd hard last

" night, and it was so cold, that it was with great

" difficulty the travellers kept on their journey.
"

Now, what was it that freezed so hard ? Not the

frost ; because frost is the effect, and not the c;.use,

of freezing. We cannot say, that it was the weather

that froze ; because the freezing constituted in part

the weather itself. No : the pronoun it stands, in

this place, for state of things or circumstances ; and

this sentence might be written thus :
" The freezing

"was so hard last night, and the cold was so severe,

" that the travellers found great difficulty in keeping

" on their journey." Let us take another example or

two. " It is a frost this morning. It will rain to-

" night. It will be fine to-morrow." That is to say,

" A state of things called frost exists this morninor

;

" a state of things called rain will exist to-night : and

*' to-morrow a state of things called fine weather."

Another example :
" It is delightful to see brothers

" and sisters living in uninterrupted love to the end

" of their days."' That is to say ;
" The state of

" things, which exhibits brothers and sisters living in

" uninterrupted love to the end of their days, is de-

" lightful to see." Tlie pronoun it is, in this its imper-

sonal capacity, used in a great variety of instances

but I forbear to extend my remarks on the subject
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here, because those remarks will find a more suitable

place, when I come to another part of my instructions. I

have said erough here to prevent the puzzling that might

have arisen from your perceiving, that the pronoun i^ was

sometimes used without your being able to trace its con-

nexion with any noun either expressed or understood.

61. In order, however, further to illustrate this

matter in this place, I will make a remark or two

upon the use of the word there. Example : " There

" are many men, who have been at Latin-Schools for

*' years, and who, at last, cannot write six sentences

" in English correctly." Now, you know, the word

there, in its usual sense, has reference to place ; yet

it has no such reference here. The meaning is : that

" many men are in existence, who have been at

"Latin-Schools." Again: " There never was any

" thing so beautiful as that flower." That is to say

:

" Any thing so beautiful as that flower never existed,

" or never was in being."

62. We now come to the RELATIVE PRONOUNS,
of which class there are only three; namely, who,

which, and that. The two latter always remain the

same, through all numbers, genders, and cases ; but,

the pronoun who changes its ending, in order to express

the possessive and objective cases : as, who, whose,

whom.

63. These pronouns are called relative, because

they always relate directly to some noun or some

personal pronoun, or to some combination of words,

which is called the antecedent ; that is to say, the

person or thing before going. Thus :
" The soldier

who was killed at the siege." Soldier is the antece-

dent. Again :
" The men (if I am rightly informed)

" who came hither last night, luho went away this
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'•' morniug, whose money you have received, and to

" whom you gave a receipt, are natives of South Arae-

" rica." Men is here the antecedent ; and in this sen-

tence there are all the variations, to which this pronoun

is liable,

64. Who, vjhose, and whom cannot be used correctly

as relatives to any nouns or pronouns, which do not

represent men, women, or children. It is not correct

to say, the horse, or the dog, or the tree, who was so

and so ; or to whom was done this or that ; or, whose

colour, or any thing else, was such or such. But, the

word That, as a relative pronoun, may be applied to

nour:s of all sorts : as, the hoy that ran ; the horse

that galloped ; the tree that was blowed down.

05. Which, as a relative pronoun, is confined to

irrational creatures, and here it may be used, as a re-

lative, indifferently with that; as, the horse which

galloped ; the tree which was blowed down. This ap-

plication of the relative which solely to irrational

creatures is, however, of modern date ; for, in the

Lord's Prayer, in the English Church Service, we say,

" Our Father which art in Heaven." In the American

Liturgy this error has been corrected ; and tbey say,

" Our Father, who art in Heaven."

66. I cannot, even for the present, quit these rela-

tive pronouns without observing to you, that they are

words of vast importance, and that more errors, and

errors of greater consequence, arise from a misappli-

cation of them, than from the misapplication of almost

all the other classes of words put together. The rea-

s on is this, they are relatives, and they frequently

stand as the representative of that which has gone

before, and which stands in a distant part of the sen-

tence. This will be more fwlly explained when I
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come to the Syntax of pronouns ; btit the niattcr is

of such groat nioiueiit, that I could uot refrain from

giving you an intimation of it here.

67. The DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS are

so called, because they more particularly mark, or de-

monstrate, the nouns, before which they are placed,

or for which they sometimes stand. They arc, This,

These, That, Those, and What. The use of them is so

well known, and is liable to so little error, that my chief

object in giving them this separate place, is, to show

you the ditference betweeir That, when a relative and

when not a relative. Take an example ;
" That man

is not the man, as far as I am able to discover, that

"' came hither last night,'' The first of these Tliats

does not relate to the man ; it merely points him out:

but the latter relates to him, carries you back to him,

and supplies the place of repetition. This same word,

That, is sometimes a Conjunction : as, " That man is

" not the man, as far as I can discover, that came hi-

" ther last night, and that was so ill that he could

" hardly walk.'' The relative is repeated in the third

That: but, the fourth That is merely a conjunction,

serving to connect the effect of the illness with the cause.

68. Perhaps a profound examination of the matter

would lead to a proof of That being always a pro-

noun : but, as such examination would be more civioua

than useful, I shall content niyself with having clearly

shown you tiie diii'erence in its offices as a relative, as a

demonstrative, and sr^ a conjunction.

69. What, together with who, whose, whom, and

which, are employed in asking qnestions, and are,

sometimes, ranged under a separate head, and called

interrogative pronouns. I have thought this unnu-

cessury ; but, here is an observation of importance to
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attend to ; for, which, though, as a relative, it cantiot

be applied to the intellectual species, is, as an interro-

gative, properly applied to that species : as, " which

n>an was it who spoke to you V
70. What sometimes stands for both noun and rela-

tive pronoun: as, " What 1 want is well known." That

is to say, •^' The thing which I want is well known.''

Indeed, what has, in all cases, this extended significa-

tion ; for, when, in the way of inquiry as to words which

we have not clearly understood, wesay, what ? our full

meaning is :
" repeat to us that tchich you have said,

or the words which you have spoken."

71. The INDETERMINATE PRONOUNS are

so called, because they express their objects in a ge-

neral and indeterminate manner. Several of them

are also adjectives. It is only where they are employed

alone ; that is to say, without nouns, that they ought

to be regarded as pronouns. For instance :
" One is

always hearing of tlie unhappiness of one person or

" another." The first of these ones is a pronoun ; the

last is an adjective, as is also the word another ; for a

noun is understood to follow, though it is not expressed.

These pronouns are as follows : One, any, each, none,

some, other, every, either, many, whoever, whatever,

neither, and some few others, but all of them words

invariable in their Orthography, and all of veiy com-

mon use.
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LETTER Vn.

etymology of adjectives.

My Dear James,

72. In Letter III, paragraph 21, I have described

what an Adjective is. You will, therefore, now read

that paragraph carefully over, before you proceed in

studying the contents of the present Letter.

73. The adjectives have no changes to express gender,

or case ; but, they have changes to express degrees of

comparison. As adjectives describe the qualities and

properties of nouns, and as these may be possessed in

a degree higher in one case than in another, the ad-

jectives have degrees of comparison ; that is to say,

changes in their endings, to suit these vaiying circum-

stances. A tree may be high, but another may be

higher, and a third may be the highest. Adjectives

have, then, these three degrees : the first degree, or

rather, the primitive word, is called the Positive ; the

second, the Comparative^ the third, the Superlative.

For the forming of these degrees I shall give yon /07/r

rules ; and, if you pay strict attention to these rules,

you will need be told very little more about this part of

speech.

74. First Rule. Adjectives in general, which end in

a consonant, form their comparative degree by adding

er to the positive, and form their superlative degree

by adding est to the positive : as,

POSlTire. COMPARATIVB SOPERLATIVB-

Rich, Richer, ilichest.

75. Scco7id Rule. Adjectives, which end in c, add,

in forming their comparative, only an r, and in forming

their superlative, st : as,

POSITITS. CO'IPARATIVE. SCPERLATIVK.

Wise, Wiser, Wisest.
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76. Third Rule. When the positive ends in d, g, or

t, and when these consonants are, at the same time,

preceded by a single vowel, the consonant is doubled

in forming the comparative and superlative ; as,

POSITIVK. COMPARATIVa, SUPERLATIVE.

Red, Redder, Reddest.

Big, Bigger, Biggest.

Hot, Hotter, Hottest.

But, if the d, g, or t, be preceded by another con-

sonant, or by inoi'e than one vowel, the final consonant

is not doubled in the forming of the two latter degrees;

as,

POSITIVE, COMPARATIVE, SL'PERLATl V E.

Kind, Kinder, Kindest.

Neat, Neater, Neatest.

77- Fourth Rule. When the positive ends in y,

preceded by a consonant, the y changes to ie in the

other degrees.

POSITIVE. COMPARATIVE. SUPERLATIVE.

Loveh', Lovelier, Loveliest.

Pretty, Prettier, Prettiest.

78 There are some adjectives which can be reduced

to no rule, and which nmst be considered as irregular

:

as,

POSITIVE.
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81. However, you will observe, that all adjectives

which admit of comparison, may form their degrees by

the use of the words more, and most : as,

POSITIVE. COMPARATIVE. SCP f RLATI VE.

Rich, More rich. Most rich.

Tender, More- tender, R^ost tender.

When the positive contains but one syllable, the

degrees are usually formed by adding to the positive

according to the four rules. When the positive con-

tains tivo syllables it is matter of taste which method

you shall use in forming the degrees. The ear is, in

this case, the best guide. But, when the positive con-

tains more than two syllables, the degrees must be

formed by the use of tnore and most. We may say

tender and tenderest, pleasaiiter ani pleasantest, pret-

tier and prettiest; but who could tolerate rfe^jca^er

and delicatest ?

LETTER VIII.

ETYMOLOGY OF VERBS.

My DEAR James,

82. The first thing yon have to do in beginning

yonr study as to this important part of speech, is to

read a^"ain very slowly and carefully paragraphs 23,

24, 25, and 20, in Letter III. Having, by well attend-

ing to what is said in those paragraphs, learned to dis-

tinguish Verbs from the words belonging to other parts

of speech, you will now enter, with a clear head, on

an inquiry into the variations, to which the words of

this part of speech are liable.

83. Sorts of Verts. Verbs are considered as

active, passive, or neuter. A verb is called active
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when it expresses an action which is produced by the

orainative of the sentence : as " Pitt restrained the

Bank." It is passive, when it expresses an action, which

is received, or endured, by the person or thing which is

the nominative of the sentence : as, " The Bank is re-

strained." It is neuter, wheri it expresses simply the state

of being, or of existence, of a person or t!)ing : as,

"Dick lies nn bed ;" or, when it expresses an actios

confined within the actor.

84. It is of g:o;t consequence that you clearly

understand these distinctions, because I shall, by-and-

by, use these terms very frequently. And, in order to

give yon a proof of the necessity of attendi!!? to these

distinctions, I will here give you a specimen of the errorsj

which are sometimes committed by those who do not

understand Grammar. This last-mentioned Verb to lief

becomes in the past time lay. Thus: " Dick lies on a

bed now, hut, some time ago, he lay on the floor.''

This verb is often confounded with the verb to lay,

which is an active verb, and which becomes, in its past

time laid. Thus: " I lay my hat on the table to-day,

" but, yesterday, I laid it on the shelf." Let us tnke

another instance in order the more clearly to explniu

this matter. A verb may, sometimes, be what we
call a neuter verb, though it expresses an action;

but this happens when the action is confined within

the actor; that is to say, when there is no obj=^ct t9

which the action passes. Strike is clearly an active

Yerb, because something is stricken ; a stroke i?: given

?o, or pii^ 7<po?i, something. But, in the case f>f t9

rise, though there is an action, it passes on to u»

•bject : as, I rise early. Here is no object to which

the action passes. But, to ' raiie is an active varb

l»e^ause the action passes ou to an obj&at: as^ I raise

D
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a stiq/t, I raise my hand, I raise my head, and also I

raise myself ; because, though in this last instance, the

action is confined tome, it is understood, that my mind

gives the motion to my body. These two verbs are,

in speaking and writing, incessantly confounded; though

one is a neuter, and the other an active verb, though

one is regular, and the other irregular, and though

they are not, in any person, time, or mode, composed

©f the same letters. This confusion could aiever take

place, if attention were paid to the principle above

laid down.

85. Having thus given you the moans of distinguish-

ing the sorts of Verbs, I now proceed to matters, which

are common to all the sorts. There are four things to

be cousiclcred in a Verb ; the persoii, the number, the

time, and the mode.

8G. Thi^ Pekson.—Read again letter VI. on the

Etymology of pronouns. You will there clearly seethe

HSe of ihis distinction about persons ; and, as I have

told you, ycu will find that it is a matter of great con-

sequence : because, it will row, nt once, be evident te

you,thnt, unless the distinction of person be attended

to, almost every sentence must be erroneous.

87- The verb must agree in person with the noun or

the pronoun, which is the nominative of the sentence.

Look back at the Letter V., and at paragraphs 44,

45, 46, and 47, in order to refresh your memory as t»

the nominative and other cases. The verb then, must

agree with the nominative : as, " I write ; he writes."

To say, '' I xcrites ; he xcrite ,•" these would be both

erroneous

88. Look back at the explanation about ihe persons

iu the etymology of pronouns in Letter VL There

ere three persons ; but, our verbs have no variation
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in their spelling, except for the third person singula r

For we say, " I write, you write, we ivrite, they W7 ite ;'

and only " he, she, or it ivrites." This, then, is a very

plain matter.

89. NusiBER is a matter equally plain, seeing that

our verhs do not, except in one or two instances, vary

their endings, to express numher. Bot, when several

nouns, or pronouns, come together, care must be taken

to make the verb agree with them : as, " Knisht and

Johnstone resist the tyrants." Not resists. But this

will he more fully dwelt on in the Syntax.

90. The Time.—The verb has variations to express

the time of an action : as, " Sidmouth writes a Cir-

" cular Letter ; Sidmouth wrote a Circular Letter
;

" Sidmouth luill write a Circular Letter." Again :
" the

" Queen defies the tyrants ; the Queen defied the tyrants

" the Queen will defy the tyrants.'' The Ti)>*es of a

verb are therefore, called the present, the past, and

the future.

91. The Modes The Mode's of verbs are the

different inanners of expressing an action, or a state

of being, which manners are sometimes posititu, some-

times conditional, and sometimes indeterminate ; and

there are changes., or variations, in the spe'.liiig, or

writing, of tlve verb, or of the little words used v.ith

the verb, in order to express this difference in manner

and sense. I will give you an instance :
" He walks

fast." " If he walk fast, he will fatigue himself." In

most other languages, the verb changes its fy/ ni very

©ften and very much to make it express the dilforeut

modes. In ours it does not ; because we hsve little

words called signs, which we use with the vei'bs instead

of varying the form of the verbs themselves. To
make this matter clear, I will give you an example

D 2
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oi' the English compared witii the French language Ir

this respect.

E F

I march, Je marche,

I marched, Je marchois,

I might march, Je marchasse,

I should march, Je mai cherois.

Tliere arc other variations iu the French verh ; hut \rc

effect the purposes of tliese variations hy the use of the

^iigus, shall, may, might, could, would, and others.

92. The modes are four in number ; the injinitive,

ihc indicative the snhjiaictive £;nd the imperative. Be-

sides these there are the two participles, of which I

shall speak presently.

93. The injiniiive mode is the verh in its primitive

state : as, to march. And this is called the infinitive,

kecauge it is without bounds or limit. It merely ex-

presses the actioji of marching, witlioul any constraint

as to person or number or time. The little word, t9,

makes, in fact, i\ part of the verb. This word, to, is, «*f

it.self, a /we/Jos/?io« ; but, as prefixed to verbs, it is

n-crely a sign of the Infinitive Mode. Iu other \&m-

fuagcs, there is no such sign. In the French, for iu-

stance, alter, means, to go ; ccrire, means, to write.

Thus, then, you will hear in mind, that, in English, the

^* makes a pait of the verb itself, when iu the infini-

tive mode.

94. The Indicative Mode is that in which we exiwees

ai) action, or state of being, positively ; that is to say,

without any condition, or any dependent circumstance^.

It merely indicates the actiou or state of hewg, without

^einy subjoined to any thing which renders tho acfcioii
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©r stAte of being dependent on any other action or state

of beirig. Thus: " He writesT . This is the indicative.

95. Bnt, the Subjunctive Mode comes iuto use, whe«

I^say: " If he tcrite, the guilty tyrants will be ready

with their dungeons and axes. ' In this case, there is

something subjoined ; and, therefore, this is cal|ed the

subjunctive mode. Observe, however, that, in ourlai--

guage, there is no very great -use in this distinction of

modes;, because, for the most part, our little 5!^?25d»

the business, and they never vary in the letters of which

they are composed. The distinction is useful oily as

regards the employment of verbs without the signs

and where the signs are left to be understood ; as in the

above case :
" If he should write, the guilty tyrants

would be ready.*' And observe, further, that, whem

the signs are used, or understood, the verb retains its

•riginal, or primitive, form, throughout all the persons,

numbers, and times.

96. The hnperative Mode is me'itionod here

merely for form's sake. It is that state of the verfe

which commands, orders, bids, calls to, or invokes :

as, " Come hither; be good : march away; pay

me." In other languages there are changes in the

spelling of the verbs to answex to this mode: bnt in

ours there are none of these : and, therefore, thematt?r

is hardly worth notice, except as a niere juitter

of f«)rm.

97. The Participles, however, ai-e different in point

©f importance. They are of two sorts, the active ani

the passive. The former ends always in ing, and

the latter is generally the same as the past time

of the verb out of which it grovrs. Thus tinrk-

ing is an active participle^ and icorked a passivs!

participle. They are called participles because they
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partake of the qualities of other parts of speech as

well as of verbs. For instance :
" I am vorkimj

;

" working is laudable; a working mm\ is more worthy

" of honour than a tilled plunderer who lives in idle-

" iiess.'"' In the first instance, tvorking is a verb,\n the

second a noun, in the third an adjective. So in the

case of the passive participle ; I worked yesterday
;

that is worked mortar. The first is a verb, the last an

adjective.

98. Thus have I gone through all the circumstances

of change to which verbs are liable. I will now give

yt u the complete covjuyation of a verb. To conjugate

in its usual acceptation, meaiis to join together ; and,

as used by grammarians, it means, to place under one

view all the variations in the form of a verb ; begin-

ning with the Infinitive ^lode and ending with the Par-

ticiple. I will now lay before you, then, the conjugation

of the verb to work, exhibiting that verb in all its

persons, numbers, times, and modes.

Infinitive Modk.

' To Work.

Indicative Mode.

Singular.

Present
Time.

Past

Time.

Future
Time.

fist Person. I work,
< 2(1 Person. 'I hoii workest,

(_3d Person. He, Slio, or it,

X.

woiks.

I Avarked

Thou workerfst, -

He worked,

-I shall or will work,

—thou shall or wilt

work,—He shall or will work,

Plitrril.

W'e work,
'^'ou work,
Tliey work.

We worked,
Yon worked,
They woi-ked.

We shall or

will work,

Yoii shall or

will work.
They shall

or will work.
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Subjunctive Mode.

If I work, or may, might, could, M'ould, or should, work.

If thoa work, or may, ^york.

If he, she, or it work, or may, work.

If we work, or may, work.

If you work, or may, work.
If tbey work, or may, ——work.

Imperative Mode.

Let me work. Let us work.
Work thou. Work you.

Let him work, Let them work

Participles.

Active.— Working.
Passive.—Worked.

99. Some explanatory remarks are necessary here.

The third person singular of the Judicative present

used to he written with eth : as woi-keth ; hut this

spelling has long been disused. The pes? ^i»«e may be

formed by did : as, did luork, instead of worked ; and

do work may he used in the present time ; but, in fact,

these httle words are a great deal more than mere

marks of the times. They are used in one time to

express the negative of another, or, to affirm with more

than ordinary emphasis.

100. Grammarians generally make a present and a

past time under the subjunctive mode ; hot the truth

\s, that any of the signs may apply to the present, past,

or future of that Mode. These are little words of vast

import and of constant use ; and, though that use is

so very difficult to be learned by foreigners, we our-

selves never make mistakes with regard to it. The verb

to be alone changes its form in order to make a past

time in the Subjunctive mode.

101. As to the Imperative Mode where the pro-

nouns Thou and You are put after the verb, we seldom

put the thou and the you. We make use of the verb

only, which is quite sufficient.
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102. Some Granimariai)S put in their conjugations

Avhat they cali the compound times : as, T have worked,

I /iOf' icorked, I shall have icorkcd,\ majf have worked,

and so oti. But, this can only serve to till up a book :

for all these consist merely in the ir.trodnctioii and «5c

of the verb to have in its various parts. In the abovr.

coiijugation all the changes or variations of the vcrli

arc exhibited : and it is those chansfes and variations,

which, under the present head, form the important ob-

ject of our inquiry.

103. The verbs to have and to he am of great use in

our language. They are called auxiliary verbs. To let,

and /o ao are also called auxiliaries ; but they are ©f

far less importance than to have and to be. Y. fore, how-

ever, I say more on the subject of these auxiliaries, I

must speak of all the verbs as regular or irregular
,
jv%t

observing here, that the wnrii auxiliary means helper,

or helping.

104. Verbs are called regular, when they have their

eh iigcs or variations according to a certain rule ornia»-

ner. Thus : " I walk, I walked, I work, I worked." But

I cannot say," I writed," I must say, "I wrote.'' Now
observe, that we call regular verbs all those which oa«l

their past time of the indicative and their passive pnr^

tidple in erf; and, if you now look back at the corjk-

gationof the verb to work, you will find that that is a re-

gular verb. Indeed, this is the case with almost all our

Tcrbs. But, there are some little irregularities even here,

and they must be very well attended to, because a want

•f attention to them leads to very great errors even as

to spelling.

105. These little irregularities I shall notice under fire

separate heads ; and, if you should forget, at any time

what has been said on the subject, a reference t» th««e
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will, in a moment, set ^ou right.—I. The verb to icork is

perfectly Tegular, for it has ed added to it, in order t«

form the past time, and also in order to form the passive

participle. It is the same with the verbs to walk, to turn,

to abandon, and i;umerous others. But, if the infinitive,

that is to say, the primitive, or original word, c:;d in «,

then d only is added, in the past time and participle,

andsif instead of est after Than: as, in the case of to move

which becomes moved and movest. You have seen, also,

in the case of the verb to icork, that we add only an .v

to form the third i)erson singular of the present of the

indicative: he ivorks. But if the infinitive end in h, s,.c

or z, then es must be added ; as, to wish, he wishes ; t*

toss, he tosses ; to box he boxes; to buzz he buzzes -j-i—W.

When the infinite ends in y, and when that y has a con-

sonant immediately before it, the y is chang^^d into ic te.

form the third person singular of the present of the in-

dicative ; as, to reply, he replies. But, (and I beg you

to mark it well) if the ending y, have a vowel immedi-

ately before it, the verb follows the general rule, in the

form.ation of (lio tisird person singular of the ])rrs3!!t of

the ij:dic?.tive: ss, to delay, he delays ; and not he de-

lates. It is the same in (he spco:id person sing'ilar : as

to reply, thou I'eplicst ; to delay, thrm delay est.—
III. When tlio iiitinilve ends in y with a conso-

nant immediately before it, the past time of the

iiidicative and the passivij p?>.rticiple are formed hr

using an i histerTd of the y ; as, to reply, he replied ; to

deny^ it wasdenied. But, if the?/ be preceded by a ro2tT/j

«d is added to the y in the usual manner: as, to delay,

he delfiyed.—IV. The active participle, which always

ends in iiuj. is, in general, fnrmed by simnly adf'is.g the

iny\o the i^ finitive : as, to work,u-orki/tg ; to talk, talk-

ing. But, if the infinitive end in a single e, the e i«
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dropped : as, to move, moving. The verb to be is an ex-

ception to this ; but, then that is an irregular rerb. It

is when the infinitive ends in a aingle e mind for, if the

€ be double, the goii(>ral rule is followed : as, to free,

freeing. When the infinitive ends in ie, those lettei-s are

changed into y in the forming of the active participle ;

as to lie, lying.—V. When the infinitive ends in a single

coHsowaw^, which has a single voicelimmediately before

it, the final consonant is doubled, not only in forming

he active participle, but also in forming the past time

of the indicative, and the passive participle: as, to rap,

rapping; I rapped, it was rapped. But, observe well,

this rule holds good only as to words of one syllable
;

for, if the infinitive of the verb have more than one

syllable, the consonant is not doubled unless the accent

be on the last syllable ; and the accent means the main

force, or weight, or sound of the voice in pronouncing

the word. For instance, in the word to oy)en, the accent

is on the^rs< syllable ; and, therefore we write opening,

opened. But, when we come to the verb to refer,

where we find the accent on the last syllable, we write

referring, referred.

106. These irregularities, tb.ough very necessary to

be attended to, do not prevent us from considering the

verbs, which- are subject" to them, as regular verbs.

The mark of a regular verb, is, that its past time and

passive participle end in ed : every verb, which does

not answer to this mark, is irregular.

107. There are many of these irregular verbs, of

which I shall here insert a complete list. All the ir-

regularities, (except the little irregularities just men-

tioned) which it is possible to find in an English verb

(the auxiliary verbs excepted) are in the past time

aud the pastive participle only. Therefore, it will
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be sufficient to give a List, showing, in those two in-

stances, what are the irregularities of each verb: and,

in order to render this List convenient, and to shorten

the work of referring to it, I shall make it alphabetical.

With the past time of the several verbs I shall use the

first pe ;ou singular of the pronoun, in order to raahe

my examples as clear as possible.

LIST OF IRBKGULAR VERBS.

iNFIXITIVE.
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to oat,

to iV.ll,

to feed,

to Icel,

to fii{ht,

to find,

to i\cs,

to flinff,

to liy,

to forbear,

to foibid,

to forget,

to forgive,

to forsake,

to get,

to give,

to go,

to grind,

to l.ave,

to hoar,

to hide,

to hit,

to I'old^

to hurt,

to koop,

to know,

fee lay,

fco lead,

to leave,

to lend,

to let,

to lie,

to lose,

to make,
to meet,

to overcouie,

to overdo,

to p;!9S,

to jiay,

to put.

ate,

fell,

fed,

felt,

fought,

found,

fled,

Hung,

flew,

forebore,

forbade,

forgot,

forgave,

forsook,

got,

gave,

went,

grouud,

had,

heard,

hid,

hit,

held,

hurt,

kept,

knovr,

laid,

led,

left,

lent,

let,

lav,

lost,

made,
ini't,

ove-camCf
overdid,

passed,

paid,

put.

^T

eaten,

fallen,

fed.

felt,

fought,

found,

•fled,

flung

flown,

forborn.

forbidden

forgotten

forgiven,

forsakes,

gotten,

given,

gone,

ground,

had.

heard,

hidden,

hit.'

held,

hurt,

kejit.

known,

laid,

led.

left,

lent,

let.

lain,

lost,

made,
met,

overcome,

overdone,

past,

paid,

put.
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to read,

to rend,

to ride,

to ring,

to rise,

to run,

to saj',

to sec,

to se^k,

to sell,

to send,

to set,

to shake,

to shear,

to shed,

to show,

to shrink,

to shoe,

to shoot,

to shut,

to sing,.

to sink,

to sit,

to slay,

to sleep,

to slide,

to slit,

to smite,

to speak,

to speed,

to spetid,

to spin,

to S]Mt,

to spread,

to stand,

to steal,

t<) Slick,

t« stink,

to strike,

t« swear.

OF -VERBS.
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to deal,

to dig,

to dip,

to draw,

to dream,
to dwell,

to freeze,

to geld,

to gild,

to gild,

to grow,

to hang,

to help,

to hew,
to kneel,

to kTiit,

to lade,

to leap,

to light,

to load,

to mean,
t« mow,
to overilow,

to saw,

to shave,

to shred,

to shine, ,

to sling,

to slink,

to slip,

to smell,

to snow,

to sow,

to spell,

to spill,

to split,

to spring,

-

to stamp,

to sting,

to strew.

I dealt,

I dug,

I dipt,

I drew,

I dreamt,

I dwelt,

I froze,

1 gelt,

I gilt,

I girt,

I grew,

I hung,

I help^t,

I hewed,

I knelt,

I knit,

I loaded,

I leaped,

I light,

I loaded.

I meant,

I mowed,
I overflowed,

I sawed,

I shaved,

I shred,

I shone,

1 slung,

I slunk,

I slipt,

I smelt,

it snowed,

I sowed,

I spelt,

I spilt,

I split,

I sprang,

I stampt,

I stung, or stan<

I stre-wcd,

dealt.

dug.

dipt.

drawn.

dreamt.

dwelt.

frozen.

gelt.

gilt.

girt.

grown.

hung
helpt.

hewn.

knelt.

knit.

laden.

leapt,

light.

loaden.

meant.

mown.
overflow

sawn.

shaven.

shred.

shone.

slung.

slunk.

slipt.

smelt.

snown.

sown

.

spelt.

spilt.

split.

sprung.

stampt.

, stung.

strewn
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enable the organs even of English speech to pronou: ce

burst'di light'd. It, therefore, made really short work

•f it, and, dropping the last syllable altogether, wrote,

burst, and light, in the past time and passive participle.

But, is it not more harmonioas, as well as more correct,

to say, " the bubble is almost bursted," than it is to

say, " the bubble is almost burst" ? And, as to Jiang,

is it not better to say, hanged than hung ? " I will li

'

hanged if I do,'' is a very common phrase : and is .>t

mot better than it would be to say, " I will be hung if

r do"? Many of these verbs, by being very difficult '.5

contract, have, as in the case of to hang, to swing, ard

the like, reduced the shorteners to the necessity f
.'

changing almost all the letters of the words : as, to

dare, durst : but, is it not better to say I dared than I

durst ? This habit of contracting, ^r shortenin?, is a

very mischievous habit. It leads to the destruction of

all propriety in the use of letters ; and instead of «.

saving of time, it produces, by the puzzling ihat t

jIves rise to, a great loss of time. Hoping that what I

have here said, will be a warniT'g to you against th?

cutting of words short, I have only to add, on the sub-

ject oi irregular verbs, that those in the last list a:?

to be used in the regular form, and that the only re"!

j'-regulars are those of the first list^ Nay, I hare,

after all, left some verbs in the first list, which may be

used in the regular form : as, yast, which may be, in

the participle, passed, and with full as much pro-

priety.

110. AuxiLURV Vkebs.—In the present Letier,

paragraph jO.3, I opened this part of my subject. Ihe

word ht, is the past time and the passive particip^ of

W& verb to let. It is used as an auxiliary, howere-,

iH the present time ; and only in the imperative
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mode : as, let me go ; let us go ; let him go. That is

to say, leave me to go, leave us to go, leave him to go.

Perhaps, the moanmg, fully expressed, would he, actin'

such a way that I may he left to go, or suffered to go.

111. The Auxiliary do, which, for the passed- time,

becomes did, is part of the verb to do, which in its

past time is did, and in its passive participle done.

In this sense, it is not an auxiliary, but a principal

verb, and its meaning is equal to that of to execute,

or to perform : as, I do my xcork, I execute my
work, I perform my work. As an auxiliary or

helper, it seems to denote the time of the principal

verb : as, I do walk ; I did walk ; and, we may say,

\do execute my work, or, 1 do do my work. In this

last example the first do is an auxiliary, and the last

'rfoa principal verb. However, as I said before, do

and did, used as auxiliaries, do a great deal more

th'an merely express time. In fact, they are not

often used for that purpose only. They are used for

the purpose of affirming or denying in a manner pecu-

liarly strong : as, I do work, means, that I work, not-

withstanding all that may be, or may have been said,

or thought, to^the contrary ; or it means, that I work

now, and have not done it at some other staled or sup-

posed time. It isthe same, with the exception of time,

as to the use of did. These are amongst those little

words of vast import, the proper force and use of which

foreigners scarcely ever learn, and which we learn frota

our very infancy.

112. The verbs to have and to he are the two

great auxiliaries. These words demand an extraor-

dinary portion of your attention. T^hvs arc principal

verbs as well as auxiliaries. The verb to have, as a

ptiacipal verb, signifies possession : as, / have apen ;
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that is to say, I possess a pen. Then, this is a word of

very great use indeed in its capacity of principal verb;

for we say, / have a head-ache. I have a hatred of such

a thing, / have a mind to go j and hundreds of similar

phrases. \ possess a head-ache, has the same meaning
;

but, the other is more agreeable to the natural turn of

our language. As auxiliary this verb is absolutely ne-

cessary in foiming what are called the compound times of

other verbs, and those times are called compound, be-

cause they are formed of two or more verbs. Suppose

the subject to be of m%j working; and that 1 want t©

tell you, that my work is ended; that I have closed ray

work. I cciunot, in a short manner, toll you this without

the help of the verb to have. To say, / work, or, /

worked, or, I ivill work : these will not answer my pur-

pose. No : I must call in the help of the verb to have,

asd tell you I have worked. So, in the case of the past

time, I must say, I had worked ; in the future, I shall

have worked ; in the subjunctive mode, I must say, I

may, might, could, or should have worked. If you re-

flect a little you will find a clear reason for employing

the veib to have in this way ; for, when I say, "I kape

worked,'' my words amount to this ; that the act of

working is now in my possession. It is completed.

It is a thing / own, and therefore, I say, / have it.

113. The verb to be f^igm^es existence when -used

as a principal verb. " To be ill, to be well, to be

rich, to be poor," mean, to exist in illness, in health,

in riches, in poverty. This verb, in its compound,

times, requires the help, of the verb, to have : as, 1

have been, I had been, I shall have been, and so tm.

As auxiU-ary, this verb is used with the participles

of other verbs : as, to be working, he is working, it is

worked. Now, you will perceive, if you reflect, that
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these phrases mean as follows ; cxistiny in work, he

exists in work, it exists in a worked state. Both

these verbs are sometimes used, at one and the saime

time, as auxiliaries to other principal verbs ; as / have

been writing; / have 6ee?^ imprisoned ; and so on ;

and, upon patient attention to what has already been

sairj, you will find, that they retain, upon all occasions,

their full meaning, of possession in the one case, and of

existence in the other.

114. Now, my dear James, if I have succeeded in

making clear to yon the princij^le, out of which the

Hse of these words as auxiliaries, has a risen, I have

accomplished a great deal ; for, if well grounded in

that principle, all (he subsequent difficulties v!:'

speedily vanish before you.

115. I now proceed to close this long and importaKt

Letter by presenting to you the conjugation of thcie

tw'O verb«, both of which are irregular, and every irre-

g.ularity is worthy of your strict altention.

Infinitive Mode.

To have.

Indicative Mode.

SUigular. riitral.

i / 1st Person. 1 bave, ^ We hare,

.? Vid Person. Thon hast, You have,
^ \6A Person. He, she, or it has rn. i

t, / ^ 1 »i They have.
B> I or hath. ^

-II, .id. We had,

You had,

lad. Thev iiad.

P^

r—ii.id,

^ —Thou hr.dst,

[^
— lie, she, or it ha

f— I shall, or will. 1

J—Thou sialt, orv

J —He, she, or it, shall, or „,, , ,, .„ ,

r wiU.haVe 1 hey shall, or w,n, hare

I shall, or will, have. We sh;-!!, or will, \\xrr.

Thou si alt, or wilt, have, Y'ou shall, or will, have,
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SuBjuNCTivn Mode.

If I have, or may, mi^'ht, would, could, or should, have.

V If thou have, or may, bare.

if he, she, oi- it, have, or may, have.

If we have, or may, have.

If you have, or may, have.
]." they bive, or may, have.

Imperative Mode.

Let me have, L2t us have,

Have thou, Have you.

Let him, her, or it have. Let them have.

PAanciPLES.

Active.—Having.

Passive.—Had.

116. Though I have inserted '/ja^A in the third per-

sua.siiigular of the present of the indicative, it is hardly

erer used. It is out of date, and ought ta be wholly

laid aside

117. The verb fo 6e is still more irregular, but, »

little attention to its irregularities will prevent all errors

in the u^e of it.

Infinitive Mode.

To be.

Indicative Mode.

Singular. Plural.

1st Person. I am, We are,

^- .. 2d Person. Thou art, You are,
'^""'""

|_3i. Person. He, she, or it is. The> are.

-—
I was, We were,

Past. ; ) _ Thou wast. You were,

Time.
]^
—. He, she, or it was, They were.

^_ 1 shall, or will, be. We shall, or will, be,

Future J _ Thou shalt; or wilt, be, You shall, or will, l»e.

•Time. ^ — He, she, or it, shall, or Tiiay shall, or will be.
^ will, be.

^

Slbjunctive Mode.

If I be, or mav, mieht, would, conkl, or should, l^f.
^

be.

- be.

Pre*.

^

V If Thou be, or uiay,

J
It He, she, or it, be,

: N If >Vv be, or mav,

')ifY
f IfT

Pies. 1 1f He, she, or it, be, or maj

TimL'
bu be, or may,

Tuev be, or may, —
be.

• ke.
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^ If I were,

i If Thou wert,

„ . ~. 7 If He, she, or it were,
Pabt.Tjme. \ ,,-,.,

\ If \Ve were,

/ if You were,
If They were.

Imperative Mode.
Let me be, Let us be,

Be ihoii, ' Be you.

Let him, her, or it, be. Let them be.

Participles.
,

PreiCKt— Being.

Past.—Been.

118. Ill the Subjunctive ^lode, I have made use of

the conjunction if, throughout all the conjufjations of

verbs. But, a verb may be in that Mode without an

if before it. The if is only one of the marks of that

mode. A verb is always in that Mode, when the

eu^tion or state of being expressed by the verb is ex-

pressed conditionally ; or when the action or state of

bein? is, in some way or 'other, depeiident on some

other action or stale of being. But, of this I shall speak

more at large when I come to the Syntax of Verbs.

119. There remnin a few wbrds to be said about

the signs, the defectipe verbs, and the impersonal

verbs. The signs, may, might, can, conld, will,

would, shall, should, and must, have all, originally,

beai' verbs, though they are now become defective ia.

almost all their ])arts, and serve only as signs to other

verbs. Will, indeed, is part of a regular verb: as,

to %yill, they luilled, they are willing, they will be

willing. The word would is certainly the past time

and passive participle of the same verb : and, indeed,

it is used as a principal verb now, in certain cases

:

as " / would he were rich.'' That is to say, I desire,

or am willing, or, it ii my will, that he should be

rich. But, deep inquires regarding the origin of these
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words are more curious than useful. A mere idea of

the nature of their origin is enough. The word ought

is a verb defective in most of its parts. It certainly,

however, is no other than a part of the verb to owe,

and is become ought by corruption. For instance
;

" I ought to write to you," means, That I " owe the

perf rmance of the act of writing to you.'' Ought is

made use of only in the present time,, and, for that

reason, a great deal has been lost to our language by

this corruption. As to the verbs, which some Gram-

marians have called impersonal, tliere are, in fact,

no such things in the English language. By imper-

sonal verb is meant, a verb that has no nou7i or pro-

noun for its nominative case ; no person or thing that

is the actor, or receiver of an action, or that is in being.

Thus :
'* It raiyis,"\s by some called an impersonal verb;

but the pronoun it represents the person. Look again at

Letter VI, and at paragraphs GO and 61. You will there

find what it is that this it, in snch c^ses, represents.

120. Thus I have corcludcd my Letter on the Ety-

mology of verbs, which is by far the most important

part of the subject. Great as have been my endea-

vours to mal<e the matter clear to >you, I am aware,

that after ihe first reading of this Letter, your mind

will be greatly confused. You will have had a glimpse

at every thing in the Letter, but will have seen nothing

clearly. But, my dear James, lay the book aside for

a day or two ; then read the whole Letter, again and

again. Re id it early, while your mi.'id is clear, and

while sluggards arc snoring. Write it down. Lay it

aside for another day or two. Copy ynur own writing.

Think as you proceed : and, at the end of yi-ur copy-

ing, you will understand clearly all flie conff .ts of the

L-Mter. Do not attempt to study the hetlev piece by
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Apiece. In yoar readings, as well as in your copyings

go clean throughout. If you follow those instructions

the remaining prirt of your ti^sk will be very easy and

pleasant.

LETTER IX.

KTYMOLOGY OF ADVKBBS.

121. In Letter III, and in paragraphs 27, and 28,

you will find a description of this part of speech.

Read again those two paragraphs, in order to refresh

your memory. There is not much to be said about

adverbs inidcr the head of Etymology. They are

words liable to few variatio'is. Adverbs arc very nu-

merous, and may be divided into five principal classes;

that is to say, Adverbs of time, of place, of order,

of quality, and of manner. This last class, which

is the most! numerous, is composed of those which arc

derived, immediately, from adjectives, and which end

iu ly : as, especially ,
particularly , thankfully.

122. These adverbs, ending in ly, are, for the most

part, formed by simply adding ly to the adjective ; as

especial becomes especially ; but, if the adjective end

iu y, that y is changed into i, in forming the adverb:

9S happy, happily ; steady, steadily. If the adjective

•lid in le, the e is dropped in i\)rming the adverb ; as,

possible, possibly.

123 Some few adverbs have degrees ofcomparison :

as, often, oftcner, oftenest ; and those which are de-

rived from irregular adjectives, are irregular in forminjj

their degrees of comparison*, jis well, better, best.

124. Some advjcrbs are simple, or single; others

compound. The former consist of one word, the

latter oitivo,(jv more words: as, happily ; at present
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now-a-days ; which last means, at the days that now

are. Another adverb of this description is, by-and-

hy ; which is used to express, m a short time; and

literally it means, near and near ; because by itself,

as an adverb, means near, close beside. When ad-

Terbs are compound, the words composing them ought

to be connected by a hyphen, or hyphens, as in the

above examples of now-a-days and by-and-by.

LETTER X.

ETYMOLOGY OF PREPOSITIONS.

125. Letter III, paragraphs 29 and 30, has taught

you of what description of words Prepositions are.

The chief use of them is to express the different rela-

tions or connections, which nouns have with each other,

or, in which nouns stand with regard to each other :

as, John gives money to Peter ; Peter receives money

from John. It is useless to attempt to go into cuiious

inquiries as to the origin of prepositians. They never

thange their endings ; they are always written in the

same manner. Their use is the main thing to be con-

sidered ; and that will become very clear to you, when

you come to the syntax.

126. There are two abbreviations, or shortenings,

of prepositions, which I will notice here, beoause they

are in constant use, and may excite doabt-s in your

mind. They are a and o' : as, 1 am a hunting ; he U
a coming ; it is one o'clock. The a thus added, is ut

without doubt ; as, I am at hunting ; li,e is at coming.

Generally this is a vulgar and redundant manner of

speaking; but it is in use. In mercantile accounts

£
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you will frequently see this a Tiiadc use of in a very

odtl sort of way : as, " six bales marked 1 a _6." The
ir.orchajit mcars, " six bales marked from 1 to G.'' But

this I take to be a relick of the Norman French, which

was oijce the biw and mercantile language of England
;

for, in French, a, with an accent, means to or at. I

wonder that uifichauts, who are generally men of sound

sense, do not discoritinue the use of this mark of af-

fectation. And, I beg you, my dear James, to bear in

mind, that the only use of words is to cause our mean-

in() to be i:,\Qav\'^ understood; ai.dthat the best words are

those, which arc familiar to the ears of the greatest

number of persons. The o', with the mark of elision,

means, of, or of the, or on, or on the : as, two o'clock,

is the same as to say two of the clock, or two accord-

ing to the clock, or two on the clock.

127. As to the propositions, w;;ich are joined to

verbs or other words ; as, to outlive, to undervalue, to

be overdone, it would be to waste our time to spend it

in any statements about thorn ; for, these are other

words than to live, to value, to be done. If we were

to go, in this way, into the subject of the composition.

»f M'ords, where should we stop ? lih'anXsful, 'JhaiMess,

v;\l\\out, withi/j. These are all comjjound wosds, but,

oi what tise to us to enter on, and spend our time jn,

inquiiies of mere curiosity ? It is for monks, and for

Fellows of English Colleges, who live by the sweat of

other people's brows, to spend their time in this manner^

and to call the result of their studies learning ; for

you, who will luive to earn what you eat and what you

tjrink and what you wear, it is to avoid every thing

that tends not to real utility.
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LETTER XI.

ETYMOLOGY OF CONJUXCTIOXS.

-128. Ix Letter III, paragraph ST, you have had a

description of this sort of words, and also some account

of the uses of them. Some of them are called copu-

lative conjunctions, and others disjunctive. They

all serve to join together words, or parts of sentences ;

but, the former express an union in the actions or states

of being, expressed by the verb : as, you and I talk.

The latter a disunioii : as, you talk, but I act. The

words of this part of speech never vary in their end-

ings. They are always spelled Jn one and the same

way. In themselves they present no difficulty ; but,

as you will see by-and-by, to use them properly, with

other words, in the forming of sentences, demands a

due portion of your attention and care.

LETTER XII.

CAUTIONARY REMARKS.

My Dear JxiriES,

129. Before we enter on Syntax, let me give you

a caution or two, with regard to the contents of the

foregoing LETTERS.
130. There are some words, which, under different

circumstances, belong to more than one part of speech,

as, indeed, you have seen, in the Participles. But

this is by no means confined to that particular descrip-

tion of words. I act. Here act is a verb ;
but the

act performed by me shows the very same word in the

capacity of a noun. The message was sent bif him
;

e2
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he stood hy at the time. In the first of these exam-

ples by is a preposition ; in the last an adverb. Mind,

therefore, that it is the sense in which the word is used,

and not the letters of which it is composed, that deter-

mines what is the part of speech to which it belongs.

131. Never attempt to get hy rote any part of your

instructions. Whoever falls into that practice soon

begins to esteem the powers of memory more than

those ofreason ,• and the former are despicable indeed,

when compared with the latter. When the fond

parents of an eighth wonder of the world, call him

forth into the middle of the parlour, to repeat to their

visitors some speech of a play, how angry would they

be, if any one were to tell them, that their son's en-

dowments, equalled those of a parrot or a bulfinch I

Yet, a German bird-teacher would make either of these,

more perfect in this species of oratory. It is this mode

«f teaching, which is practised in the great schools,

that assists very much iu making dunces of Lords and

Country Squires. They " get their lesson ;
" that is

to say, they repeat the words of it ; but, as to its

sense smdmeaning, they seldom have any understanding.

This operation is sometimes, for what reason I know

not, called getting a thing by heart. It must, I should

think, mean ii/ hear't ; that is to say, by Aear?7. That

a person may get and retain and repeat a lesson in this

way, without any effort of the mind, is very clear from

the fact, of which we have daily proof, that people

sing the words and tune of a song with perfect correct-

ess, at the very time when they are most seriously

thinking and debating in their minds about matters of

great importance to thorn.

132. I have cautioned yoti before, against studyinjf

the foregoing int:uctions pieco-mcal ; that is to say.
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u little bit at a time. Read a Letter all through at

once : and, now that you have come to the end of my
instructions on Etymology, read all the Letters through,

at once ; do this repeatedly ; taking care to proceed

slowly and carefully : and, at the end of a few days,

all the matters treated of will form a connected whole

in your mind.

133. Before you proceed to the Syntax, try yourself

a, little, thus: copy a short sentence from any hook.

Then write down the words, one hy oae, and write

against each, what part of speech you think it belongs

to. Then look for each word in the dictionary, where

you will find the sevei-al parts of speech denoted by

little letters after the word : s. is for substantive, or

noun
;
pro. for pronoun : a. for article ; v. a. for verb

active ; v.n. for verb neuter ; adj. for adjective ; adv.

for adverb
;
pre. for preposition ; con. for conjunction ;

int. for interjection. It will give you great pleasure

and encouragement when you find that you are right.

If you be sometimes wrong, this will only urge youto re-

newed exertion. You will be proud to see, that, with-

out any one at your elbow, you have really acquired

something which you can never lose. You will begin,

and with reason, to think yourself learned
;
your sight,

though the objects will still appear a good deal con-

fused, will dart into every part of the science ; and,

you will pant to complete what, you will be convinced,

you have successfully begun.
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LETTER Xlir.

SYNTAX GENERALLY CdNSIDPRKD.

My DiiAR Jambs,

134. In Letter II, paragraph 9, 1 sliortly explained

to yon the meaning of the word Syntax, as thiit word

isusod in the teaching of grammar. Read that para-

graph agf^.in.

13.5. We arc, then, now entering upon this branch

of your study ; and it is my object to teach you howt«

give ay the words yon make use of, their proper situa-

tion when you come to put them into sentences. Be-

cause, thongh every word th:it you make use of may
be correctly spelled ; that is to say, may have all the

letters in it that it ought to have, and no more than it

ought to h^ve ; and though all the words may, at the

same time, be the fit words to u'se in order to express

what you wish to express
;
y?t, for want of a du3 oh-

scrvance of the principles and rules of Syntax, your

sentences pnay be incorrect, and, in some cases, they

may not express wh-nt you'wish them to express.

136. I shall, howeX'er, carry my i; struetions a. little

further than the construction of indejiendcnt sentences.

I shall )naT<e some wiharks upon the mnm\ev o?ptttting

sentences together ; and on the things necessary to be

understood, in order to enable a person to write a series

of sentences. These remarks will show you the use

of figurative langnage, and will, I hope, teach you how

to avoid the very common error, of making your writ-

ing confused and unintelligible.
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LETTER XIV.

SYNTAX.

The Points and Marks made use of in Writing.

My Dear James.

137. There are, as I informed you in paragraph 9.

Letter IJ, Points made use of in the raaking, or writ-,

ing, of sentences ; and, therefore, we must first notice

these ; because, as you will soon see, the sense, or

meaning', of the words is very much dependent upon

the points which are used aloag with the words. For

instance ; you will be rich if you be indurstrious, in a

few years." Then again : "yow will be rich, if you bt

industrious in afew years." Here, though in both sen-

tences, the words and also the order of the words are

precisely the same, the meaning of one of the sentences

is very different from that of the other. The first

sentence means, that you will, in afew years' time, be

rich, if you be industrious now. The second means,

that you will be rich, some time or other, if you be in-

dustrious in a few years from this time. And all this

great difference in meaning is, as you must see, pro-

duced solely by the difference in the situs.' ion of the

comma. Put another comma after the last word indus-

trious, and the meaning becomes dubious. A memorablo

proof of the great importance of attending io points,

was given to the English nation in the year 1817.

A Committee of the House of Lords made a report to

the House, respecting certain political clubs. A
secretary of one of those clubs presented a petition to
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the House, in which he declared positively, and of-

fered to prove at the bar, that a part of the report

was totally false. At first their Lordships blustered
;

their high blood seemed to boil : bat at last, the Chair-

man of the Cominittee apologized for the report by

saying, that there ought to liave been a full point

where there wms o;ily a comma ! and that it was this,

which made that false, which would otherwise have

been, and which was intended to be, true I

138. These points being, then, things of so much
consequence in the forming of sentences, it is necessary

that I explain to you the use of them, before I proceed

any further. There are four of them ; the Full-

Point, or Period; the Colon; the Semi- Colon ; the

Comma,

139. The Full-Point is a single dot, thus [.], and

it is used at the end of every complete sentence. That

is to say, at the end of every collection of words,

A\'iiich makes a full and complete meaning, and is not

necessarily connected with other collections of words.

But a sentence may consist of several viemhers or divi-

sions, and then it is c.lUed a comjwund sewiciwo.. When
it has no division, it is called a siwp/e sentence ; Thus :

"The people suffer great misery." This is a simple

sentence : but, " The peo|)le sutfer great misery, and

" daily perish for want," is a compound sentence ; that

is to say/i'- is compounded, or made up, of two simple

sentences.

140. The Co/en, which is written thus [:], is next

to the Full-Point in requiring a complete sense in the

words. It is, indeed, often used when the sense is

complete, but whe-,i there is something still behind,

which tends to make the sense fuller or clearer.

141. The Semi-Colon is written thus [;], and it is
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used to set off, or divide simple seuteuces, iu cases

where the Comma is not quite euough to keep the

meaning of the simple sentences sufficiently distinct.

142. The Comma is written thus [J , and is used to

mark the shortest pauses in reading, and the smallest

divisions in writing. It has, by some grammarians,

been given as a rule, to use a comma to set oif every

part of a compound sentence, which part has in it a

verb not in the infinitive mode ; and, certainly, this is,

in general, proper. But, it is not always proper : and,

besides, commas are used, in numerous cases, to set off

parts which have no verbs in them ; and even to set off

single words, which are not verbs ; and of this, the very

sentence,which I amnow writing, gives you ample proof.

The comma marks the shortest pause that we make

iu speaking; and it is evident, that, in many cages, its

«se must depend upon taste. It is sometimes used to

- give emphasis, or weight, to the word after which it is

put. Observe, now, the following two sentences: "I
*' was very well and cheerful last week ; but, am rather

" feeble and low-spirited now," " I am very willing to

" yield to your kind requests ; but, I will set your harsh

" commands at defiance." Commas are made use of,

when phrases, that is to say, portions of words, arc

throwed into a sentence, and which are not absolutely

necessary to assist in its grammatical construction. For

instance :" There were, m the year 1817, petition?

" from a million and a half of men, who, as they dis-

" tinctly alleged, were suffering the greatest possible

" hardships." The two phrases, in italicks, may be

left out in the reading, and still the sentence will have

its full grammatical construction.

143. Let us now take a compound sentence or two,

containing all the four points. " In a laud of liberty

e5
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" it is extremely daitgrrou'? to make a distinct order

" of tlie profession of arras. In absolute rnonarchies

" this is necessary for the safety of the ' prince, and
^' arises from the main principle of their constitution,

" which is that of governing by fear ; but in free

" states the profession of a soldier, taken singly and
" merely as a profession, is justly an object ofjealousy,

" In these no man ^should lake up arms, but with a

" view to defend his country and its laws: he puts

" ntf the citizp.n when he enters the camp ; hut it is

" because ha is a citizen, !Hi;i would continue so, that

" he makes himself for a while a soldier. The laws

" therefore, and constitution of these kingdoms, know
" no such state as that of a perpetual standintf s^ddier,

" bred up to no other profession than that of war :

" ai:d it was not till the reigu of Henry VII, that the
*' Kings of England had so much as a guard about
" their persons,"

This passage is taken from Blackstonc's Commenta-

ries, Book I, Chap 13. Here are four complete sen-

tences. The first is a simpTe sentence. The other

three are compound sentences. Each of these latter

has its members, all very judiciously set off by points.

The word so, in the third sentence, ought to be such,

or the words a citizen ought to be repeated. But,

with this trifling exception, these are very beautiful

sentences. Nothing affected or coufused in them : all

is simple, clear, and harmonious

144, You will now see, that it is quite impossible to

give any precise rules for the use of these several points.

Much must be left to taste : something must depend

upon the weight which we may wish to give to particu-

lar words, or phrases; and something on the scriouSDCSS,

or the levity, of the subject, on which we are writing-.
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145. Besides these points, however, there are certain

grainiiiatical sig-is, or marks, which are made u?e of hi

the writing oi" sentences ; the mark of parenthesis, the

mark of interrogation, the mark of exckiraation, the

apos^rop/te,^other-.vi3e called the mark of elision, and

the hyphen.

148. The mark ofparenthesis consists of two curved

strokes dravved across the line of writing, or of print.

Its use is to enclose a phrase, throwed in hastily, to

assist in elucidating our subject, or to add force to our

assertions or arguments. But, observe, the parenthesis

ought to be very sparingly us^d. It isnecessarily aa ir,'

terrupter ; it breaks iu upon the regular course of the

mind: it tends to divert the attention from the maju

object of the sentence. I will give you, from Mr Tull,

Chap. XIII, an instance of the omission of the paran-

thcsis, and also of the proper employment of it. " Pal-
*' LADius thought also, with others of the ancients, that

" Heaven was to be frightened with red cloth, with the

" feathers,o»';theheartofanowl,art(i a multitude ofsuch
'•' ridiculous scarecrows, from spoiling the fruits of the

" fields and gardens. The ancients, having uo rational

" principles, or theory of agriculture, placed their

" chief confidence, iu magical charms and enchant-

" ments, which he, who has the patience or curiosity

" to read, may find, under the title aforementioned,

" iu Cato, in Varro (and even Coi^umella i^ as

*'
fulsome as any of them), all Avritten in very fiiio

" language ; which is most of the erudition that can

" be acquired, as to field husbandry, from the Greek

" and Latin writers, whether in verse or prose." For

want of the mark of parenthesis in the first of these

sentences, we almost think, at the close of it, that the

author is speaking of the crows, and not of Heaven
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being frightened from spoiling tlie fiaits of the fields

and the gardens. But, with regard to tlw use of the

parenthesis, I shall speak, perhaps, more fully by-

aiid-by
; for the employment of it is a matter of some

importance.

147. The mark of interrogation which is writtea

thus [?] is used when a question is asked : as, " Wh9
has mi/ pen ?" " What man is that ?" In these, and

ihimerous other cases, the mark is not necessary to our

clearly comprehending the meanin«' of the writer. But,

this is not always the case. " What does he say ? Pat

the "horse into the stable. '' Again :
" What does he

say ? Pat the horse into the stable?'' In speaking, thi«

great difference in the meaning, in this instance, would be

fully expressed by the voice and mannerof the speaker;

bnt, in writing, the ^nark of interrogation is, you sec,

absolutely necessary in order to accomplish the purpose.

148. The mark of exclamation, or admiration, is

written thus [!1, and, as its name denotes, is used to

distinguish words, or sentences, that are exclamatoi-y,

from such 11s are not :
" What do you say ! What do

you say ?" The dirl'ercnce in the sense is very obvious

"here. Again :
" He is going away to-night ! lie is

going away to-night." The last simply states the

fact : but, the first, besides stating the fact, expresses

surprise at it.

149. The Apostrophe, or mark of elision, is a

comma, placed above the line, thus [']. Elision

means a striking oiit ; and this mark is used for that

purpose: as, don't, for do not; tho' , for though
;

lov'd, for loved. I have mentioned this mark, be-

cause it is used properly enough in poetry ; but, I beg

you never to use it in prose in one single instance

during year whole life. It ought to be called the
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mark, not of elision, but of laziness and vulgarity.

It is necessary as the mark of the possessive case of

nouns, as you have seen in Letter V, paragraph 47.

That is its use, and any other employment of it is a«

abuse.

150, The Hyphen or Conjoiner, is a little line, drawed

to connect words, or parts of words: as in sca-Jish,

water-rat. For, here are two distinct words, though

they, in these instances, make but one. Sometimes the

Hyphen is used to connect many vvords together: "The
never-to-be-forgotten cruelty of the Borough-tyrants."

When in writing or in printing, a line ends with a part

of a word, a hyphen is placed after that part, in owler

to show that that part is to be joined, in the reading,

with that which "begins the next line.

1.51. These are all the grammatical marks ; bnt,

there are others, used in writing, for the purpose of

saving time and words. The mark of quotation, or

of citing. This mark consists of two commas placed

thus :
" There were many men." It is used to en-

close words, taken from other writings, or from other

persons' discourse ; and, indeed, it is frequently used

to enclose certain sentences, or words, of the writer,

when he vdshes to mark them, as wholly distinct from

the general course of any statement that he is making,

er of any instruction that he is giving. I have, for in-

stance, iu the writing of these Letters to you, set off

luauy of my examples by marks of quotation. In short,

its use is to notify to th>^ reader that such and such

words, or such and such sentences, are not to be looked

upon as forming part of the regular course of those

thoughts which are at the present time coming from th*

snind of the writer.

152. Tliis mark [f] is found in the Bible. It stands
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for Paragraph. This [§] is snmotiiiipsiisofl instead of

the word Section. As to stars
[
*] aj'd tlio other marks

which are used for the purpose of leading the eye of

the reader lo Notes, in the same page, or at the end of

the hook, they are perfectly arhitrary. You may use for

this ])urposo any marks that yon please. But, let rac

ohserve to you here, tliat Notes ou<!:ht seldom to ho re-

sorted to. Like parentheses, ihoy avGViterrupters, aiid

much more troublesome interrupters, because they gene-

rally tell a "much lousier story. The erriployiiig of them

arises, in almost all cases, from confusion in the mitid of

the writer. He finds the m otter too much for Mm. Ke
has zH)t the talent to work it all up into one lucid whole;

and, therefore, lie j)iits part of it into Notes. Notes are

seldom read. 11' tlie text ; that is to say, the main part

of a writing-, he of a nature to engage our earnest at-

tention, we have not time to stop to read the ndtes
;

and, if our attention he not earnestly engaged hy tlie

text, we soon ]n\ down the volume, and, of course,

read neither notes nor text.

153. As a mark of Abbreviation, the full point is

used : as, " Mr. 3Irs." But, I know of hardly any

other words that ought to be abbreviated ; and if these

were not, it would be all the l)etter. People may in-

dulge themselves in this practice ui til, at last, they

come to write the greater part of their words in s'ui^le

letters. The frequent use of abbreviations is always

a mark of slovenliness and of vulgarity. ] . have krown

Lords abhrovi;{te almost the half of their words: it

was, very likely, because they did not know hrtw to

spell them to the end. Instead of the word and, you

often see people put >§•. ^ For tvhot reason I should

like to know. But to this Sf is sometimes added a c ;

thus, 8fc, And is, in Latin., et, and c is the first letter
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of the Latin word ccetera, which niear.s the like, or 50 on.

Therefore this ^c. means and the like, or and so on.

This abbreviation of a foreijjn word is a most convenient

thing' for such writers as have too much indolence, or

too httle sense to say Ailly and clearly what they ought

to say. If you mean to sp.y and the like, or, and so on,

why not say it ? This abbreviation is very frequently

made use of without the writer having any idea of its

import. A writer on grammar savs ;
" when these words

are joiiied " to if, since,.Sfc. they are adverbs.'' But,

where is the like of if, or of since ? The best way to

guard yourself against the coihmittiiig of similar erroKS

Is never to use this abbreviation,

15-1. The use of capitals and italicks I will notice

in this place. In the hooks printed before the middle

of the list century, a capital letter was used as the first

letter of every noun. Capitals are now used more

sparingly. We use them at the beginning of every

paragraph, let the word he what it may ; at the begin-i

ing of every sentence which follows a full-poi.';t ; at

the beginning of all proper names ; at the\bo2finning

of all adjectives growing out of the names of countries

or nations : as, the English language; the French

fashion ; the American government. We use capitals,

besides, at the beginning o^ any word, when we think

the doing of it likely to assist in elucidating our mean-

ing, but in general, we use them as above stated. The

use of italick characters, in print, is to point out, as

woithy of particular attention, the words distinguished

by those characters. In writing v/ilh a pen, a stroke

is drawedunder such words as we u-ish to be considered

to be in italicks. If we wish words to be put in smai-i.

CAPITALS, we draw two strokes under them
;
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if in FULL CAPITALS, wc draw three-strokes mider

them.

155. The last thing I shall niention, under this head, is

the caret [a], which is used to point upwards to a part

whicli has been omitted and which is inserted between

the line, where tlie caret is placed, and the line above

it. Thing^s should be called by their right uames, and

this should be called the blunder-mark. I would have

you, iny dear James, scorn the use of this thing. Think

before you write ; let it be your ctistom to write cor-

rectly, and in a plain hand. Be as careful that neatness,

grammar, and sense prevail, when you write to a black-

smith about shoeing a horse, as when you write on the

roost important subjects, and when you expect what

you write to be read by persons whose good opiniou

you are most anxious to obtain or secure. Habit is

powerful in all cases ; but its power in this case is

truly wonderful. Wheii you write, boar constantly in

mind, that some one is to read and to understand what

you write. This will make your hand-writing, and

also your meaning, plain. Never think of 7nending

what you write. Let it f/o. No patching; no after-

pointing. As your pen moves, bear constantly in mind

that it is making strokes which are to remain/or ever.

Far, I hope, from my' dear James, will be the

ridiculous, the contemptible aifoctation, of writing in a

slovenly or illegible hand ; or, that of signing his name

otherwise than in plain letters.

156. In concluding this Letter, let me caution you

against the use of what, by some, is called the dash.

The dash is a stroke along the line : thus. " I am
«' rich— I was poor—I shall be poor again." This is

wild work indeed ! Who is to know what is intended
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by the use of these dashes ? Those who have thought

proper, like Mr. Lindley Murray, to place the dash

amongst the grammatical points, ought to give us

some rule relative 'to its different longitudinal dimen-

sions hi different cases. The inch, the three quarter^

inch, the half-inch, the quarter-inch : these would

be something determinate ; but, " the dash," without

measure, must he a most perilous thing for a young

grammarian to handle. In short, " the dash" is

a cover for ignorance as to the use of points, and it

can answer no other purpose. A dash is very often

put, in crowded print, in order to save the room that

would be lost by the breaks of distinct paragraphs.

This is another matter. Here the dash comes after a

full point. It is the using of it in the body of a sen-

tence against which I caution you.

LETTER XY.

syntax, as relating to articles.

My Dear James,

157. Before you proceed to my instructions re-

lative to the employing of articles, you will do well to

read again all the paragraphs in Letter IV. Our ar-

ticles are so few in number, aud they are subject to

so little variation in their orthography, that very feir

rjrrors can arise in the use of them. But, still, errors

may arise ; and it will be necessary to guard you

against them.

158. You will not fall into very gross errors in the

use of the articles. You will not say, as in the erro-

neous passage cited by Doctor Lowth, " aud I per-
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socnted tliis way unto the death/' \\ ea.iingf death gene-

rally; butjoii ni:iy commit errors l-j-ss glaring. " The
Cliaucellor informed the Queen of it, and she immedi-

alelysent for the Secretary and Treasurer." Now, it is

not certain, here, whether the Secretary and Treasurer

be not one and the same person ; which uncertainty

would have been avoided by a repetition of the article:

" the Secretary and the Treasurer :" and, you will bear

in mind, that, in every sentence, the very first thing

to be attended to, is clearness as to meaning.

159. Nou!;s wliich express the whole of a species

do not^ in general, take the definite article ; as, " grass

is good for horses, and wheat for men.'' Vet, in

speaking of the appearance of the face of the country

we say, " the grass looks well ; the wheat is

blighted." The reason of this is, that, we are, in

this last case, limiting our meaning to the grass and

the wheat, which are on the ground at this time.

" How do hops si?ll ? Hops are dear ; but the hops

look promising." In this respect tliere is a passage in

Mr. Tuj.L, which is faulty. '• Neither could weeds

be of any prejudice lo cornS It should I)c " /Ac corn ;"

for, lie does not mean corn universally, but the stand-

ing corn, and the corn amongst which weeds grt)w ;

and, therefore, the definite article is required.

IGO. " Ten shillings the bushel," and like plnases,

are ])orfectly correct. They mean, " ten shillings by

the bushel, or for the bushel."' Instead of this mode

»f expression we sometimes use, " ten shillings a

bushel i'' that is to say, ten shillings for a bushel, or

a bushel at a time. Either of these modes oi' ex-

pression is far preferable to per bushel ; for the per is

not English, and is, to the giealcr part of pe(>ple, a

mystical sort of word.
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161. The iiiflefiinte article a, or an, is nsed with the

words, day, month, year, and others : as, once a day
;

twice a month : a thousand pounds a year. It means

in a day, in a month ; in, ox,for, a year ; and though

per annum me?.i\s. the same as this last, the English

phrase is, in all respects, the hest. The same may be

said o^per cent, th'.it ii^ per centum, or, in plain English,

the hundred', or a inmdred : by ten per centum we
mean ten for the hundred, or iiw for a hundred; and

why can we not, then, gay, in plain Eiiglish, what we

mean ?

162. When there are several nouns following the

indefinite article, cave ought to be taken, Ihp.t it accord

with them : " a (]o^, cat, owl, ard sparrow/' Oud re-

quires an ; and, therefore, the article m.upt be repeated

in this phrase ; as, a dog, a cat, an owl, and a spar-

row."

163. Nouns signifying fixed and settled collections

of individuals : as thousand, hundred, dozen, score,

take the indefinite article, though they are of plurnl

meaning. It is a certain mass, or number, or multi-

tude, called a score ; and so on ; a-id the article

agrees v/ith these understood words, which are in the

singnl.ir nurnbor.

LETTER XVI,

SYNTAX AS RELATING TO ^'c:;^s.

My Dear James,

164. Read again Letter V, the subject of Avh!ch is

the Etymology of Nouns. Nouns are governed, as it

is called, by verbs a!:d preposilioi;s ; that is to say,

these latter sort of words cause nouns to he in such or

such a case ; and there must be a concord, or a»
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ngrcement, between the nouns and the other words,

which, along with the nouns, compose a sentence.

165. But these matters will be best explained when

I come to the Syntax of Verbs ; for until we take the

verb into account, we cannot go far, in giving rules for

the forming of sentences. Under the present head,

therefore, I shall content myself with doing litile more

than to give some further account, of the manner of

using the Possessive Case of nouns; that being the

only case, to denote which any of our nouns vary their

endings.

166. This possessive case was pretty fully spoken

of by rae in the Letter just referred to ; but there are

certain other observations to make with regard to the

using of it in sentences. When the noun, which is in

the possessive case, is expressed by a circumlocution
;

that is to say, by many words in lieu of one, the sign of

the possessive case is joined to the last word; as, ^'John,

the old farmer's, wife."' "Oliver, the spy's, evidence."

ft is, however, much better to say, " the wife of John,

the old farmer." "The evidence of Oliver, the spy.''

167. AVhen two or more nouns, in the possessive

c«so, follow each other, and are joined by a conjunctive

conjunction, the sign of the possessive case is, when

the thing possessed is the same, put to the last noun

only : as, " Peter, Josejih, and Kichard's estate." lu

this example the thing possessed, being one and the

same thing, the sign applies e(|ually to each (»f the three

possessive nouns. But, " Peter's, Joseph's and Rich-

ard's estate," implies that each has an estate ; or, at

legist, it will admit of that meaning being given to it,

while the former phrase will not.

168. Sometimes the sign of the possessive case is

left out, and a hyphen is used iu its stead : as, " Ed-
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" wards, the government-spy." That is to say, "the

government's spy ;'' or " the spy of the government."

These two words, joined in this manner, arc called a

compound noun ; and, to this compounding of nouns

our language is very prone. We say, " chamber-floor

,

horse-shoe, dog-collar ;'' that is to say, chamber's'Aoov,

horse's shoe, dog's collar.

169. This is an advantage ]»eculiar to our language.

It enables us to say much in few words, which always

gives strength to language; and after c/earns'ss, strength

is the most valuable quality that writing or speaking

can possess. " The Yorkshire-men flew to arms." If

we could not compound our words, we must say, " the

men of the shire of York flew to arms." When you

come to learn French, you will soon see how much the

English language is hetlerthantheFrenchinthisrespcct.

IjO. You must take care, when you use the posses-

sive case, not to use after it words which create a con-

fusion in meaning. Hume has this sentence :
" They

flew to arms and attacked Northumberland's house,

wAom they put to death." We know what is meant,

because whom can relate to persons only
; but, if it

had been an attack ou Northumberland's men, the

meaning would have been, that the men were put to

death. However, the sentence, as it stands, is suffici-

ently incorrect. It should have been :
" They flew to

" arms, and attacked the house of Northumberland,

" whom they put to death.''

171. A passage from Doctor Hugh Blair, the

author of Lectures on Rhetoric, will give you another

instarce of error in the use of the possessive case. I

take it from the 24th L'.^cture: " In com])arii!g De-

" raosthenes and Cicero, most of the French critics

*' are disposed to give the preference to the latter.
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*' P. Rapin, the Jesuit, in the parallels which he has

" drawn between some of the most eminent Greek and

" Roman writers, uniformly decides in fAVOur of the

*' .Roman. For the preference which he gives to Cicero,

" he assigns, and lays stress on one reason of a pretty

" extraordinary nature, viz. that Demostlionos could

" not possibly have so clear an insight as Cicero into

" the manners and passions of men ; V» hy ? because

" he had not the advantage of perusing Aristotle's

*' Treatise of Rhetoric^ wherein, says our critic, he

" has fully laid open that mystery : and to 8n]tport

" this weighty argument, he enters into a controversy

" with A. Gellius, in order to jirove that Aristotle's

" Rhetoric wa« not published till after Demosthenes

" had spoken, at least, his most considerable orations."

It is surprising that the Doctor should have put such

a passage as this upon paper, and more surprising that

he should leave it in this.state after having perused it

with tiiat caie wiiich is usually em]iloyed in cxiimin-

ing writings that are to be put into print, and especi-

ally writings in which every word is expected to be used

in a proper manner. In Bacon, in Tull, in Blackstone,

in Hume, in Swift, in Bolingbroke ; in all writers

however able, we find errors. Yet, though many of their

sentences will not stand the tc*t of strict gramm.itical

criticism, the Sf'?^it' geneniily is clear to our minds:

and we read on. But, in this passage of Doctor Blair,

all is confusion: the mind is puzzled: we, at last,

hardly know whom or what the writer is talking about

;

and we fairly come to a stand.

17*2. In speaking of the many faults in this pas-

sage, I shall be oblig^^d to make here observations

which would come under the head of pronouns, verbsj

adverbs, and prepositions. The first two of the three
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seutences are, in themselves, rather obscure, aud are

well enough calculated for ushering in the complete

confusion that follows. The he which conies immedi-

ately after the word because may relate to Demos-

thenes ; but to what noun does the second he relate ?

It ivould, when we first look at it, seem to relate to

the same noun as the first he relates to ; for the Doctor

cannot call Aristotle's Treatise of Rhetoric a he. No :

in speaking of tliis the Doctor says, " wherein ;' that

is. to say, in which. He means, I dare say, that the he

should stand for Aristotle ; but it does not stand for

Aristotle. This noun is not a nominative in the sen-

tence ; and it cannot have tise pronoun relating to it as

such. This he may relate to Cicero, who may be sup-

posed to have laid open a mystery in the perusing of

the troati.-e ; a:id the words which follow the /le v.ould

seem to give couiilenaiice to this supposition : for what

mystery is meant by^the words, ''that mystery?"

Is it the mystery of Rhetoric, or the mystery of the

manners aiid passions of men ? This is not all,

however ; for the Doctor, as if bewitched by the love

«)f confusion, must tack on another loug member to

the sentence, and bring forward anotlier he to stand

for P. Rapin, whom, and whose argument we have,

amidst the general confusion, wholly forgotten.

There is an error also in the use of the active par-

ticiple, perusing. " Demosthenes could not have so

*' complete an insight as Cicero, beeaup. he had not

" the advantage of perusing." That is to say, the

advantage of being engaged in perusing, {iiit this

in not what is meant. Th.e Doctor means, that he

/mc?«o^ Aad the advantage of perusin.g ; or, rather,

that he had not the advantage of having perused,

111 other words, that Demosthenes could not have, or
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possess, a certain kind of knowledge, at the time when

he made his orations, hecanse, at that time, he had not,

or did not possess the advantage of having perused, or

\\?Lv\\^^ finished to peruse, the treatise of Aristotle. To-

wards the ch>se of the last sentence the adverh, " at

least," is put in a wrong place. The Doctor means,

doubtless, that the adverb should apply to considerable,

and not to spoken ; but, from its being iniproperlyplaced,

it applies to the latter, and not to the former. He means

to say, that Demosthenes had spoken the mo^t consider-

able, at least, of his orations ; but, as tlie words no\T

stand, they mean, that he \\uddo7ie the speaking pari to

them, if be had done nothing more. There is an error

ill the use of the word " insight," followed, as it is, by

" into." We may have a look, or sight, into a house
;

but not an insight. This would be to take an inside

view of an inside.

173. We have, here, a pretty good proof, thnt a

knowledge of the Greek and Jjatin is not sufficient to

prevent men from writing bad English. Here is a

profound scholar, a teacher of rhetoric, discussing

the comparative merits of Greek and Latin writers,

and disputing with a French critic : here he is

writing English in a manner more incorrectly than

you will, I hope, bo liable to write it at the end of

your reading of this little buok. Lest it should be

supposed that I have taken great pains to hunt out

this erroneous passage of Doctor Blair, I will inform

you, that 1 have hardly looked into his book. Your

brothers, in reading it through, marked a great num-

ber of erroneous passages, from uniongst which I have

selected the passage just cited. With what projiricty,

then, are the Greek and Latin languages called the

*' learned languages ?"
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LETTER XV] I.

SYNTAX, AS RELATING TO PRONOUNS.

Mv Dear James,

174. You will now read again Letter VI. It will

baring you back to the subject of pronouns. You will

bear in mind that personal pronouns standfor, or in the

place of, nouns ; and, that the greatest care oucfht

always to be taken in using them, because, being small

words, and in frequent use, the proper weight of them

is very often unattended to.

175. YfiU have seen, in the passage from Doctor Blair,

quoted in the foregoing Letter, what confusion arises

from the want of taking care, that the pronoun relate

clearly to its nominative case, and that it be not left to

"be understood to relate to any thing else. Little words,

of great and sweeping influence, ought to be used with

tlie greatest care ; because errors in the using of them

make such great errors in point of meaning. In order

to impress, at the out-set, these precepts on your mind,

I will^ive you an instance of this kind of error from Ad-

dison ; and, what is woli calculated to heighten the in-

terest you ought to feel upon the occasion, is that the

sentence, which contains the error, is, by Doctor Blair,

held forth to students of languages, in the University

of Edinburgh, as a perfect model of correctness and

of elegance. The sentence is from Addison's Spectator

Number 411. " There are, indeed, but very few, who
" know how to be idle and innocent, or have a relish of

" any pleasures that are not criminal ; every diversiou

*' they take is at the expense of some que virtue or
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"other, and their very first step out of business is ii\to

" vice or folly." Doctor Blair says: " Nothing can be

" more elegant, or more finely turned, than this sen-

" tence. It is neat, clear, and musical. AVe could

" hardly alter one word, or displace one member, with-

" out spoiling it. Few sentences are to be found more
" finished, or itiore happy." See Blair's 2Uth Lecture

on Rhetoric.

176. Now, then, my dear little James, let us see whe-

ther we, plain English scholars, have not a little more

judgment than this professor in a learned University,

who could not, you will observe, be a Doctor, until

he had preached a Sermon in the Latin language.

What does the pronoun theij mean in this sentence of

]^Ir. Addison ? What noun does it relate to, or stand

for ? Wh.'.t noun is the nominative of the sentence ?

The nominative of the sentence is the word few,

meaning feiv persons. Very well, then, the pronoun,

they, relates to this nominative ; and the meaning of

the sentence is this :
" that but few persons know

" how to be idle and innocent ; that/ew persons have

" a relish of any plea^iurcs that are not criminal ; that

" every diversion these few p'ersons take is at the ex-

pense of some one virtue or other, and tluit the very

fir.st step of these few persons;,.OMt of business is into

" vice or folly." So that the sentence says precisely

the contrary of what the^ author meant ; or rather the

wh(tle is perfect nonsense. All this arises from the mis-

use of the pronoun, they. If, instead of this word, the

Author had put, people in general, or most people, or

7nost men or any word, or words of the same meaning,

all would have been right.

177 I "'ill take another instance of the consequence

of being careless in the use of personal pronouns. It
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is from Judge Blackstoxe, Book II, Chapter 6. "For
" the custom of the manor has, in both cases, so far

" superseded the will of the Lord, that, provided the

" services be performed, or stipulated for by fealty, he

" cannot, in the first instance, refuse to admit the heir

" of his tenant upon his death ; nor, in the second, can

" he remove Aits present tenant so long as he lives.''

Here are lor-d, heir, and tenant, all confounded. We
may guess at the Judge's meaning ; but we cannot say,

that we know what it is : we cannot say that we are

certain whose life, or whose death he is speaking of.

178. Never write a personal pronoun, without duly

considering what noun it will, upon a reading of the

sentence, be found to relate to. There must be a

noun, expressed or understood, to wiiich the pronoun

clearly relates, or you will not write sense. " The
" land-holder has been represented as a monster

"which must be hunted down, and the fund-holder

" as a still greater evyl, and both have been described

" as rapacious creatures, who take from the people

" fifteen-pence out of every quartern loaf. They have

" been told that Parliamentary Reform is no more than

"a half-measure, changing only one set of thieves

" for another and that they must go to the land, as no-

" thing short of that would avail them." This is

taken from the memorable report of a committee of

the House of Lords, in 1817, on, w^hich report the

cruel dungeon-bill was passed. Now, to ivhat nouns

do these pronouns relate ? WIk) are the nominatives

in the first sentence ? The land-holder and the

fund-holder, to be sure ; and, therefiire, to them do

the pronouns relate. These Lords mean, doubtless,

that the people had been told, that the people must

go to the land ; that LOthing else would avail the

F 2
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people : but, th>'ugh they mean this, tlicy do not say

it ; ami this part of their report is as false in Grammar
as other ])arts of the report were in fact.

179. AVhon there are two or more nouns, cnnr:eoted

hy a copnlntive conjunction, and when a personal pro-

won?) is made uso <if to ndate to them, or stand for them,

you uiust takecare thtitthe pe!Sfinalpror:onn agrce\\M\\

them in number. " lie was fonder of nothing than of

" v)it and raillery ; but, he is far fwrn being happy in

" it." This Doctor Blair, in liis !Dth Lecture, says of

Lord Shaftesbury. Either vntavA raillery v.i\0}\e and

the same thing, or they are different thittgs : if the for-

i.ier,onc of the words is used uniiecessarily ; if the lat-

ter, the pronoun ought to have hcou them,ii:\d not it.

180. When, however, the noutis take the disjunctive

conjunction, or, the pronoun nMJSt be in the singular :

: s, " W';en he shoots a paitridg",n j)hca:-ai't, ora wood-

ctick,he gives it away."

181. Nouns of jinnibers, or multitude, such as

Moh, Parliament , Rabble, House of Commons, Regi-

vient. Court of King's Bench, Den of Thieves, and the

like, may have pronouns agreeing with them either in

the singular or in the plural nuuiber ; for, we may, for

instance, sjy of the House of Commons, " ^Acy refused

" to hear evider.ce against Castlereagh, when Mr. Mad-
" dox accused him of having sold a seat ;'* or,"" it re-

" fused to hear evidence." Bnt, we must be uniform in

our use of the pronoun in this respect. We must not, in

the same sentence, and applicable to the same noun, use

the singular in one part of the sent(wice and the plu-

ral in another part. We must not, in speaking of the

House of Commons, for instance, say, " they one year

•' voted ufiaiiimously that cheapcorn wasan evil, and the

" next year it voted unaniniously that dear corn was
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'•' an evil.'* There are pcrsoiis, who pretend to make very

nice disiiiiciions as to the cisos when those noaiis of

multita le ought to take the singular, and when they

oughttotake the plural, pronou;i; but those distinctio.is

are too nice to be of any real use. The rule is this :

that nouns of multitude mat/ take either the singular,

or the plural, pronoun; but not both in the same seu-

tence.

J 82, As to gender, it is hardly possible to make a

mistake. There are no termi nations to denote gender,

except in. the third pei"Son siiigular, he, she, or if.

Wre do, however, often personify things. Speaking

of a nation, we often say she; of the sun, we say he;

of the moon, Ave say she. We may personify things

at our pleasure ; but, we mu^t take care to be con-

sistent, atid not call a thing he, or she, in one part of

a sentence, a:id it ia r, mother part. The occasions

when you ought to personify things, and wheti you

ought nut, cannot be stated in any precise rule.

Your own taste and judgment will be your best guides.

I shall give you my opinion about figures of speech in

a future Letter.

183. Nou.:S which denote sorts, or kinds, of living

creatures, and which do not of themselves distinguish

the male from llie female, such as rabbit, hare, hog,

cat, -pheasant, fowl, take the neuter pronoun, urdess

W8 happen to kiiow tlie gender of the individual we are

speaking aboat. li I see you with a cock pheasant

in your hand, J say, " where did you shoot him?" but,

if 5"oa tell me you have shot a pheasant, I say, " where

did you shoot it?''

18 i. The perspnal pronouns in Ihe'ir possessive case

masi, of course, agree in number aild gender with their

correspondent nouns-or pronouns ;
" John and Thomas
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" have been so foolish as to sell their land and to pur-

" chase what is called stock ; but Iboir sister, wlio has

" too much sense to depend on a bubble for her daily

" bread, has kept her \iind: tltcirs\s gone forever: but

'' hers'is safe." So tbeymust also, in their ofcycc/h'C co5e:

'^ John and Thomas will lose the interest of their n)oney,

''which will soon cease to be paid to them. The rents

"of their sister will regularly be paid to her; aiwl

" Richard will also enjoy his-income, which is to be paid

" to him by his sister." If there be nouns of both genders

used before pronouns, care must be taken, that no con-

fusion or obscurity arise from the misuse of the pronoun.

Hume says: " they declared it treason to attempt, ini-

" agine, or, speak evil of the kilig, queen, or his heirs."

This has, at least, a meaning, which shuts out 'the heirs

of the queen. In such cases the noun should be re-

peated.

185. Take care, in using the personal pronouns, not

to employ the objective case where you ought to employ

the novLinative ; and take care also of the opposite error.

" Him strikes I: Her loves he." Thsse offend the ear

at once. But, when a number of words come in between

the discordant parts, the ear does not detect the error.

" It was some of those, who came hither last night, and

" went away this morning, who did the mischief, and
'•' not my brother and i7w." It ought to be'' my brother

and /." For, I am not, in this instance, the ohjcct,

but the actor, or sujjposed actor. " Who broke that

glass ? It was inc." It ought to b« /; that is to say,

" it was I who broke it." Fill up the sentence with

all the words that are understood : and if there be

errors, you will soon discover them. After the words

than and as, this error, of putting the objective for tlie

nominative, is very frequantly committed : as, " John
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"was very rich, but Peter was rieher than him;

" and, at the same time, as learned as him or any of

*" his family." It ought to be richer than he : as

learned as he : for, the full meaning here is, " richer

than he was : as learned as he was." But it docs

not always happen, that the uomiuative case comes

after than, or, as: "I love you more than him:

"I give you more than hit7i : I love you as- well as

" him ." That is to say, I love you more than /

love him : I give you more than / give to him : I lore

you as well as / love him. Take away him and put

he, in all these cases, and the grammar is just as good,

only the meaning is quite different. " I love you as

well as him" means, that I love you as well as I love

him; but, " I love you as well as he," means, that I love

you as vvell as he loves you.

186. You see, then, of what importance this dis-

tinction of cases is. But, you must not look for this

word, or that word, coming before or coming after to

be your guide. It is reason which is to be your sole

guide. When the person or thing represented by the

pronoun is the object, then it must be in the objective

case : when it is the actor, or when it is merely the

person or thing said to be this or that, then it must be

iu the nominative case. Head again paragraphs 46,

47, and 48, of Letter V.

187. The errors committed, with regard to the

<*onfounding of cases, arise most frequently, when th«

pronouns are placed, in the sentences, at a great dis-

tance from the words which are connected with them,

and which determine the case. " He and his sister,

" and not their uncle and cousins, the estate was given

*' to." Here is nothing that sounds Irarsb ; but, bring the

pronoun close to the preposition that demands the ob-
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objective c?se: pay, the estate Avas given to he ; and

tlipn, you perceive the grossiicss of the error in a moment.
" The work of national ruin was pretty elfectiially carried

" on i?/ the ministers; hutraore effociuallybythe paper-

" moTiey makers tiiaa they." This does not hurt the

oar ; but it ought to be them : " more eifcctually thau

bij them."

1S3. The pronouns mine, thine, theirs, yours, hers,

his, stajid freq<iently by themselves ; that is to say, not

followed by any noun. But, then, the noun is under-

stood. ** Tliis is hers." That is to say, her property ;

har hat, or whaTcvcr else. No difficulty can arise in the

use of these words.

189. But, the use of thr^ personal pronoun it is a sub-

ji^ct of coiisitlerablo importance. Read again paragraph

60 and 61, Letter Yl. Think well upon what you find

there; and, when you have done that, proceed with me.

This pronoun, with the verb to be, is in constant us? in

our language. To say, *' your uncle cctme hither last

night,'' is not the same thing as to say " it wUs your

uncle who came hither last night," though \\\e.fact re-

lated bi^ the same. " It is I who write," is veryclili'crcnt

from " I vn-ite," though, i:: both cases", my being writ-

ing is the fact V(Ty clearly expressed, and is O'.ie and

the same fact. " /? is those men, who deserve well of

their country," means a'great deal more thari, •' Tltose

men deserve well of tlioir country." Tbc prii;cipal verbs

are the same: the prepositions arc the same ; hut the

veal meanit g is diflVreiit. " It is the dews and showers

" thut make the grass grow,"' is very diiferent from

merely obstJrvii.g, that " Dews and showers make the

" grass grow."

ICO. Dof-TOB LowTU has givon it as his opinion,

that it is not correct to place plural nouns, or pronouns
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after ths it, thus used ; aii o])inio'i which aro>2 from

the want of a little mora re^oction. Tiio if has nothing

to do, graujmatioall^vspoiking, witii thf^ 'rest of the

se:!i"ei!ce. The if, together vviih the verb to be, express

states of being, in some instai.'ees, aiid in others this

])hrase serves to mark, in a strong manner, the subject,

in a mass, of what is about to be affirmed, or denied.

Of cours.», this phrase which is in almost incessant use,

may. be follov/ed by nouns and pronouns in the singular,

or in the plural, umnber. I forbear to multiply exam-

ples, or to enumerate the various ways in which this

phrase is used, because one grain of reasoning is worth

whole to;;s of memory. The principle being once in

your mind, it will be ready to be applied to every class

of cases, and to every particular cnse of each class.

191. For wa;:t of reliance on ^uinciplos, iustead

/>f exam;.ies," how tlie latter have swelled in number,

and gnuiMiiar-books in bulk ! isat, it is much easlc;

toi quote examples than to lay down principles. For

want of a little thought, as to th;^ matter immediately

before us, some grammarians have found oui " an

absolute case," as they call it ; and Mr. Lindt-ey

MuKHAv gives an instance of it in these words: " Shame

being losi, all virtue is lost." The full meaning of

this sentence is this :
" It being, or the state of

" things being such, that shame is lost, all virtue is

" lost."

182. Ou'i'ig to not seeing the use and power of this

it in their true light, many persons, after longpazzling,

think theyiwnst make the pronouns, v.'hich immediately

follow, conform to the cases, which the verbs and pre-

positions of the sentence demand. " It it them, and

*' not the people whom I address myself to." " It was

him, and not the other man, that I sought after." The

F 5
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prepositions, /o and after, demand an objective case;

and they have it in tlic words whom and that. The pro-

nouns which follow the it and the verb to be, must

ulicays he in tlie nominalive case.

193. This it with its verb to be is sometimes em-

ployed with the preposition for, with singular force

and efffct. " It is for the guilty to live in fear, to

'' skulk and to hang their heads ; but /or the innocent

" it-is to enjoy case and tranquillity of mind, to scorn

" all disguise, and to carry themselves erect." • This

is much nmre forcible than tos.:y: "The guilty gone-

" rally livt'iu fear," andso on, throughout the sentence.

The word /or, in this case denotes appropriateness, or

fitness ; and, the fuH expression would be this : " To
" tlie state of being ; ox state ofthings called guiltiness,

•' to live in fear is fitting , oj:\s appropriate.'^ If you pay

atte;:tion to the reason, on which the use of these

words is founded, you will never be at a loss to use

them properly.

194. The word it is the greatest troublcr that I know

of iii language. It is so smaVl, and so convenient, that

few are careful enough in using it. Writers seldom

spare this word. Whenever they are at a loss for

either a nominative or an objective, to their sentence,

they, without any kind of ceremony, clap in an it. A
vi-ry remarkable instance of this pressing of poor it

into actual service, contrary to the laws of Grammar

;i:d of sense, occurs in a piece of composition, where

we might, with justice, insist on correctness. This pieco

is '»ii the su'iject of grammar ; it is a piece written by

u Doctor of Divinity, and read by him to students in

gramniir and language in an academy; and the very

.sentence that I am now about to (piotc is selected by

the jiutlior of a grammir, ns te.-tiniony of high authority
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in favour of the excellence of his work. Surely, if cor-

rectness be ever to be expected, it must be in a case

like this. I allude to t-.vo sentences in the " Charge of

" the Reverend Doctor Abercro3ibie to the Senior

" Class of the Philadelphia Academy,'' published in

1806 ; which sentences have been selected and re-

published by Mr. Lixdley Murray, as a testi-

monial of the merits of his Grammar ; and which

sentences are, by Mr. Murray, given to us in the

following words. " The unwearied exertions of this

" gentleman have done more towards elucidating the

" obscurities, and embellishing 'he structure, of our

" language, than any other writer on the sul»ject.

*' Such a work has long been wanted ; and, from the

" success with which it is execntad, cannot be too

" highly appreciated."

195, As, in the learned Doctor's opiaion, obscurities

can be elucidated, and, as in the same opinion.. Mr.

Murray is an able hand at this kind of work, it

would not be amiss were the grammarian to try his

skill upon this article fiom the hand of his dignified

eulogist : for here is, if one may use the expression,

a constellation of obscurities. Our poor oppressed it,

which we find forced into the Doctor's service, in the

second sentence, relates to "such a work,'' though

this work is nothing that has an existence, notwith-

standing it is said to be " executed" la the first sen-

tence, the " exertions" become, all of a sudden, a

*' writer ;" the exertion^ have done more than any

other writer :" for, mind you, it is not the gentleman

that has done any thing : it is " the exertions that have

done" what is said to be done. The word gentleman is

in the possessive case, and has nothing to do with the

action of the sentence. Let us give the sentence a turn
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and the Doctor and ihc Grammarian will hear how it

will souid. '• This gentleman's eaer/ion* have done more
*' than any o^Aer ivrlter" Tliis is upon a level with

" this gentleman's day has killed more harjjs than any

''^ other sportsman." Nj douht, Doctor Aber-

cuo'-UBiE meant tt) say :
" the exertions of this gen-

" tl'unau have done more than those of an-y other

" writer. Such a work as this gciitlonian's has long

" been warted ; his work, seeing t'le successful

" manner of its execution, cannot he too highly cora-

" nuMided." Meant ! No doubt at all of that !• And

when we hear a Hampshire plough-boy ssiy : Poll

Cherrycheek h:ive giv'd I tiiick h.uidkecher," we

k'now very well that he means to say " Poll Ciierry-

cheok has given me this handkerchief :" and yet,

wo ;:Ve hut too apt to hiuyh at him., and to call him

ifjnorant^, which is wrong ; because he has no prc-

tci.siiins to a knowledge of grammar, and he may be

very skilful as a plough-boy. However, we will not

laugh at Doctor Abkhcrombie, whom I knew,

many years ago, for a very kind and worthy man, and

who baptized your elder hiother and elder sister. But

if we may, in a^iy case, be allowed to laugh at the

i'gnoraiicc of our fellow-t'rcatures, tlnit case certainly

does arise when we sec a ])i()fessed grammarian, tlie

uutlior of voluminous precepts and examples on the

subject of grammar, producing, in invitation of the

possessors of invahnhle medical secrets, testimonials

vouchiwg for the efl'icacy of his 11 ten; ry panacea, and

when, in thctse very testini'^nials, we tii;d most flagrant

iiistaiicos of had grammar.

19G. However, my dear James, let this strong and-

sti iking instance or the misu?e of the word it serve you

in the way of caution. Never put an it upon paper
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without thiiikiiig -.veil of what'yon are about. MT'hen I

see many its in a p ig^, I alw lys traaibie for the writer,

197. We 'now come to th; soco,j:l clasps of pronouns ;

th.\t is to say, the Rf.lativr PaoNorxs, of vrhich you

have had some account in Letter VI, paragraphs 62,

(53, 64, Go, and 66 : which paragraphs you should uo^/

read oviir again with attention.

193. TFAo, which -bsconics whose in the possessive

case, and whom in the objective case, is, in its use

confined to rational beings : for though some writers

do say
;
" the country whose fertility is great," and

t!:e like, it is n^t correct. We must say; " the coun-

try, the fertility of which." Bit, if wo pet-sonify ; if,

for instance, we call a nation a she, or the sun a he,

we must then, if we have need of relative pronouns,

take these, or the word that, which is a relative ap-

plicable to rational as well as irndional and even iua

iiimate beiiigs.

199. The errors v/hich are most frequent, in the

use of these relative pioiiouns, arise from not taking

care to use who and whom when they are respectively

demanded by tho verbs or propositions. '* To who

did you speak? Whom is come to day?'' These

sentences are too glaringly wrong to pass from our

pens to the paper. But, as in the case of personal

pronouns, when the relatives are placed, in the sen-

tence, at a distance from their antecedents, or verbs,

or prepositi.tns, the car gives us no assistance.

" Who, of all the men in the world, do you think f

'•saw, the other day? Who, for the sake of his

' numerous services, the office was given to." la

both these cases it ought to be whom. Bring the

verb, in the first, and the preposition in the second,

case closer to the relative ; as, who I saw ; to who
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the office teas given ; and, you see the error Jit once.

But, take care !
" Whom of all the men in the world,

" do you" think was chosen to he sent as an anihas-

" sador ? Whom for the sake of his numerous services

" hadrixii office of honour bestowed upon him." These

are nominative cases, and ought to have who : that is

to say, ' tvho was chosen ; who had an office^ I will

not load you with numerous examples. Road again

about the nominative and objective cases in Letter V.

Apply your reason to the subject. Who is the nomi-

native, and tvhom the objective. Think well about the

matter, and you will want no more examples.

200. There is, however, an erroneous way of em-

ploying whom which I must point out to your par-

ticular attention, because it is so often seen in very

good writers, aud because it is very deceiving. " The
*' duke of Argyle, than whom no man was mure

" hearty in the cause. Cromwell, than whom rw)

" man was better skilled in artifice.'' A hundred such

phrases might be collected from Hume, Blackstone,

and even from Doctors Blair and Joiinsdn. Yet,

they are bad grammar. In all such cases icho should

be made use of: for, it is nominative and not objective.

" No man was more hearty in the cause than he was :

" no man was better skilled in artifice than he was."

It is a very common parliament-house phiase, and,

therefore, presumptively corrupt : but, it is a Doctor

Johnson phrase too : " Pope than whom few men had
*' more vanity." The Doctor did not say, " Myself,

" than whom few men have been found more bas«,

'* having, in my Dictionary, described a pensioner

" as a slave of state, and having afterwards myself

" become a pensioner.''

201. I dilicr, as to this matter, from Bishop Lowth,
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who says, that ' the relative ivho, having reference to

" no verh or preposition understood, bnt only to its

" antecedent, when it follows than, is always in the

"objective case-, even though the proaoun, if substi-

" tuted in its place, would be in the nominative." And,

then, he gives an instance from Milton. " Beelzebub,
" than whom, Satan except, none higher sat." It is cu-

rious enough, that thig sentence of the Bishop is,

itself, ungrammatieU! Our poor unfortunate it is so

placed as to make it a matter of doubt whether the

Bishop meant it to relate to icho, or to its antecedent.

However, we know his meaning ; but, though he says

that who, when it follows than, is always in the objec-

tive case, he gives us no reason for this departure from

a clear general principle : unless we are to regard as a

reason, the example of Milton, wlio has committed

many huiulreds.if not t-housands of grammatical errors,

many of which the Bishop himself has pointed out.

There is a sort of side-wind attempt at a reason in

the words, '•' having reference to no verh or preposi-

*' ^io/>uuderstood." I do not see the reason even if this

could be J bat, it appenis to ma impossible, that a

noun or pronoun can exist in a grammatical state

wthout having refereiice to some verb or preposition^

either expressed or understood. What is meant by

Milton ? " Than Beelzebub none sat higher, except

Satan." And, when, in order to avoid the repetition

of the word Beelzebub, the relative becomes neces-

sary, the full construction must be, " no devil sat

higher thau who sat, except Satan •/' and not, " no

devil sat hi^hfr than whom sat." The supposition that

there can be a noun, or pronoun, which has reference to

no verb, and no preposition, is certainly a mistake.

292. That, as a relative, may, as we hare seen,
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\)e applied cither to persons or tliii.gs ; but it has no

possessive case, and no change to denote the other two

cases. We say, " The man that gives, and the man

that a thing is given to." But, tliere are some in-

stances, when it can hiirdly be called proper to nsc

that is'stead of who, or whom. Thus : directly after

a proper name, as in IIl',mk :
" The queen gave orders

" for taking into custody the Duke of Nortlniniher-

" 1 :nd, who fell on his knees to the Earl of Arundel

" that arrested him." Who would have been much

better, though there was a who just before in the sen-

tence. In the same author : Douglas, who had pre-

''" pared his people, and that was bent upon taking his

" part openly." This never ought to be, tliough we

see it conti.iually. Either may do ; but both never

ought to be relatives of the same antecedent in the

same sentence. And, indeed, it is very awkward, to

say the least of it, to use both in tlie same sentence

though relnting to different antecedents, if all these

be names of rational beings. " The Lords, zt7io made
" the first f;iise report, and the Commons, that seemed

" to vie with their Lordships in falsehood, became
" equally detested." Taut, as a rclatis'e, cannot take

tiie preposition or verb immediately before it : as, "the

*• man to whom I gave a book •" but I cannot say, " the

" man to that I gave a book ;" nor " the knife to that I

" put a handle," " Having defeated whom, he

" remained quiet ;" but, we cannot, in speaking of

persons, say, " having defeated that, he remained

" quiet.

203. Which, as a lelativc pronoun, is applied to

irrational beings only, and, as to those beings, it may

be employed inditrerently with that, except in the

cases where the relative comes directly after a verb
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or ti preposition in the maiiner just spoken of. We say

" the town, the horse, t)ie tree, xchich ; or to which ;"

a"d so on. And '.ve say " the town, the tree, the horse,

that ;'^ but not to ov for that.

204. We may, in speaking of nouns of multitude,

when the multitude consists of rational creatures, and

when v/e choose to consider it as a singular noun,

make use of wAo or whom, or oVivhick, just as we please.

We may say, " tlse crowd, which was going up the

street ;
' or " the crowd, who was going up the street ',"

but we cannot make use of both in the same sentence

and relating to the sau;e aoun. Therefore, we cannot

say, " the crowd who was goin;^ up the street and
" which was making a great noise.'' "VVe must take the

who, or the vjhich, in both places, if sucli noun of

multitude be used in th^ plural number, we then go oa

with the idea of the rationality of the indiviJu i!s iu

our niinds ; and, th -reiore, we make use of ivho and

tohum. " The asse>nhly, ivko rejected the petition,

" but, to whom, another was irai>ie(li;itely presented."

205. V/ho, whose, whom, and which, ;;rc employed

in asking questions : to which, in this capacity, we

must F:dd. what. " Wlio is in the house ? Whose

gun is that? Whom.' an \(\\i love best? W^iat has

liappened to-day?" V/hat means; generally, as a

relative, " the thing which :" as •' give me what I

" want." It may be its* d iu the nominative and in the

objective case :
" V/iiat hsppeiis to-day, may happen

" next week ; but 1 know not to what we shall come
' at last:" or, " t:,e thing ivhich happens to-day,

" may happen next v/eek ; but I know not the thing

" which we shall ccmo to at la?t."

'208. Which, though, in other cases, it cannot b*

employed as a relative with nouns which are the
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names of rational beings, is, with such iiounSj employed

ill asi<ing questions : as, " the tyrants allege, that

"the petition was disrespectful. Which of the

*' tyrants ?" Again :
" oue of the petitioners had his

" head cleaved by the yeomanry. Which 1" That is

to say, " which of the petitioners was it ?"

207. What, when used in asking for a repetition

of what htts been paid : as, what ? means, " tell me
" that rchich, or the thing which, you have said." This

word is used, and with great force, in the way of ex-

clamation :
" What! rob us of our right of suffrage,

" and, then, when we pray to have our right restored

*' to us, shut us up in dungeons!" The fuU meaning is

this: " Vv^hat do they dol They rob us of our right."

208. It is not, in general, advisable to crowd those

relatives together ; but it sometimes happens that it is

done. " ir/to, //ioMias any sense, can believe such

" ])alpable falsehoods? What, that c?in be invented,

"-CQ-n disguise these falsehoods ? J5y tuhom, that you
" ever heard of, was a pardon obtained from the

" mercy of a tyrant ? Some men's rights have been

" taken from them by force and by genius, but ivhose,

" that the world ever heard of before, were taken

" away by ignorance and stupidity?"

209. Whosoever, whos?soever, whomsoever, what-

soever, whichsoever, f(»ll<»w the rules applicable to tfee

(uiginal words. The so is an adverb, which, in its

general acceptation, means in like manner ; and

ever, which is also an adverb, means, at aui/ time, at

all times, or ulicays. These two words thus joined

in whosoever, mean, loho, in any case that may be
;

and so of the other three words. We sometimes omit

the so, and s>'iy, whoever, whomever, v:hatever, ard

even whosever. It is a mere aJjbreviation. The so is
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understood : and, it is best not to omit to write it.

Sometimes the soever is separated fropi the pronoun:

" What man soever he might bo." But, the main

thingis, to understand the reason upon which the use

of these words stands; for, if you understand that,

you will always use the words properly.

210. The Demonstrative Pronouns have been de-

scribed in Letter VI. paragraph 67 ', and I have very

little to add to what is there said upon the subject.

They never change their endings, to denote gender or

case ; and the proper application of them is so obvious,

that it requires little to be said about it. However,

we shall bear more of these j)ronouns, when we come

to the syntax of verbs. One observation I will make

here, however, because it will serve to caution you

against the commission of a very comra»n error. You

will hardly say, " Thein that write;" but, you may say,

as many do, " We ought always to have a great re-

gard ybr them who are wise and good ;'* It ought to

be, '^for those who arc wise and good ;" because the

word persons is understood ;
" those persons who are

wise and good:" and it is bad grammar to say, " them

persons who SlXQ wis.; and good." But, observe, in ano-

ther sense, this sentence wcuUl be correct. If I be

speaking of particular persons, aiul, if my object be to

make you understand, that they are wise and good, and

also, that / love them ; then I say, very correctly, " I

"love them, who are wise and good." Thus: '•' The
" father has two children : lie loves them, \vho are wise

*' and good ; and they love him, v/ho is very indulgent."

It is the meaning that must be your guide ; and rea-

son must tell you what is the meaning. " They, who
" can write, save a great deal of bodily labour," is very

different from " Those who can v/rite, save a great
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" (leal of bodHy labour.*' The those stands for those

persons ; that is to say, any persons, persojis in gene-

ral, who can write; whereas, the they, as here used,

relates to son)e particuhir persons; and the sentence

ineaiiS, that these particular persons are able to write,

and, by that means, they save a g.eat deal of bodily

labour. Doctor IiLAiK,irt his 21st Lecture, has fallen

iiilo an error of this sort : thus, " These two para-

" graphs are extremely v.oi thy of JVIr. Addisox and cx-

" hihit a style which f/tejr, who can successfully imitate,

" Jiiay esteem themselves haj)py/' It oi:;:>bt to be tliose

instead of they. But, this is not the only fault in this

sentence, ^Why say" extremely worthy r
" Worthiness

is H quaLty which hardly admits of r^ef/?*ees, and, surely

it does not- admit of extremes. Then, again, at the

r.lose : to esteem is to priz^, to set value on, to value

highly. How, then, can men '' esteem themselves hap-

l
Y ?" H(nv can tbey '^ prize themselves happy ?" How

can they ^'highly value themselves \\?i\t\\\V' IVJy dear

,K)mes, let chamber-maids a.id members of the House

of Commons, and learned Doctors, write thus : be you

i-untent with plain words which convoy yeur meaniiig :

s:ytbata thing \s quite worthy of a man : and that

nen misy deem themselves happy.

211. The LvDKrKKMiNATE Pronouxs have been

enumerated in Letter Vf, paraj^raph 7L They arc

souietiraesn^/^c^ive*, as is stated in th:it paragraph.

Whoever, Whatever and Whichever, (that is, who-

soever, whaf.wcver, whichsoever^ though relatives,

are ir-deterriiir.ate too. I'ut, ir.deod, it sig:iifies littltf"

liow these words are classed. It is the use of them

that we ought to look to. i^yerz/, which I have

reckoned amongst these pronouns, is, never, now-a

days, used without a noun, and is, tbcicfore, in fact,
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an adjective. The error that is most frequently com-

mittetl in using these pronouns is, the putting of the

•plural verb, or plural proiionn, after nouns preceded

hy every , each, ov either ; especially in the case of

every : as ''every man ; every body; every house."

These are understood to mean, all the men, &\\ the

peoplcj all the house.: but, only one man, one body,

one house, is spoken of, aisd, tiiercfore, the verboa:?ht

to be in the siijgular: as, " every body is. disgusted ;"

and !!ot " every body are disgusted."

'21*. Before you use any of these «'ords, you should

think well on their true meaning ; for, if you do this,

vou will ssklom commit errors in the use of them.

Doctor Joh'. son, ifi liis Rsimbkr, Number I'J'J, has

this passage. " Every one of these virtuosos looked

" on all his asso.ciatos as wretches of deprnvcd taste

" and nairow noiions. Their conversation was,

" therefore, fretful and waspish, their behaviour

< brutal, their merriment bluntly sarcastic, and

" their seriousness gloomy and suspicious." Now
these tkeirs certai-.ly relate to every one, though

the author meant, without doubt, that they should

relate to the zvhole body of virtuosos, including

the very one. The word therefore adds to the

confusion. The virtuosos were, therefore, fretful

and v/aspish. What for ? Vt'as it because every one

saw his associates in a bad light? How can my fhiuk-

ing meanly of others make their conversation fretful ?

If the Diictor had said :
" These virtuosos looked

" on each other. ..." The meaning would have been

clear. *.

2!.3. Tlie pronoun either, which means one of two,

is very often improperly CEiployed. It is used to

denote one of three or more, which is always incor-
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roct. Wc say, " either the dog or the cat ; hut not,

" cither the dog, the cat, or the pig-^' Suppose some

one to ask me, which I choose to have, mutton, veal,

er woodcock, I answer caiy one of them ; and not

either of them. Doctor Bhiir has used aivj o?ic where

he ought to have used either. " The two tcords are

" not altogether synonynious
;
yet, in the present case,

" any one of them would have heon sufficient."

214. In concludiufj this Letter on tlie Syntax of Pro-

nouns, I must observe, that I leave many of these in-

determinate pronouns unnoticed in a particular manner.

To notice every one individually could answer no ])ar-

pose except that of swelling the size of a book ; a

thing which I most anxiously wish to avoid.

LETTER XVIIT.

SYNTAX, AS K ELATING TO ADJECTIVES.

215. By this time, my dear James, you will hardly

want to be reminded of the nature of Adjectives.

However, it may not be amiss for ycu to read again

attentively the whole of Letter VII.

216. Adjoclives, having uo relative effect, coniain-

iug no representative quality, have not the dangerous

power, possessed by pronouns, of throwing whole sen-

tences into confusion, and of perverting or totally

destroying the writer's meaning. For this ressoir, there

is little to be said respecting the using of Adjectives.

217. When yon make use of an adjective in the;

May of compaii.«oii, take care that thore-bp a con-

gruity, or litne&s, in the things or qualities compared.
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AS RELATING TO ADJECTIVES.

Do not say that a thing is deeper than it is broad or

ong ; or that a man is taller than he is luise or rich.

Hume says, " The principles of the Reformation were
" deeper in the prince's mind than to be easily eradi-

" cated." This is no comparison at all. It is nonsense.

218. When adjectives are used as nouns, they must,

in all respects, be treated as nouns. " The guilty, the

" innocent, the rich, the
^
poor, are mixed together.'"

But we cannot say, " a guilty," meaning to use the

word guilty as a noun.

219. If two or I'Ore Adjectives be used as applica-

ble to the same noun, there must be a comma, or com-

mas, to separate them : as, " a poor, unfortunate man :"

unless and or or be made use of, for then a comma or

commas may be omitted : as, " a lofty and large and

" excellent house."

220. Be rather sparing than liberal in the use of
'

Adjectives. One, which expresses your meaning, is

better than two, which can,^at best, do no more than

express it, while the additional one may, possibly, do

harm. But, the error most coramou in the use of

Adjectives, is the endeavouring to strengthen the

Adjective by putting an adverb before it, and which

adverb conveys the notion, that the quality or pro-

perty expressed by the Adjective admits of degi-ees
;

as, " very honest, extremely just." A man may

be wiser than another wise man, an act mpy be

more wicked than another wicked act ; bnt, a man

cannot be more honest than another; eveiy man,

who is not honest must be dishonest ; and every act

which is 7iot just must be unjust. " Ver-y right."

and " very wrong," are very common expressions,

but they are both incorrect. Som.e expressions may

be more common than others : but, that which is not
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right is tcrong ; and (hat. wliicli is not wro7ig is right.

There are here no intermediate degrees. AVe shouM

laugh to hear a man say :
" you area little right, I am

" a good deal wrong " that person is honest in a

" trifling degree ; that act was too just." But, our cars

are accnstomfd to the adverbs of exaggeration. Some

writers deal in those to a degree that tires the car and

olYonds the ur.derstandii.'g. With them, every thing is

excessively or immensely or extremely or vastly or sur-

prisingly or wonderfully or abundantly, or the like.

The notion of such writers, is, that these words give

strength to what they are saying. This is a great error.

Strength must he found in the thought, or it will never

be found in the vcords- Big-soundiiig words, without

tlioughts correspoi.'diiig, are efl'ort without enect.

221. Care must be taken, too, not to use such Ad-

jectives as are io^.propertobc applied to the nouns along

with which they are used. " C'oocZ virtues ; 6flrf vices;

" ^ai?2/i</ tooth-achs
;
pleasing pleasures.'' These arc

staringly absurd ; but, amongst a select socie y of

empty heads, " moderate Reform" lies long been a

fashionable expression ; an oppression which has been

well criticised by asking the gentlemen who use it, how

they would like to obtain ynoderatejustice in a court of

law, 01 to meet with v:odcrate chastity in a wile?

222. To secure yourself against the risk of com-

mitting f'uch errors, you have only to take care to

ascertain the full meaning of every word you employ.
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LETTER XIX.

SYXTAX, A9 RELATING TO VERBS.

223. LiiT us, my dear Jtimes, get well throLigh this

Letter ; and, then, we may, I think, safely say, that we

know something of Grammar : a little more, I hope,

than is known by the greater part of those who call

themselves Latan and Greek scholars, and who dig-

nify their having studied those languages with the name

of " Liberal Education."

224. There can be no sentence, there can be no sense

in words, unless there be a verb, either expressed or un-

derstood. Each of the other parts of speech may, al-

ternately, be dispensed with ; but the verb never can.

The verb being, then, of so much importance, you will

do well to read again, before you proceed further, para-

graphs 23, 24, 25 and 26 in Letter III, and the whole

of Letter Vlil.

225. Well, then, we have now to see how verbs are

used in sentences, and how a misuse of them affects the

meaning of the writer. There must, you will bear in

mind, always be a verb, expressed or understood. One

would think, that this was not the case in the direction

written on a post letter. To John Goldsmith, Esq,

Hambledon, Hampshire. But what do these words,

really mean ? Why, they mean : This letter is to be de-

" livered to John Goldsmith, who is an Esquire, who lives

" at Hambledon, which is in Hampshire." I'hus, there

are no less than five verbs, where we thought there was

no verb at all. '' Sir, I beg you to give me a bit of bread."

The sentence, which follows the Sir, is complete ; but

the Sir a])pear« to stand wholly without connexion.

G
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However, the full nieanir.t; is this :
" I beg you, who

" are a Sir, to give me a bit of bread.*' " What, John ?"

" That is to say, " What is said by you, whose name is

"John ?" Again, in the date of a letter :
" Long Island,

" yS March 18 J S.'' That is :
"1 am now writing in Long

" Ishind
; this is the twenty-fifth day of March, and

" this month is in the one thousand eight hundred and
" eighteenth year of the Christian era.''

226". Now, if you take time to reflect a little on this

matter, you will never be puzzled for a moment by

^

those detached words, to suit which grammarians have
invented vocative cases and cases absolute, and a great

many other appellations, with which they puzzle them-
selves, and confuse and bewilder and torment those

who read their books.

227. We almost always, whether in speaking or in

writing, leave out some of the words, which are neces-

sary to a full expression of our meaning. This leaving

out is called the Ellipsis. Ellipsis is, in geometry, an

oral figure ; and, the compasses, in t/ie tracing of the

line of this figure, do not take their full sweep all round,

as in the tracing of a circle, but they make skips and

leave out parts of the area, or surface, which parts would

be included in the circle. Hence it is, that the skipping

nrer, or leaving out, in speaking or in writing, is called

the Ellipsis ; without making use of which, wc, as you

will presently see, scarcely ever open our lips or move

our pens. "He told me, that he had given John the

"gun, which the gunsmith brought the other night."

That is :
" He told to me, that he had given to John the

" gun, which the gunsmith brought to this place, or

" hither, on the other night." This would, you see,

b« very cuuibrous and disagreeable; and, therefore.
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seeing that the meaning is quite clearwithout the words,

marked by italicks, we leave these words out. But, we

may easily go too far in this elliptical way, and say :

" He told me, he liad given John the gun, the gunsmith

brought the other night." This is leaving the sentence

too bare, and making it to be, if not nonsense, hardly

sense.

228. Reserving some further remarks, to be made,

by-and-by, on the Ellipsis, I have now to desire, that,

always, when you are examining a sentence, you will

take into your view the words that are left out. If you

have any doubt as to the correctness of the sentence,

fill it up by putting in the left-out words, and, if there

be an error, you will soon discover it.

229. Keeping in mind these remarks on the subject of

understood words, you will now listen attentively to me,

while I endeavour to explain to you the manner in which

verbs ought to be used in sentences.

230. The first thing is, to come at a clear understand-

ing with regard to the cases of nouns and pronouns

as connected, in use, with verbs and prepositions ; for,

on this connexion, depends a great deal. Verbs go-

vern, as it is called, nouns and pronouQs ; that is to say,

they sometimes cause, or make, nouns or pronouns to

be in a certain case. Nouns do not vary their endings

to denote different cases ; hut pronouns do ; as you have

seen in Letter VI. Therefore, to illustrate this matter,

J will take the pronoun personal of the third person

singular^ which in the nominative case is he, poss8S-

sive case his, objective case him.

231. When a man (it is the same with regard to

any other person or thing) is the astor, or doer, the

man is in the uominadve case, and the corresponding

pronoun is, he: " He strikes." The same case exists

G 2
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uiien the man is the receiver, or encltirer, of ;in action.

" He is stricken." It is still the same case when the

man is said to be in any state or condition. " He is

".nhapjiy." Indeed, there is no difference in these two
l:itter instances ; for, " he is stricken,'' is no other ihan

to say that " he is in a state, or condition, called stricken."

Observe, too, that in these two latter instances, the he

is followed by the verb to be: he w stricken, he is un-

happy ; and observe, moreover, that whenever the verb

tn be is used, the receiver or be-er, (if I may make a word)

is, and must be, in the nominative case. But, now, let

me stop a little to guard you against a puzzle. I say,

" the verb to be" but.l do nat mean those two words

always. When I say the verb to be, I may mean, as

in the above examples, is. This is the verb to he, in

the third person singular. " / write." I should say,,

that here is the pronoun / and the verb to write

;

that is to say, it is the verb to write in one of its forms.

The to is the sign of the infinitive mode ; and the verb,

in that state, is the root, or the foundation, from which

all the different parts or forms proceed. Having guard-

ed ourselves against this puzzler, let us come back to

our nominative case. The actor, the doer, the receiver of

an action, the he-er, must always be in the nominative

case ; and, it is called nominative case, because it is that

state, or situation, or case, in which the person, or thing,

i"? named without being pointed out as the object, or end,

of any foregoing action or purpose : as, " he strikes
;

he is stricken ; he is happy." This word nominative is

not a good word ; acting and being case, would be much

better. This word, nominative, like most of the terms

u?ef! in teaching grammar, has been taken from the

Latin. If is bad ; it is inadequate to its intendj:d pur-
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pose; but, it is used; and if we understand its mean-

ing;, or, rather, what it is designed to mean, its intrinsit:

insufficiency is of no consequence. Thus, I hope, then,

that we know what the nominative is. " He writes ; he

" sings ; he is sick ; he is well; he is smitten ; he is

" good ;" and so on, always with a he.

232. But (and now pay attention) if the action pass

from the actor to a person or thing acted upon ; and if

there be no part of the verb to be, employed ; then the

person or thing acted upon is in the objective case ; as,

"he smites /?im ,• he strikes /?im ,• he kills him." In

these instances we wish to show, not only an action

that is performed and the person who performs it, but

also the person upon whom it is performed. Here, there-

fore, we state the actor, the action, and the object ,• and

the person or thing which is the object is in the objective

case. The verb is said, in such instances, to govern the

noun or pronoun ; that is to say, to make it, or force it,

to be in the objective case ; and to make us use him in-

stead of he.

233. However, I remember, that I was very much
puzzled on account of these cases. I saw, that when
" Peter was smitten," Peter was in the nominative

case'; but, that, when any person or thing " had

smitten Peter," Peter was in the objective case. This

puzzled me much ; and the loose and imperfect de-

finitions of my grammar-book yielded me no clew to a

disentanglement. Reflection on the reason for this

apparent 'inconsistency soon taught me, however,

that, in the first of these cases, Peter is merely named

or nominated, as the receiver of an action : and that,

in the latter instance, Peter is mentioned as the object

of the action of some other person or thing, expressed

or understood. I perceived, that, in the first
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instance, " Peter is smitten," I had a complete sense.

I was int'oraied as to the person who liad rece'n'cd an

action, and also as to what sort of action he had re-

ceived. And, I perceived, that, in the second instance,

" John has smitten Peter," there was an actor who took

possession of the use of the verb, and made Peter the

object of it; and that this actor John, now took to the

nominative, and put Peter in the objective case.

'234. This puzzle was, however, hardly got over, when
another presented itself: for, I conceived the notion,

that Peter was in the nominative only because no actor

teas mentioned at all in the sentence ; but. I soon disco-

vered this to be an error : for I found that, " Peter is

simiten bij John," still left Peter in the nominaiite ; and

that, if £ used the pronoun I must say, " /<« is smitten

by John ;" and not " him is smitten i)y John."

235. Upon this puzzle I dwelt a long time j a whole

week, at least. Fori was not content unless 1 could

n'concile every thing to reason ; and, I could see no

reason for this. Peter, in this last instance, appeared to

be the object, and there was the actor, John. IVIy ear,

indeed, assured loe, that it was right to say, "he is smit-

ten by John ;" but my reason doubted the information

and assurances of my ear.

^36. At last, the little insignificant word, Inj, at-

tlpacted my attention. This word, in this place, is a

preposition. Ah ! Thr-.t is it ! prepositions govern

noxms and pronouns: that is to say, mnlce them to be

in the objective case ! So that, John, who had

plagued mc so much, f found to be in the objective

case ; and, I found, that if 1 jjut him out, and put

the pronoun in his place, I must say, " Peter is sniilten

by him."
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237. Now, then, my dear James, do you clearly

understand this? If you do not, have patience. Read,

and think, and weigh well every part of what I have

here written : for, as you will immediately see, a clear

understanding with regard to the cases is one of the

main inlets to a perfect knowledge of grammar.

238. Verbs, of which theremust be one at least, ex-

pressed or understood, in every sentence, must agree in

person and in number with the nouns or pronouns, which

are the nominatives of the sentence : that is to say, the

verbs must be of the same person and same number as

the nominatives are. Verbs frequently change their

forms and endings to make themselves Agree with their

nominatives. How necessary is it, then, to know what is,

and what is not, a nominative in a sentence ! Let us

take an example. " John smite Peter." What are these

words? John is n noun, third person, singular number,'

nominative case. Smite is a verb, first person, singular

number. Peter is a noun, third person, singular number,

objective case. Therefore the sentence is incorrect :

for the nominative, John, is in the third person, and the

verb is in the first : while both ought to be in the same

person. The sentence ouaht to he, " John smites Peter 3"

and not " John smite Peter."

239. This is, to be sure, a very glaring error : but

still it is no more than an error, and is, in fact, as

excusable as any other grammatical error. " Thj

men lives in the country." Here, the verb, lives, is

in t!ie singular number, and the noun, men, which is

the nominative, is in the plural number. " The
" men live in the country,'' it ought to be. These errors

stare us in the face. But when the sentences become

longer, and embrace several nominatives and verbs,

we do not so readily perceive the errors tliat are com-
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niitted. ' The intention of the act of parliament, and
'' not its £e\eral penalties, decide llic character of the

" corrupt assembly by whom it was passed.'' Here the

noun, penalties, comes so near to the verb decide, that

the ear deceives the judgment. But, the noun, intention

is the nominative to the verb, which, therefore, ought

to be decides. Let us take a sentence still more deceiv-

ing. " Without the aid of -a fraudulent paper money,
" the tyrants never could have perFormed any of those

" deeds, by which their safely have been endangered,

" and which have, at the same time, made them de-
'" tested." Deeds, is thr nominative to the last have and

it? principal verb : but safety is the nominative to the

Jirst have ; and tlierefore, this first have ought to have

been has. You see, that the error arises from our

having the plural noun deeds, in our eye and ear. Take

all the rest of the sentence away, and leave " safeiij

have been '' standing by itself, and then the error is as

" flagrant as John smite Peter.'' Watch me, now, in

the next sentence. " It must be observed, that land fell

" greatly in price as soon as the cheats began to draw
" in their jKiper money. In such cases the ([uantity and

" quality of the land is the same as it was before
;

" but, tile price is reduced, all of a sudden, by a

" change in the value and power of the money, u hich

" becoiiies very different from what it was." Here are

two complete sentences, which go very glibly off (he

tongue. There is nothing in thenj that offends the ear.

The first is, indeed, correct ; but, the last is a mass of

error. Quantity and quality, \shich are the nominative in

the first member of the sentence, nuike, together, a

plural, and should have been folUnved, after the word

land, by are and not by is ; and the it was, which

follows, should, of course, have been, /Aey u-ere. In
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the second member of tlie sentence, value and power s.tc

the nominative of becomes, which, therefore, should have

been, become ; and, then, again, there follows an it was

instead of theij were. We are misled, in such cases, by

the nearness of the singular noun, which comes in be-

tween the nominatives and the verbs. We should not be

likely to say, "quantity and quality is ; value and power

becomes." Biit when a singular noun comes in between

such nominatives and the verbs, we are very apt (o be

thinking of that noun, and to commit error. When we

once begin, we keep on 3 and, if the sentence be long,

we get together, at last, a fine collection of verbs and

pronouns, making as complete nonsense as heart can

wish. Judge Blackstone, in the 4th Book, Chapter 33,

says, "The very scheme and model of the administra-

" tion of common justice between party and party,

" was euiirely settled by this king j and has continued

" nearly the same to this day." Administratinn of common

justice was full upon the Judge's ear : down he clapped

was ; and has naturally followed : and, thus, my dear

son, in grammar as in moral conduct, one fault almost

necessarily produces others.

240. Look, therefore, at yoiir nominative, before you

put a verb upon paper ; for, you see, it may be one word

or two, or more woids. But, observe, if there be two,

or more singular nouns or pronouns, separated by or,

which, you know, is a rfi^/oiHrn* conjunction ; then, the

verb must be in the singular 3 as, " a soldier, or a. sailor,

" who has served his countryfaithfully, is fairly entitled

" toapensionj but who will say, that aprostitutedpeer,

" a pimp, or a buffoon, merits a similar provision from
" the public r"

241. It sometimes happens, that there are, in the no-

minative, two or more nouns, or pronouns, and that

G 5
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thej' are in different numbers, or in different persons : as,

*' The minister, or the Be 'oiigh-fyrants.'' 'Ihcse nouns

cannot have the verb to agree with them both. There-

fore, if it be the conspiring of these wretches iigainst

the liberties of the people, of which we have to speak,

we cannot say, " The minister, or the Borough-tyrants

" conspire " because the verb would then not agree in

number with the noun, minister ; nor can we say, con-

spires ; because the verb would not agree with the noun.

Borough-tyrants. Therefore, we must not write such sen-

tences : we must say, " The minister conspires, or the

'• borough tyrants conspire against the liberties of the

" people." Repetition is, sometimes, disagreeable to the

tar ; but, it is better to repeat, be it ever so often, than

to write bad grammar, which is only another term for

nonsense.

-242. When nominatives are separated by nor, the rule

of or must be followed. " Neither man nor beast is safe

in such weather
J
" and notoresafe. And, if nominatives

of different numbers present themselves, we must not

give them a verb which disagrees with either the one or

the other. We must not say : " Neither thi? halter nor

"the bayonets aresiifficient to prevent us from obtaining

"ourrights." Wemust avoid this badgrammar byusing
' a different form of words : as, " We are to be pre-

"v.ented from obtaining our rights by neither the halter

" nor the bayonets." And, why should we wish to write

bad grammar, if we can express our meaning in good

grammar ?

243. If or or nor disjoin nouns and pronouns, of dif-

ferent persons, these nouns and pronouns, though they

be all of the same number, cannot be the nominative of

one and the same verb. We cannot say, '* They or J am
" in fault

J
I, or they, or he, is the author of it j Geonge
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"orlawthe person, ' Mr. Lindley Murray says, that we

niatj use these phrases ; and that we have only to take

care that the verb agree with that person, which is placed

nearest to it ; but, he says also, that it would be better to

avoidsuchphrasesby giving adifFerentturn to our words.

I do not like to leave any thing to chance or to discre-

tion, when we have a clear principle for our guide.

Fill up the sentences : and, you will see what pretty

work here is. " They am in fault, or I am in fault ;

" I is the author, or they is the author, or he is the

" author ; George am the person, or I am the person."

Mr. Murray gives a similar latitude as to the verbs

used with a mixture of plurals and singulars, as men-

tioned in the foregoing paragraph. Thetruth,! suspect

is, that Mr. Murray, observing that great writers fre-

quently committed these errors, thought it prudent to

give up the cause of grammar, rather than seem to set

himself against such formidable authorily. But, if we

follow this course, it is pretty clear, that we shall very

soon be left with no principle and no rule of grammar.

244. The nominative is frequently a noun of multi-

tude; as, mob, parliament, gang. Now, where this is

the case, the verb is used in the singular or in the plu-

ral, upon precisely the same principles, that the pro-

nouns are so used ; and, as these principles, together

with ample illustrations in the way of example, have

been given you in Letter XV^II, paragraph 181, I need

say nothiug more of the matter. I will just observe,

however, that consistency, in the use of the verb, in sueb

eases, is the main thing to keep in view. We may say :

" The gang of borough-tyrants is cruel :" or, that " the

"gang of borough-tyrants are cruel ;" but if we goon to

spe^k of their notoriously brutal ignorance, we must

not say: " the gang of borough-tyrants is cruel, and
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" are also notoriously as ignorant as brutes.'' We must

use is in both places, or are in both places.

345. In looking for the nominative of a sentence,

take care that the relative pronoun be not a stum-

bling block, for relatives have no changes to denote

number or person : and, though they may sometimes

appear to be, of themselves, nominatives, they never

(tan be such. " The men wJio are here, the man
" who is here ; the cocks that crow, the cock that

" crows.'' Now, if the relative be the nominative,

why do the verbs change, seeing that here is no

change in the relative? No: the verb, in pursuit

of its nominative, runs through the relatives to come

at their antecedents, men, man, cocks, cock. Bishop

Lowth says, however, that " the relative is the no-

" minative when no other nominative comes between

"it and t]ie verb ;" and Mr. Murray has very faith-

fullv copied this erroneous observation. " IVho is in

" the house ? M'^ho are in the house ? Who strikes

" the iron ? Who strike the iron r Who was in the

"street? Who were in the street?" Now, here is,

in all these instances, no other nominative between

the relative and the verb ; and yet the verb is conti-

nually varying. Why does it vary? Because it dis-

regards the relative and goes and finds the antecedent,

and accommodates its number to that antecedent.

The antecedents arc, in these instances, understood
;

'* What person is in the house ? What persons are

" in the house ? Wha.i person strikes the Iron ? What

"persons strike the iron ? What person was in the

" street?" What per^oHS were in the street?" The

Bishop seems to have had a misgiving in l»is mind,

when he gave this account of the nominative functions

of the relative; for he adds, " the relative is of the
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" same person as the antecedent : and the verb agrees
'' with it accordingly." Oh, oh ! But, the relative is

always the same, and is of any and of every number and
person. How, then, can the verb, when it makes its

changes in number and person, be said to agree with the

relative r Disagree, indeed, with the relative the verb

cannot, any more than it can with a preposition ; for

the relative has, like the preposition, no changes to de-

note cases
J
but, the danger is, that, in certain instances,

the relative may be taken for a nominative, without your

looking after the antecedent, which is the real nomi-

native, and that, thus, not having the number and person

of the antecedent clearly in your mind, you may give

to the verb a wrong number or person. It is very seldom

that those who lay down erroneous rules furnish us

with examples by the means of which we are enabled

to detect the error of these rules: yet, Mr. Murray has,

in the present case, done this most amply. For, in an-

other part of his book, be has these two examples :

" I am the general, who give the orders to-day. I am
" the general, who gives the orders to-day." Here

the antecedents, as well as the relatives, are precisely

the same ; the order of the words is the same ; and

yet the verbs are different. fVhy ? Because, in the

first example, the pronoun / is the nominative, and, in

the second, the noun gtneral. The first means, " 7, who
" am the general here, give the orders to-day." The

second means, " The general, who gives the orders

" to-day, is I." Nothing can more clearly show, that

the relative cannot be the nominative, and that, to

consider it as a nominative must lead to error and con-

fusion. You will observe, therefore, that, when I, in

the etymology and $yntax as relating to relative pro-

nouns, speak of relatives as being in tlie nominative case,
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1 mean, that they relate to nouris or to personal pronouns,

which are in that case. The same observation applies to

the other cases.

246. We are sometimes embarrassed to fix precisely

on the nominative, when a sort of addilion is made to it

bywords expressing persons or things that accompany

it : as, " The Tyrant, with the Spy, have brought

" Peter to the block." Wehesitate to determine,whether

the Tyrant alone, is the nominative, or whether the

nominative includes the spy ; and, of course, we hesi-

tate which to employ, the singular or the plural verb
;

that is to say, has or have. The meaning must be our

guide. If we mean, that the act has been done by the

Tyrant himself, and that the spy has been a mere invo-

htntary agent, then we ought to use the singular ; but

if we believe, that the spy has been a co-operator; and

associate ; an fhccomplice ; then we must use the plural

of the verb. " The Tyrant, with bis Proclamation, has

" produced great oppression and flagrant violations of

" law." Has, hy all means, in this case ; because the Pro-

clamation is a mere instrument. Give the sentence a

Uirn :
" The Tyrant has produced great oj)pression and

" flagrant violationsof the law with his Proclamation."

This is good ; but, the Tyrant " has brought Peter to

" the block with the spy," is bad. It sounds badly
;

and it is bad sense. It does not say what we mean

it should say. " A leg of mutton, with turnips and
** carrots, is very good.'' If we mean to say, that a leg

of mutton, when cooked with these vegetnbles, is good,

we must use is ; but, if we be speaking of the good-

ness of a leg of mutton and these vegetables, taken all

together, we musfeuse are. When with means along

with, together with, in company with, and the like,

it is nearly the same as and ; and then the plural
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verb must be used, " He, with his bare band, takei

" up hot iron.'' Not, " hewith his bare hand, take up."

" He, with his brothers, ore able to do much." Not
" is able to do much." If the pronoun be used in-

stead of brothers, it will be in the objective case : "He,

with them, are able to do mijch." But, this is no impe-

diment to the including. of the noun (represented by

them) in the nominative. With, which is a preposition,

takes the objective case after it ; but, if the persons,

or things, represented by the words coming after the

preposition, form part of the actors in a sentence, the

understood nouns make part of the nominatives. " The

bag, with the guineas and dollars in it, were stolen." For

if we say was stolen, it is possible for us to mean, that the

bag only was stolen. " Sobriety, with great industry

am\ talent, etiable a. man to perform great deeds." And not

enables : for, sobriety alone would not enable a man to

dogreatthings. "The borough-tyranny, with the paper-

" moneymakers, have produced misery and starvation."

And, not has ,• for we mean that the two have co-

operated. " Zeal, with discretion, do much ;" and not

"does much;" for, we mean, on the contrary, that it

does nothing. It is the meaning that must determine

which of the numbers we ought, in all such cases, to

employ.

247. The verb to be sometimes comes between two

nouns of different numbers. " The great evil is the

borough-debt." In this instance there is nothing to

embarrass us ; because evil and borough - debt are

both in the singular. But :
" the great evil is the

taxes," is not so clear of embarrassment. The em-

barrassment is the same, when there is a singular

noun on one side and two or more singulars or plurals

on the other sidej as, " the curse of the country is
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" the profligacy, the rapacity, the corruption of the

" law-makers, the base subserviency of the administra-

" tors of the law, and the frauds of the makers of

" paper-money." Now, we mean, here, that these

things constitute, or form, or make up, a curse. We
mean, that the curse eonsists of these things ; and if

we said this, there would be no puzzling. " The evil

is the taxes." That is, the taxes constitute the evil
;

but, we cannot say, " the evil are the taxes ;" nor can

we say, that " the curse are these things." Avoiii, then

the use of the verb to be, in all such cases. Say, the

curse of the country consists of, or arises from, or is

produced by. Dr. Blair, in his 19th Lecture, says : " a

"feeble, a harsh, or an obscure style, are always fa ulIt."

Theor required the singular verbis; butfaults required

are. If he had put is and faulty, there would have been

no doubt of his being correct. But as the sentence

now stands, there is great room for doubt, and that too,

as to more than one point : for fault means defect, and

a style, which is a whole, cannot well be called a defect,

which means a want of goodness in a part. Fceljle-

ness, harshness, obscurity, are faults. But, to call tVie

style itself, to call the whole thing a fault, is more than

the Doctor meant. The style may be/o«<//y, and yet it

may not be a fault. Tlie Doctor's work is faulty : but,

surely, the work is not afault

!

248. Lest yon should be, in certain instances,

puzzled to find your nominative case, which, as you

must now see, constitutes the main sjjring and regu-

lator of every sentence, I will here point out to you

some instances, wherein there is used, <if)i)arently,

neither verb nor nominative. " 7« general I dislike

to drink wine." This in general is no more, in fact,

than one word. It means generally. But, some-
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times, there is a verb comes in ;
" generilly speaking."

Thus :
" The borough-tyrants, generally speaking, are

" great fools as well as rogues," That is to say, " when
" we speak generallyj'' or, " if we are speaking general-

"ly;" or, "when men, or people, speak generally." For

observe, that there never can he a sentence without a

verb, expressed or understood, and that there never can

tea. verb without a nominative case, expressed or un-

derstood.

249. Sometimes not only two or more nouns, or pro-

nouns, may be the nominative of a sentence ; but

many other words along with them may assist in making
a nominative : as, " Pitt, Rose, Steel, and their asso-

" ciates giving to Walter a sum of the public money,
" as a reward for libelling the sons of the king, was

" extremely profligate and base." That is to say, this

act of Pitt and his associates was extremely profligate

and base. It is, when you come to enquire, the act

which is the nominative, and all the other words only

go to describe the origin and end of the act.

250. You must take care, that there be a nomi-

native, and tliat it be clearly expressed or understood.

" The Attorney General, Gibbs, whose malignity in-

" duced him to be extremely violent, and was listened

*' to by the Judges." The first verb, induced, has a

nominative, namely, the malignity of the Attorney

Gencrfil, (iibbs : but the was has no nominative,

either expressed or clearly understood ^ and, wc can-

not, therefore, tell, what or who it w-as that was

listened to : whether the malignity of Gibbs, or Gibbs

himself. It should have been, and who, or, and he,

was listened to j and then we should have known,

that it was Gibbs himself that was listened to. The
oniitting of the nomintitive, five hundred instances of
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which t could draw from Judge Black^tone and Doctor

Johnson, arises very often from a desire to avoid a re-

petition of the noun or pronoun; but, repetition is

always to be preferred before obscurity.

251. Now, my dear James, I hop'e that I have ex-

plained to you sufficiently, not only what the nominative

is, but what ara its powers in every sentence ; and that

I have imprinted deeply on your mind the necessity of

keeping the nominative constantly in your eye. For

want of doing this, Judge Blackstone has, in Book IV,

Chap. 17, conmiitted .some most ludicrous errors.

" Our ancient Saxon laws nominally ])unished theft,

" with death, if above the value of twelvepence ; but

" the criminal was permitted to redeem his life by a

" pecuniary ransom : as among their German ancestors."

What confusion is here! \Vhose ancestors? Theirs.

Who are they ? Why the crintinnL Theirs, if it relate

to any thing, must relate to laivs ; and then the laws

have ancestors. Then, tvhat is it that was to be of above

tlic value of twelvej)ence ? 'i'he death or the theft? By,

" ^ above the value of twelvepence," the Judge with-

out doubt, meant, " if the thing stohn were above the

" value of twelvepence ," but lie says no such a thing
;

and the meaning of the words is, if the death were

above the value of twelvepence. The sentence should

have stood thus :
" Our ancient Saxon laws nomi-

" nally punished theft with death, if llie thing stolen

" were above the value of twelvepence ; but the

" criminals were permitted to redeem their lives by a

" pecuniary ransom ; as among their German anres-

" tors." I could quote, from the same author, hun-

dreds of examples of similar errors ; but. were there

only this one to be found in a work, vvliich is cou)-

posed of matter, which was read, in the way of tec;-
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tures, by a professor of law to students in the Univer-

sity of Oxford, even this one onght to be suflRcient to

convince you of the importance of attending to the

precepts which I have given you relative to this part

of our subject.

255. As to the objective case, it has nothing to do

with verbs ; because, a lioun which is not in the nomi-

native must be in the objective; and because verbs do

never vary their endings to make themselves agree with

the objective. This case has been sufficiently explained

under the head ofpersonal pronouns, which have endings

to denote it.

25J. The possessive case, likewise, has nothing to do

with verbs, only, you must take care, that you do not,

in any instance, look upon it as a nominative. " The
" quality of the appks were good." No : it must be uas

;

for quality is the nominative and apples the possessive.

" The want of learning, talent, and sense, are more
" visible in the two houses of parliament, than in any
" other part of the nation." Take care upon all such

occasions. Such sentences are, as to grammatical con-

struction, very deceiving. Itshouid be"i5morevisible3"

for want is Xhe nominative ; and learning, talent, and sense

are in the possessive. The want of learning, and so on.

254. You now know all about the person and num-

ber of verbs. You know the reasons upon wlj^ch are

founded their variations with regard to these two cir-

cumstances. Look, now, at the conjugation in Letter

VIII, paragraph 98 ; and, yuu will see, that there

remain the Times and Modes to be consixlered.

255. Of T/wes there is very little to be said here.

All the fanciful distinctions of perfect, present, more

past, and more perfect past, and numerous others,

only tend to bewilder, confuse, and disgust the
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learner. There can be but three limes, tlie present, the

past, and the future ; and, for the expressing of these

our language provides us with words and terminations

the most suitable that can possibly be conceFved. In

some languages, which contain no little words such

as our signs, ?i'i//, shall, moy, and soon, the verbs them-

selves change their form in order to express what we

express by the help of these signs. There are ttvo past

t'nnes in French, for instance : I will give you an exam-

ple in order to explain this matter. " The working

" men, every day, gave money to the tyrants, who, in

" return, gave the working men dungeons and axes."

Now here is our word gave, which is the passed time

of the verb to give. It is the same word, you see, in both

instances ; but you will see it different in the French.

" Tous les jours les ouvriers donnoient de I'argent aux
" tyrans, qui, en retour, donnhent aux ouvriers dcs

'' cachots et des baches. " You see, that, in one place,

our ^at'e is translated by donnoient, and, in the other

place, by donmrent. One of these is called in French,

the past imperfect, and the other, the past perfect. This

distinction is necessary in the French ; but similar dis-

tinctions are wholly imnecessary in English.

256. In the Latin language, the verbs change their

endings so as to include in the verbs themselves

what we express by our auxiliary verb to have. And

they have as many changes, or different ending's, as

are required to express all those various circum-

stances of time that we express by xuork, worked, shall

ivork, may work, might work, have worked, had

jvorked, shall have worked, may have worked, might

have worked ; and so on. It is, therefore, necessary

for the Latins to have distinct appellations to suit

these various circumstances of time, or states of an
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action ; but, such distinction of appellations can be of

no use to us, whose verbs never vary their endings, to

express time, except the single variation from the pre-

sent to the past; for, even as to the future, the

signs answer our purpose. In our compound times,

that is to say, such as, I have worked, there is the

verb to have, which becomes Iiad, or shall have, and

3o on.

257. Why, then, should we perplex ourselves witli

a multitude of artificial distinctions, which cannot, by

any possibility, be of any use in practice? These dis-

tinctions have been introduced from this cause : those

who have written English Grammars, have been taught

Latin ; and, either unable to divest themselves of their

Latin rules, or unwilling to treat, with simplicity that

which, if made somewhat of a mystery, would make
them appear more learned than the mass of the people,

they have endeavoured to make our simple language

turn and twist itself so as to beeome as complex in its

principles as the Latin language is.

258. There are, however, some few remarks to be

made with regard to the times of verbs ; but, before

1 make them, I must speak of the participles. Just

cast your eye again pn Letter VIII., paragraphs 97

and 102. Look also at the conjugations of the verbs,

to work, to have, and to be, in that same letter.

These participles, you see, with the help of to have

and to be, form our compound times. I need not

tell you that / was working, means the same as

/ worked, only that the former supposes that some-

thing else was going on at the same time, or that

something haj)pened at the time I was M'orking, or

that, at least, there is some circumstance of action or

of existence collateral with mij working : as, " 1
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*' was working u-ZieH he came: I was sick while I was
" working ; il rained while I was working; she scolded

" while I was working.'' I need not tell you the use of

do and did ; I need not say, that I do work is the same

as, I loork, only the former expresses the action more

positively, and adds some degree of force to the asser-

tion ; and that did work is the same as tcorked, only

the former is, in the past time, of the same use as do is

in the present. I need not dwell here on the uses of

will, shall, may, might, should, would, can, could, and

must: which uses, various as they are, are as well known

to us all as the uses of our teeth and our noses ; and

to misapply which words argues, not only a defici-

ency in the reasoning faculties, but almost a defici-

ency in instinctive discrimination. I will not, my dear

James, in imitation of tlie learned doctors, pester you

with a philological examination into the origin and

properties of words, with regard to the use of which,

if you were to commit an error in conversation, your

brother Richard, who is four years old, would in-

stantly put you right. Of all these little words I

have said quite enough before ; but, when the verbs

to have and to he are used as auxiliaries to princi-

pal verbs, and, especially when the sentences are

long, errors of great consequence may be committed
;

and, therefore, against these it will be proper to

guard you.

S>.^9. Time is so plain a matter ; it must be so

well known to us, whether it be the present, the past,

or the future, that we mean to express, that we shall

hardly say " we work," when we are speaking of our

having luorked last year. Kut you have seen, in

Letter XVI, paragraph 171, (look at it again), that

Doctor IVair could make a mistake in describing the
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time of an action. Doctor Blair inakes use of, it hud
*' been better omitted/' Meaning, that it would have

" been better to omit it." This is a sheer vulgarism,

like, " I had as lief be killed as enslaved." Which
ought to be, " I would as lief." But, the most common
error is, the using- of the verb to have with the passive

participle, when the past time, simply, or the vifinitwe,

of the verb ought to be used. Mr. Speaker, I expected,

" from the former language, and positive promises, of

*' the Noble Lord and the Right Honourable the Chan-
" cellor of the Exchequer, to have seen the Bank paying

" in gold and silver." This is House-of-Commons

language. Avoid it as you would avoid all the rest of

theirdoings. I expected <o see tobesure,and not/iareseew,

because the have seoicarriesyour act of seeing back beyond

the period, within which, it is supposed to have been ex-

pected to take place. " I expected to have ploughed my
" land last Monday.'' That is to say, "I last Monday waa
" in the act of expecting to have ploughed my land before

" that day." But, this is not what the writer means.

He means to say, that, last Monday, or before that daj-,

he was in the act of expecting to plough his land on

that day. '' I called on him and wished to have sub-

" mitted my manuscript to him." Five hundred of

such errors are to be found in Dr. Goldsmitii's

vforks. *' I wished, then, and there, to submit my
" manuscript to him." 1 wished to do something

there, and did not then wish that I had done something

before.

260. When you use the active participlCi take care

that the times be attended to, and that you do not, by

misapplication, make confusion ;rnd nonSense. " I

" had not the pleasure of hearing his sentiments, when

" I wrote that letter." It should be of having heard .-
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because the hearing must be supposed to have been

\\ anted previous to the act of Avriting. This word

ivanted, and the word icon ting, are frequently mis-

used. " All that was wanting was honesty." It

should be ivttnterl '• The Bank is weighed in the

" balance and found wanting,'' and not wanted. Found

to be ivanting, or w tcant : in want of money to pay its

notes.

9.61. I will not fatigue your memory with more ex-

amples relating to the times of verbs. Consider well

what you mean ; what you vnsh to say: Examine we'.l

into the true meaning of your words ; and you will

never make a mistake as to the times. " / thought to

" have lieard the Noble Lord produce something like

" proof." No ! my dear James will never fall into

the use of such senseless gabble ! You would think

of hearing something
;
you would think of to hear not

to have heard. You would be waiting to hear and not

like these men, be waiting to have heard. " I should have

" liked to have been informed of the amount of the Ex-
" chequer Bills." A phraseology like thiscan be becoming

only in those Houses, where it was proposed to relieve

the distresses of the nation by setting the labourers to

dig holes one day and fill them up the next.

262. It is erroneous to confound the past time with

the passive participle of the verb. But, now, before I

speak of this very common error, let us see a little

more about the participles. You have seen, in Letter

VIII., what the participles are : you have seen, that

working is the active participle, and worked the

passive participle. We shall speak fully of the active

by-and-by. The passive participle and the verb to be,

<*r some part of that ^ crb, make what is called the

passive verb. Tliis is r.ot a verb whicli, in its origin
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differs from an active verl>, in like manner as a neuter

verb differs from an active verb. To sleep is neuter in

its origin, and must, inall its parts, be neuter; but every

active verb 7nay become a passive verb. The passive

verb is, in fact, that state of an active verb which ex-

presses, as we have seen above, the action as being re-

ceived, or endured ; and it is axW^d passive, because, the

receiver or endurer of the action \s passive ; that is to

say, does nothing. "John smites ; John is smitten." Thus
then, the passive verb is no other than the passive par-

ticiple, used along with some part of the verb to be.

263. Now, then, let us see a specimen of the errors,

of which I spoke at the beginning of the last paragraph.

When the verb is regular, there can be no error of

this sort
J
because the past time and the passive parti-

ciple are writtep in the same manner : as '•' John

worked ; John is worked," But, wjien the verb is

irregular, and when the past time and the passive

participle are written in a manner different from

each other, there is room for error, and error is often

committed: "John smote; John is smote." This is

gross. It offends the ear ; but when a company, con-

sisting of men who have been enabled, by the favour

of the late William Pitt, to plunder and insult the

people, meet under the name of a Pitt Club, to cele-

brate the birth-day of that corrupt and cruel minister,

those who publish accounts of their festivities, ahvavs

tell us, that such and such toasts were drank ; instead

of drunk. I drank at my dinner to-day ; but the milk

and water, which I drank, were drunk by me. In the

lisis of irregular verbs, in Letter VHI, the differences

between the past times and the passive participles are

all clearly shown. You often hear people say, and

%et them write, " We have spoke; it was spoke in my
V
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hearing ;" but, " we have came; was did," are just as

correct.

26'4. D(jne is the passive participle of to do, and it

is very often misused. This done is frequently a very

great oSTender against (irammar. To do is the act of

doing. We often see people write :
" I did not speak,

yesterday, so well as I wished to have done.'' Now,
what is njeant by the writer ? He means to say, that

he did not speak so well as he then wished, or was wish-

ing, to speak. Therefore, the sentence should be : "I

did not speak yesterday so well as I wished to do."

That is to say, " so well as I wished to do it ;
" that

is to say, to do, or to perforin, the act of speaking.

265. Take great care not to be too free in your use

of the verb to do in any of its times or modes. It is

a nice little handy word, and, like our o])prcssed it, it

is made use of very often, when the writer is at a loss

for what to put down. To do is to act, and, there-

fore, it never can, in any of its parts, sui)ply the place

of a neuter verh. Yet, to employ it for this purpose

is very common. Dr. Blair, in his 23(1 Lecture, says

:

" It is somewhat unfortunate, that this Number of the

" Spectator did not end, as it might very well have

" done, with the former beautiful period." That is

to say, " done it." And, then, we ask : done what ?

Not the act of ending : because, in this case, there

is 710 action at all. The verb means to come to an end

;

to cease ; not to go any further. This same verb to

end is, sometimes, an active verb :
" I end my

sentence :
" and then the verb to do may supply its

place : as, " I have not ended my sentence so well

as I might have done ," that is, done it ; that is, done,

or i)erformed, the aci o/" e?/c/in^. But the Number of

the Si>ectator «ras no ac^or ; it was expected tQ jier-
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form nothinj^ : it ,\vas, by the Doctor, wished to have

ceased to proceed. " Did not end, as it very well might

have ended, . . .
." This would have been correct

;

but the Doctor wished to avoid the repetition, and thus

befell into bad grammar. "Mr. Speaker, I do not

"feel so well satisfied as I should have done, it" the

" llight Honourable Gentleman had explained the

" n)atter more fully." You constantly hear talk like

this amongst those whom the Boroughs make law-

givers. To/eeZ satisfied is, when the satisfaction is to

arise from conviction produced by fact or reasoning, a

senseless expression j^.and, to supply its place, when it

is, as in this case, a neuter verb, by to do, is as sense-

less. Done ichat? Done the act of feeling ^ "I dp

not feel so well satisfied as 1 should have done, or exe-

cuted, or performed, the act offeeling ! " What incom-

prehensible words I Very becoming in the creatures of

corruption, but ridiculous in any other persons in the

world.

9,66. But do not misunderstand me. Do not con-

found do and did, as parts of a principal verb, with the

same words, as parts of an auxiliary. Read again

Letter VIII, paragraph 111. Do and did, as helpers,

are used with neuter as well as with active verbs ;

for here it is not their business to supply the place or

other verbs, but merely to add strength to affirmations

and negations, or to mark time : as, " The sentence

does end; I do feel easy." But done, which is the

passive participle of the active verb to do, can never

be used as an auxiliary. The want of making this

distinction has led to the very common error, of which

I spoke in the last paragraph, and against which I am
very desirous to guard you.

267. I" sentences, which are negative, or interro-

H 2
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^(tiive, do and did express time: as, "Von do not

sleep ; did yon not fctl .'^ " liut they do not here sup-

plij the place of other verbs : they merely help ; and

their assistance is ineful only as to tiie c:rcinn'?tance

oi time ; fop we may say :
" jou slfcp not : felt voti

not?" An<l if, in answer to this question, I sav, "L
did," the word feel is understood :

" I 'did feel."

268. Well, then, I think, that as far as relates to

the active verb, the passive verb, and the passive par-

ticiple, enough has now been said. You have seen,

too, soniethinu; of (he differt-nce between tlu' functions

of the active verb ami those of the neuter ; but, there

are a few reniarks to he made with reijard to the lat-

ter. A neuter verb cvnnot have a noun or pronoun in

the objective case in-inediately after it : for though we
say, " I dream a dn^am," it is understood that my
J»ivnd has been engaged in a dreaju. " I live a good

life" means that I am living in a good manner. " I

u:alk my horse about," means, tisat I lead, or conduct

my horse in the pace called a ualk. Nor, can a neu-

ter verb become passive ; because a passive verb is no

other than a verb describing an action received, or

endured. " The Noble Earl, on returning to town,

'* faund that the Nol)lc Countess was eloped with his

" (in'.cc." I read this very sentence in an Entili<l»

newspaper not long ago. It should be had eloped;

for was doped, means that somebody had eloped the

Obuntess ; it means, that she bad received, or en-

dured, fron» some aetor, the act of eloping, whereai",

she is the actress, and the JKrt is confined to herself.

The verb is lalled neuter because the action does not

pass over to any thing. There are verbs which are

inactive : such as to sit, to sleep, to txist. These

are als;) neuter verb'^, of course. But, inuctlvlty \%
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not necessary to the making of a verb neuter. It is

sufficient, for this purpose, that the action do not pass

from the actor to any object.

269. In the instance just mentioried, the error is

flagrant ;
" Was elvped," is what few persons would put

down in writing : yet, any body might do it upoyi the

authority of Dr. Johnson : for he says, in his Dictionary,

that to elope is an active verb, though, he says that it

is synonymous with to run away, which, in the same

Dictionary, he says is a neuter verb. However, let those

who prefer Doctor Johnson's anthoritv to the dictates of

reason and common sense, say, that " his Grace eloped

the Countess ;" and, that, " accordingly the Countess was

eloped."

270. The danger of error, in cases of this kind, arises

from the circumstanceof there beingmany verbs, wliich

are active in one sense and neuter in another. The verb

to endure, for instance, when it means to support, to

sustain, is active : as, " I endure pain." But, w hen it

metnis to last, to continue, it is neuter: as, "The eartii

endures from age to age." In the tir^t sense we can

say, the pain is endured : but, in the last we cannot say

the earth is endurei from age to age. W'q say, indeed,

I am fallen ; the colt is grown, the trees are rotten, ihe

stone is crumbled, the post /*• mouldered, the pitciier w
cracked though to grow, to rot, to crumble, to moulder,

to crack, are, all of tliern, neuter rerbs. But i4; is clear! v

understood here, that wemean.that thecolt is j« a grown,

or augmented state ; that the trees are in a rotten state

;

and so on ; and, it is equally clear that v/e could not

mean, that the Countess was in an doped state. "The
noble Earl found that the Countess was gone." This is

correct, though to go is a neuter verb. Jkit, <^o«e, ia

this sense^ is not the participle of the verh to go : it is
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merely an adjective, meaning absent. U wc put any word]

after it, which gives it a verbal sigtnfication, it becomes

erroneous. " He found that the Countess was gone out

of the house." That is to say, v.as absent out of the house ;

and this is nonsense. It n)ust, in this case, be, " He

found, that tlie Countess had gone out of the house."

'ijl. Much more might be said upon this part of my
subject; many niceties might be stated and discussed

;

but, 1 have said quite enough on it to answer every

useful purpose. Here, as every where else, take time

to think. There is a reason for the right use of every

word. Have your meaning clear in your mind 3 know

the meaning of all the words you employ 3\and, then,

you will seldom commit errors.

^72. There remains to be noticed the use of the

(n-live participle, and then we shall have a few, and

only a few, words to say upon the subject of the

."f/o(/es of verbs. As to the active j)articiple, para-

graph 97, in Letter V'UI, will have told you nearly

all that is necessary, ^\'e know well that, / am work-

ing, means that I work, and so on. There is great

nicety in distinguishing the circumstances which call

for the use of the one from those which call for the

use of the other j but, like many other things, thougti

very difficult to explain by words, these circumstances

are perfectly well understood, jmd scrupulously at-

tended to, by even the mo.st illiterate persons. The

active participle is, ycm know, sometimes a noun in

its iunctions : as, " working is good for our health."

Here it is the nominative case to the verb is. Some-

times it is an adjective, as, " the working people." .As

a noun it may be in any of the three cases : as, " working

is good; the advantage of working ; I like working."

It may be in the singular, or in the plural : " The
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working of the mines: the workings of corruption."

Of course it requires articles and prepositions as nouns

require them. More need not be said about it ; and,

indeed, my chief purpose in mentioning the active par-

ticiple in this place is to remind you, that it may be a

nominative case in a sentence.

273. The Modes have been explained in Letter VIII.

paragraphs 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96. Read those para-

graphs again. The infinitive mode has, iii almost all

respects, the powers of a noun. "To work is good for

our health." Here it is the nominative of the sentence.

" To eat, to drink, and to sleep, are necessary." It

cannot becbme a plural ; but it may be, aud frequently

is, in the objective case ; as, " I want to eat." The to

is, in some few cases, omitted, when the infinitive is in

the objective case; as, " I dare writeJ^ But " I dare

to write," is just as neat, and more proper. The to is

omitted by the use of the Ellipsis; as," I like to shoot,

hunt, and course." But care must be taken not to

leave out the to, if you thereby make the meaning doubt-

ful. Repetition is, sometimes, disagreeable, and tends

to enfeeble language; bat, it is always preferable to

obscurity.

•274. If you cast your eye ei>ce more on tlie conju-

gation of the verb to work in Letter VIII, you will see

that I have there set down the three other Modes with

all their persons, numbers, and times, 'i he Imperative

Mode I despatched very quietly by a sintrle short para-

graph ; and, indeed, in treating of the other tv.o JVlodes,

the Indicative and the Subjunctive, there is nothieg to

do but to point out the trifling variations that our verbs

undergo, in order to make them suit their forms to

the differences of Mode. The indicative Mode is that

manner of using the verb which is aj);jiied when we
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ivre speaking of an action without any other action be-

ing at all connected with it so as to make the one a

condition or consequence ot" the other. " He works every

flay
J
he rides out ;

" and so on. Hut, tliere may be a

condition or a consequence depentlent on this working

and riding ; and, in that case, these verbs must be in

the subjunctive mode ; I)ecau9e the action they express

depends on something else, going before, or coming

alter. " If he work every -day, he shall be jmid every

" day
J

if he ride out, he will not l)e at home by supper-

" time." The s is dropped at the end of the verbs

here ; and the true cause is this, that there is a sign

understood. If filled up, the sentence would stand

thus : "if he shouid work ; if he should ride out." So

that, after all, the verb has, in reality, no change of ter-

mination to denote what is called mode. And all the fuss,

which Grammarians have made about the potential

modes, and other fanciful distinctions of the kind, only

serve to puzzle and perplex the learner.

5r5. Verbs in general, and, indeed, all the verbs,

except the verb to be, have always the same form in

ihe present time of the indicative and in that of

the subjunctive, in all the persons, save the second

and third persons singular. Thus we say in the pre-

sent of the indicative, / ttork, we work, you work,

they work; and, in the suljjunctive, the same. But,

we say, in the former, thou workest, he works ; while,

in the subjunctive, we say, thou work, he work ; that

is to sav, tJiou viuycst work, or mightest, or shouldest

(and rio on) work ; and he may work, or might, ot

should; as the sense may rccjuire. Therefore, as t,o

all verbs, exce|)t the verb to be, it is only in these two

persons that any thing can happen to render any

distinction of mode necessary. But, the verb to be

has more of variation ilum any other verb, yill other
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verhshiws the same form in their indicative present tim"

as in their injinitive mode, with the trifliog excetjtion of

the si and s added to the second and tiiird person sini^u-

lar : as, to have, to write, to work, to run ; I have, I write, I

work, I run. But, the verb to he, becomes in'its present

time of the indicative I am, thou art, he is, we are,

you are, they are , which are great changes. Therefore,

as the subjunctive, in all its person?, takes the infini-

tive of the verb without any chang-e at all, the verb U>

he exhibits the use of this mode most clearly : for,

instead of I am, thou art, he is, we are, the subjunc-

tive requires, I be, thou be, he be, we be: that is to sav,

I may be, or mi'^ht be ; and so on. Look now at the

conjugalion of the verb to be, in Letter VIH, panigrnrjii

117 ; and then come back to me.

*27 6. You see, then, that this important verb, the

verb to be, has a form, in sonie of its persons, apjiro-

priated to the subjunctive mode. This is a matter of

consequence. Distinctions, wiih(;ut diiierences in the

things distinguished, are fanciful, and, at best, useles*.

Here is a real difference 3 a prr.ctical diiTerence ; a differ-

ence in the form of the word. Here is a past time

of the isubjunctive ; a past time iiistinguished, in some

of its persons, by a different manner nf spelling, or

writing, the word. Il" 1 be; if i were ; if he were : and

not if 1 was, if he teas. In the case of otlier verbs, the

past of the indicative is the s^mie as the past of the

subjunctive ; that is to say, ihe verb is written in the

same letters ; but, in tlve case of the verb to he, it is

otherwise. If i worked, if I smote, if I had. Here the

verbs are the same as in I worked, I smote, I had ; but

in the case of t!ie verb to be, we must s-iy, in the past

of the indicative, I was, and in that of the subjunctive,

if i wer/i.

u 5
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"STT- The (juestion, then, is this : What are the cases,

in which we ought to use the subjunctive form ? Bi-

shop Lowth, and on his authority, Mr. Lindley Murray,

liavc said, that some conjunctions have a government

of verbs ; that is to say , make them or force them to be

in the subjunctive viode. And then these gentlemea

mention particularly the conjunctions, if, though, unless,

and, some others. But (and these gentlemen-allcw it)

the verbs which follow these conjunctions are not al-

icays in the subjunctive mode : and, the using of that

mode must depend, not upon the conjunction, but upon

ihesenseof the wholcsentence. How, then, can thecon-

junctions govern the verb ? It is the sense, the meaning

of the whole sentence, which must govern : and of this

you will presently see clear proof. " //'it he dark, do

" not come home. 1/ eating is necessary to man, he
*' ought not to be a gluttoti." In the first of tlu-se

sentences, the matter expressed by the vt;rb may be

or may not be. There exists an uncertainty on the

subject. And, if the sentence were filled up, it would

stand thus :
'• If it should be dark, do not come home."

But, in the second sentence there exists no .-ucli un-

certainty. We know, and all the world knows, that

eating is necessary to man. We could not fill up

?he sentence Avith should. And, therefore, we make

«se of is. Thus, then, the conjunction if, which,

you see, is employed in both cases, has nothing at all

to do with the government of the verb. It is the sense

which govertis.

27s. There is a great nece'^sity for care as to thi»

jnattfT ; for, the meaning of what we write is very

luuch affected, when we make use of the modes indis-

criminately. Let us take an instance. " Though

" her chastity be right and becoming, it gives her jju
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" claim to praise ; because she would be criminal, if

" she were not chaste." Now, by employing the sub-

junctive in the first member of the sentence, we leave

it M«cer^aift whether itbe right or not for her to be chaste;

and, by employing it, in the second, we express a doubt

as to the fact of her chastity. We mean neither of

these 3 and, therefore, notwithstanding" here are a

though and an if, both the verbs ought to be in the in-

dicative. " Though her chastity is right and becom-

"ingjitgives her no claim to praise; becaus'e, she would

" be criminal, i/she was not chaste." Fill up with the

signs. " ThougTi her chastity may he right; if she

should not be chaste :
" and, then, you see, at once,what

a difference there is in the meaning.

'279. The subjunctive is necessarily always used where

a sign is left out : as, " Take care, that he come to-mor-
'* row, that you be ready to receive him, that he bewell

" received, and that cr/i ^/i2H^« 6edii!y prepared for his

" entertainment.'' Fill up with the sic'ns, and you will

see the reason for what you write.

"280. The verb to be is sometimes used thus :
" Were

'* he ricl), I should not like liivn the better, fi'ere it

" not dark, I would go."' That is to say, if he wen. -.•

if it were. " It were a jest indeed, to consider a set

•*' of seat-sellers and seat-bnyers as a h-wfnl legislative

" body. It were to violate every principle of mora!-

" ity to consider honesty as a virtue, when net to

'• be hoiiest is a x.rime which the law punishes."

The it stands for a great deal here. '' Ridiculous,

*•' indeed, would the state of our minds be, if it were

*' sucbas to exhibitasetof seat-sellers, and sc-at-buyerG

" as a lawful legislative body." I mention these m-

stances, because they apjiear unaccountable .: and, 3

never like to slur things over. Those expressJans, ix
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the using of which we cannot give a reason, ought not

be used at all.

581. As to instances, in which authors have violated

iheprinciples of Grammar, with respect to the use of

the modes, I could easily fill a book much larger than

this with instances of this kind from Judge Blackstone

and Doctor Johnson. One only shall suffice. I take

it from the Judge's first Book. " Therefore, if the

" king purt/u/ATA- lands of the nature of gavel-kind,

" where all the sons inherit equaUij
; yet, upon the king's

" demise, his eldest sou shn\\s\icceei\ to these hmdsalune."

Here is fine confusion, not to say something inclining

towards high treason ; for, if the king's son be to in-

herit these landsfdone, lie, of course, is not to inherit the

crown. But, it is the verb purchases, with which we
have to do at present. Now, it is notorious, that the

kingt/oe* not purchaselandsin gavel-kind, nor anyother

lands } whereas, from the form of the verb, itistaken

for granted, that he does it. It should have been ; "If

the k\ng purchase lands ;
" that is to say, if he were to

purchase, or if he should purchase.

28^. Thus, my dear James, have I gone through all

that appeared to me of importance, relating to verbs.

?>ery part of the Letter ought to be carefully read,

and its meaning ought to be well weighed in your

mind ; but, always recollect, that, in the using of verbs,

that which requires your first and most earnest care,

ip the ascertaining of the riominalive of the sentence
;

for out of every hundred grammatical errors, full fifty,

I believe, are committed for want of due attention as

to this matter.
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SYNTAX, AS RELATING TO ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS,

AND CONJUNCTIONS.

233. After what has been said, my dear James, on

the subject of the verb, there remains little to be added.

The Adverbs, Prepositions, and Conjunctions are all

words, which never vai-y their endings. Their uses

have been sufficiently illustrated in the letters on

the Syntax of Nouns, Pronouns, and Verbs. In <i

letter, which is yet to come, and which will contain

specimens of false grammar, the misuse of many words,

belonging to tliese inferior parts of speech, will !)e

noticed ; but, it would be a waste of your time to

detain you bv an elaborate account of that which it is,

by this time, hardly possible for you not to understand.

284. Some grammarians have given lists of adverbs,

prepositions, and conjunctions. For what reason I know

not, seeing that they have not attempted to give lists

of the words of other parts of speech. These lists

must be defective, and, therefore, worse than no lists.

To find out the meaning of single words, the Dictionary

h tlie place. The business of grammar is to show the

connexion between words, and the manner of using;

words properly. The sole cause of this dwelling upon

the^^e })arts of speech appears to me to have been a

notion, that they would seem to be neglected, unless a

certain number of pages of the book were allotted to

each. Tn be sure each of them is a part of speech, as

completely as the little finger is a part of the body
;

but, few persons will think, that, because we descant

very frequently, and at great length, upon the qualities

of the head and heart, we ought to do the same with

regard to the qualities of the little finger.
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9S5. 1 omitted in the Letter on verbs, to notice the

use of the word thing ; and I am not sorry that I did,

hecause, by my noticing it in this concluding i)ara-

graph, the matter may make a deeper impression on

your mind. Thing \s,oi course, nnoiin. A/)ert is a thin^,

and every animal, or creature, animate or inanimate, is

a thing. VVe apply it to the representing of every crea-

ture in the universe, except to men, women, and chil-

dren ; and a creature is that wliich has been created, be

it living, like a hnrse, or dead, like dirt, or stones. The

use of the word thing as far as this goes, is plainly

reconcilable to reason : but, " to get drunk is a beastly

thing." Here is neither human being, irrational animal,

nor inanimate creature. Here is merely an «t7io«. Well,

then, this action is the thing ; for, as you have seen in

Letter XIX, paragraph 273, a verb in the inlinitiv*'

mode, has, in almost all respects, the functions and

powers of a noun. " It was a most atrocious thing to

" uphold the Bank of England in refusing to give gold

" for its promissory notes, and to compel the nation tn

" submit to thewrongthatit sustained from that refusal."

Tlie meaning is, tliat the whole of these measures, or

Iransactions, constituted a most atrocious deed or thinx-

LETTER XXI.

•ef-EClMEXS OK I-AI.SK GRAMMAR, TAKES I'.iOM TUi:

writings of doctor johnson' and fhom tiiosk if.

ooctor watts,

My Dear James,

TiiK chief object of this Letter is to prove to yim

<he necessity of using great care and caution in tlie

construction of your sentences. When you see writer*
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like Doctor Johnson and Doctor Watts committing

grammatical errors, and, in some instances, making

their words amount to nonsense, or, at least, making

their meaning doubtful,: when you see this in the

author of a grammar and of a dictionary of the Englisli

Language, and in the author of a work on the subject of

Logic ; and when you are informed that these were

two of the most learned men that England ever pro-

duced, you cannot fail to be convinced, that constant

care and caution are necessary to prevent you from com-

mitting not only similar, but much greater, errors.

Another object, in the jiroducing of these specimens,

is to convince you, that a knowledge of the Latin ancl

Greek Languages does not prevent men from Vvriting

bad English. Those Languages are, by impostors and

their dupes, called, "the teamed languages ;" and those

who have paid for having studied them, are said to

have received " a liberal education." These appella-

tions are false, and, of course, they lead to false conclu-

sions. Learning, as a noun, means knowledge, and learned

means knowing, or possessed of knowledge. Learning is,

then, to be acquired by coneepticn ; and, it is shown in

judgment, in reasoning, and in the various modes of em-

ploying it. What, then, can learning have to do with

any particular tongue ? Good grammar, for instance,

written in Welsh, or in the language of the Chipewaw

savages, is more learned than bad grammar written in

Greek. The learning is in the wind and not on the

tongue : learning consists^of ideas, and not of the noist-

that is made by the mouth. If, for instance, tlie Re-

ports, drawn up by the House of Commons, and

which are compositions discovering, in every sentence,

ignorance the most profound, were written in Latin,

«liould we then call them learned? Should we say
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that the mere change of the words from one tongue

into another, made that learned wliich was before un-

learned r As well may we say, that a falsehood written

in English would have been truth if written in Latin
;

and as well may we say, that a certain han<hvriling is

a learned handwriting, or that certain sorts of ink and

paper, are learned ink and paper, as that a language,

or tongue, is a learned language, or tongue.

The cause of the use of this false appellation,

"learned languages," is this, that those who teach

them in England have, in consequence of their teach-

ing, very large estates in house, and land, which are public

property, but which are now used for the sole benefit

of those teachers, who are, in genera], the relations or

dependants of the Aristocracy. In order to give a co-

lour of reasonableness to this species of appiopriation,

the languages tauglit by the possessors are called " the

learned languages;" and which api)elhition is, at tlio

sanje time, intended to cause the mass of the people

to believe, that the professors and learners of these lan-

guages are, in point of wisdom, far superior to other

men ; and to establish tiie opinion tlmt all but them-

»elvesaro nnlcarncd persons. In .'hort, the aj)pelli»tion,

like many others, is a trick which fraud has turnislied

for the purpose of gu;irding the snug possessors rjf tin-

property against the constquLnces of lUe i)C(»ple's un-

lierstanding thv' matter.

It is onrious enough, thai tliis appellation of" learned

languages" is confined to the English nation, and the

American, which inherits it from the Eng!i*h. Neither

in France, in Spain, in Italy, nor i:; (irrmanv, is this

false and absurd appellation in use. The san>e motive),

have not existed in those countries. There the n)onk>i

iind other pr'csts have inherited from the founders.
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They had not any occasion to resort to this species of

imposition. But, in Enghind, the thing required to he

glossed over. There was soinethinj^ or other retpiired

ia that country as an apology for taking many millions

.1 year from the public to keep men to do no apparently

useful thing.

Seeiiijj: themselves unable to maintain the position,

that the Latin and Greek are more "learned hmguages"

than others, the impostors and their dupes tell us, that

tliis is not nhat they mean. They mean, they say, not

that those languages are, in themselves, more learned

than others ; but that, to possess a knowledge of them

is a proof that the possessor is « learned man. To be

sure, they do not offer us any argument in support of

this assertion ; while it would be easy to fchow, that the

assertion must^ in every case, be false. Eut let it suf-

fice, for this time, that we shew, that the possession of

the knowledge of those languages, does not prevent

men from committing numerous grammatical errors

when they write in their native language.

1 have for this purpose, fixed upon the writings of

Doctor Johnson and of Doctor Watts ; because, besides

its being well known, that they were deeply skilled in

Latin and Greek, it would be difficult to find two men
with more real learning. I take also the two works, for

which they are, respectively, the most celebrated : the

Rambler of Doctor Johnson and the Logic of Doctor

Watts. These are works of very great learning. The

Rambler, though its general tendency is to spread a

gloom over life and to damp all enterprise, private as well

as publio,displaysavastfund of knowledge in the science

of morals ; and the Logic, though the religious zeal of

its piou-;, sincere, and benevolent author, has led him

into the very great error of taking his examples of self-
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"evident propositions from amongst those, many of which,

great numbers of men think not to be self-evident, is a

-work wherein profound learning is conveyed in a style

the most simple and in a manner the most pleasing. It

is impossible to believe that the Lo(;ic was not revised

with great care ; and, as to the Rajibi.er, the biographer

of its author tells us, that the Doctor made six thousand

corrections and alterations before the work was printed

in volumes.

The Ramblek is in Numbers ; therefore at the end of

each extract from it, I shall put the letter R. and the

Number. The Logic is divided into Parts and Chapters.

At the end of eacli extract from it, I shall put L. ; and

then add the Part and Chapter. I shall range the ex-

tracts under the names of the Parts of Speech, to which

the erroneous words respectively belong.

^ARTICLES.

" I invited her to spend a day in viewing a seat and

gardens.''—R. No. 34.

" For all our speculative acquaintance with things

" should be made subservient to our better conduct in

" the civil and religious life."—L. Introduction.

The indefinite Article, a, cannot, you know, be put

before a plural noun. We cannot say a gardi'ns ; but,

this is, in fact, said in the above extract. It should have

been " a seat and its gardens." " Civil and religious

life'* are general and indefinite in the second extract.

The article, therefore, was unnecessary, and is impro-

perly used. Look Imck at the use of Articles, Letter

IV.

NOUNS.
" Among the innumerable historical authors who

"
fill every nation with accounts of their ancestors,
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" or undertake to transput to futurity the events of

*• their own time, the greater part, when fashion and

" novelty have ceased to recommend Ihem, are of no

" other use than chronological memorials, which necessity

" may sometiaies require to be consulted." R.

No. ]22.

This is all confusion. fHiose ancestors ? The nation's

ancestors are meant ; but, the author's are expressed.

The two theirs and the ihem clearly apply to the same

rinun. How easily all this confusion would have been

avoided by considering the nation as a singular, and

saying its ancestors ! In the latter part of the sentence,

the authors are called chronological memorials; and

though we may, in some cases, use the word author

for author s work ; yet, in a case like this, where we are

speaking of the authors as actors, we cannot take such

a liberty.

" Each of these classes of the human race has desires,

" fears, and conversation, peculiar to itself; cares which
"^ another cannot feel, and pleasures which he cannot

" partake."—R. No. 160.

The noun of multitude, classes, being preceded hy each,

has the pronoun, itself, properly put after it ; but the

he does not correspond with these. It should have been

it. Withregard to thesetwo extracts, seeparagraph 181.

" His great ambition was to shoot flying, and-he,

'•' therefore, spent whole'days in the woods, pursuing

"' game, which, before he was near enough to see tliem,

" his approach frighted a\Vay."—R. No. 66.

Game is not a noun of multitude, like Mob, or House

of Commons. There are different games, or pastimes ; but,

this word, as applied to the describing of icild animals,

has no plural ; and, therefore, cannot have a plural

pronoun to stand for it.
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" The obvious duties of piety towards God and love

"towards man, with tite <:;overnmeiits of -dW oiir iii-

" clinations and passions."— L. Part 4.

This plural is to clearly wrong, that I nted not show

why it is wrong.
" And by lliis mean they will better judge what to

choose."—L. I'art 4.

Mean, as a noun, is never used in the si»^»i/ar. It,

like some other words, has broken loose from all prin-

ciple and rule. By universal acquiescence, it is become

always a plural, whether used with sintrnlar or plural

pronouns and articles, or not. Doctor Watts, in other

instances, says this means.

" Having delayed to buy a coach uiyself, till I should

" have the lady's opinion, for whose use it was intended."

— R. No. 34.

We know that whose relates to lady, according to the

Doctor's meaning ; but grammatically, it docs not. It

relates to opinion. It should have been " the oinnion of

the Uidij, for whose use." See Syntax of Nouns, Letter

XVI, paragraphs 1/0 and 171.

PRONOUNS.
" Had the opinion of my censurers been unanimous,

" it might have overset my resolutions ; but since 1

find them at variance with each other, I can, without

scruple, neglect //ie»/, and followmy own imagination.''

—R. No. 23.

You see, the Doctor has, in the last member of the

sentence, tho. censurers in his eye, and he forgets his no-

minative, opinion. It is the opinion that was not unani-

mous, and not the censurers who were not unanimous;

for they were unanimous in censuring.

" Thetj that frc(|'.ient the chambers of the sick,

" will generally find the sharpest pains and most
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" Stubborn nialaJies, aiiioni;; them whom confidence in

" the force of nature formerly betrayed to negli-

" geiiCe or irreuiilarity
; and that superfluity of

" strength, which Avas at once their boast and their

" snare, has often, in the end, no other effect, than

" that it continues them lon^-in impotence and aiignish.'"

—R. No. 3S.

The They -.uul the first them ought to be those ; the

to ought to ije into. The two thtirs and the last them

are not absnUitelyffiuUy, liut theydo not clearlv enou^'h

relate to tlieir antecedent.

" JMetissa brought with her an old maid, recoru-

" mended by her mother, who taught her all the arts of

" domestic m:inagement, and was, on every occasion,

" her chief agent and directress. Theij soon invented

" one reason or other to quarrel with all my servants,

" andeitherprevailedon me toturn^/jemavvay, ortreated

" them so ill, that the^J left me of themselves, aad

" always supplied their places with some brought frt)m

" my wife's fimiiy."—R. No. o5.

Here is perfect confusion and pell-mell ; which of

the twH), the old maid or the mother, was it that

taught the arts of dome.-5tic management ? And which

of the two was taught, Melissa or the old maid ?

" They soon invented." Who are they ? Are there

two, or all the three: And, zij/jo supplied t!ie places

of the servants ? The meaning of the words clearlv

is, that tlie servants themselves supplied the places. It

is very rarely that we meet with so bad a sentence as

this.

" I shall not trouble you with a history of the

"stratagems practised upon my judgment, or the al-

" lurements tried upon my heart, which, if you hare

" in any part of your life, been acquainted with rurai
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" polW'cks, you will easily conceive. Their arts have

" no great variety, they think nothing worth their care

" but money."—R. No. 3.=>.

" Their arts : " but whose arts ? There is no antece-

dent, except " rural politicks ;
' and thus, all this last

sentence is perfect nonsense.

" But the fear of not being approved as just copiers

" of human manners is not the most important concern

" that an author of this sort ought to have before him.''

—R. No. 4.

An author cannot be said to fear not to be approved

as just copiers. The word author ought to have been in

the plural, and hiui ought to have been them.

" The wit, whose vivacity condemns slower tongues

" to silence ; the scholar, whose knowledge allows no

" man to think he instructs him."—R. No. 1S8.

Which of the two is allowed ? The scholar, or the no

man ? Which of the two does he relate toj? Which

of the two does the him relate to ? By a little reflection

we may come at the Doctor's meaning; but, if we

may stop to discover the grammatical meaning of an

author's words, how are we to imbibe the science which

he would teach us ?

" The state of the possessor of humble virtues, to

" the affecter of great excellences, is that of a small

" cottage of stone, to the palace raised with ice by the

" empress of Russia : it was, for a time, splendid anf<

" luminous,but the first sunshine melted it to nothing."

—R.No. 21.

Which, instead of it, would have made clear tlia~

which is now dubious ; for it may relate to cottage as

well as to palace ; or it may relate to state.

'" The love of retirement has, in all ages, adhered

" closely to those minds, which have been most en-
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*' larged by knowledoe, or elevated by genius. Those
" who enjoyed every thing generally supposed to con-

" fer happiness, have been forced to seek it in the

"shades of privacy."— R. No. ?•

To seek what ? The love of retirement, or every

thing ? The doctor, means happiness, but his u-ords do

not mean it.

" Yet there is a certain race of men, that make it

"their duty to hinder the reception of every work of

" learning or genius, who stand as sentinels in the

"avenues of fame, and value themselves upon giving

" ignorance and envy the first notice of a prey."—
R. No. 3.

That, or who, may, as we have seen, be the relative

of a noun, which is the name of a rational being or

beings ; but both cannot be used, as applicable to the

same noun in the same sentence. Nor is " a ;)rf?/" proper.

Prey has no plural. It is like fat, meat, grease, gar-

bage, and many other words of that description.

"For, among all the animals, u|)on which nature has

" impressed deformity and horror, there was none

" whom he durst not encounter rather than a beetle."

—

R. No. 126.

Here are whom, and which used as the relatives to

the same noun-, and, besides, we know, that whom can,

in no case, be a. relative to irrational creatures, and,

in this case, the author is speaking of such creatures

only. " Horror "
is not a thing that can be impressed

upon another thing so as to be seen. Horror is a

feeling of the mind ; for, though we say, " Horror was

visible on his countenance," we clearly mean, that the

outward signs of horror were visible. We cannot

see horror as we can deformity. It should have been

"deformity and hideousness."
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" To cull from the mass of mankind those indivi-

" duals, upon which the attention ought to be most
" employed."—R. No. 4.

'i'he antecedent belongs to rational beings, and,

therefore, the which sliould have been whom.

" This determination led me to IMotissa, the daugh-

" ter of Chrysoj.'hilus, whose person was at least without

" deformity."— R. No. 3.5.

The i)erson of which of the two ? ^Not of the ohf

Papa, to be sure ; and yet this is what the words mean.
*' To persuade them who are entering the world,

" that all are equally vicious, is not to awaken judg-

"ment."— R. No. 119.

Those persons, who are entering the world, and not

any particular persons of whom we have already been

speaking. We cannot say, them persons ; and therefore,

this sentence is incorrect.

'• Of these pretenders it is fit to distinguish those

" who endeavour to ^leceive from them who are de-
"

••,' ceived."—R. No. 189.

" I have, therefore, given a place to what may not

" be u.seless to them whose chief ambition is to please "

—

R. No. 34.

The thems in these two sentences should be thote.

But them who are deceived has another sort of error

attached to it, for the who, remember, is not, of itself,

u no)ninatn-e. The antecedent, as you have seen. mu«t

be taken into view. This antecedent, must be, the

persons, understood ; and tlien we have them p^vjons

are deceived.

" Reason, as to the power and principles of it, is th«»

" common gift of God to man."— L. Introduction.

The it may relate to power as w«U as to reason.

Therefore, it would have been better to sav, " Reaso:i
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as to its power and principles ; fi r if clearness is always

necessary^ how necessary must -it be in the teaching of

Logic !

" All the prudence that any man exerts in his common
"concerns of life."—L. Introduction.

Any man means, here, the same as men in general, and

the concerns mean, the concerns common to men in ge-

neral j and therefore, the article the should have been

used instead of the pronoun his.

" It gives pain to the mind and memory, and exposes

" the unskilful hearer to mingle the superior and in-

" ferior particulars together ; it leads them into a thick

" wood instead of open day-light, and places them in a

" labyrinth instead of a plain path.'*—L. Part 4.

Chap. 2.

The grammar is clearly bad ; and the rhetoric is not

quite free from fault. Labyrinth is the opposite oi' plain

path, hut open day-light is not the opposite of a thick

wood. Open plain would have been better than open day-

light ; for open day-light may exist along with a thick

wood.

VERBS.

" There are many things which we every day see

" others unable to perform, and, perhaps, have even

" miscarried ourselves in attempting ; and yet can

" hardly allow to be difficult.''—R. No. 1£2.

This sentence has tn it one of the greatest of faults.

The nominative case of can alltw is not clear to ihs. Thi«

is a manner too elliptical. " We can hardly allow them,"

is what was meant.

" A man's eagerness to do that good, to which he is not

" called, will betray him into crimes." R. No 8.

, I
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The man is not called lo the good, but to do thegood.

It is not my business, at this time, to criticise the

opinions of Doctor Johnson ; but I cannot refrain from

just remarking upon this sentence, that it contains the

sum total oi passive obedience and non-resislauce. It con-

demns all disinterested zeal, and every tiling woVthy of

the name of patriotism.

" We are not compelled to toil through half a folio

" to be convinced, that the author has broke his pro-

" mise."—R. No. 1.

" The muses, when they sung before the throne of

Jupiter."— R. No. 3.

In the first of these, the passive time is used where

the passive parliciple ought to have been used ; and in

the second, the passive parliciple is used in place of the

passive time. Broken and sang were the proper words.

" My purpose was, after ten months njore spent in

" commerce, to have withdrawn my wealth to a safer

'' country."— 11. No. 1'20.

The purpose was present, and therefore it was his pur-

pose to withdraw his wealth.

"A man may, by great a'tention, ))ersuade otiiers,

" that he really has the quiilities that he presumes to

" boast ; but, the hour will come when Itc should ex-

" ert tiiem, and tlien whatever lie enjoyed, in praise, he

" must siijfcr in reproach."— H. No. 20.

Here is a complete confounding of times. Instead

of should, it should be ought to ; and instead of enjoynl

it should hi.', may have enjoyed. The sense is bail too
;

for, bow can a man suffei in reproach what lie has enjoyed

in praise ?

•' He had tiuight himself to think riches more
" valuable th;Mi nataro designed ihem, and to expect

" from thorn "—it. No. I '20
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** I could prudently adventure an insepcrable union.''—
R. No. 119.

" I propose to endeavour the entertainment of my
countrymen."—R. No. 1.

" He may, by attending the remarks, which every

paper will produce.*'—R. No. 1.

In each of these four sentences, aneuter verb has the

powers of an active verb gjven to it. " Designed them
" to be ; adventure on ; endeavour to entertain ; at-

" tending to." To design a thing is to draw it ; to attend

a thing is to wait on it. No case occurs to me at present

wherein adventure and endeavour can be active verbs
;

but, at any rate, they ought not to have assumed the

active office here.

" I was not condemned in my youth to solitude, either

" by indigence or deformity, nor passed the earlier part

" of life without the flattery of courtship."—R. No.

119.

The verb cannot change from a neuter to an active

without a repetition of the nominative. It should have

been, nor did I pass ; or, nor passed I.

"Anthea was content to call a coach, and crossed

" the brook."—R. No. 34.

It should be "she crossed the brook."

" He will be welcomed with ardour, unless he destroys

" those recommendations by his faults."—R. No. 160.

" If he thinks his own judgment not sufficiently en-

" lightened, he may rectify his opinions.''—R. No. 1.

" If he Jinds, with all his industry, and all his ar-

" tifices, that he cannot deserve regard, or cannot ob-
*' tain it, he may let the design fall.''—R. No. 1.

The subjunctive mode ought to be used in all these

three sentences. In the first, the meaning is, " un-

less he should destroy." In the tw^o last^ the Doctor

I 2
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is speaking of his own undertaking ; and, he means,

" the author, if he should think, if he should find ; may
" then rectify his opinions'; may then let fall his de-

" sign." He therefore, should have written, " if he think

if hejind."

" Follow solid argument wherever it leads'yoM."—
L. Part 3.

Wherever it 7)}oy lead you, or shall lead yea,

is meant : and, therefore, the subjunctive mode was

necessary. It should have been :
" wherever it lead

you.''

" See, therefore, that your general definitions, or

" descriptions, are as accurate as the nature of the

" thing will bear : see that your general divisions

" and distributions be just and exact : see that your

" axioms be sufficiently evident : see that your principles

" be well drawn,"—L. Part 4.

All these members are correct, except the first, where

the verb is put into the indicative njode, instead of the

Suhjunctive. All the four have the same turn : they are

all in the same mode, or manner : they should, there-

fore, all have had the verb in the fiame form. They

all required the sulyunctive form.

PARTICIPLES.

"Or, it is tltc drntcino a conchiJiion, which was be-

" fore either unknown, or dark."—L. Introduction.

It should be, " the drawing©/' a conclusion ;" for in

this case, the active participle becomes a noun.

The act (f drawing is meant, and clearly under-

stood ; and we cannot say, " the act drawing a con-

clusion." When the article comes before, there munt
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he the preposition after the participle. To omit the

preposition in such cases is an error very common,

iind, therefore, I have noticed the errorin this instance,

in order to put you on your guard.

ADVERBS.

" For thoughts are only criminal, when they are

"" drst chosen, and then voluntarily continued.''—R. No. 8.

The station, or place, of the adverb is a great matter.

The Doctor does not mean here, that which his words

mean. He means that '' thoughts are criminal, onhj

" when they are first chosen and then voluntarily conti-

" nued." As thewords stand, they mean, that "thoughts

,are nothing else, or nothing more, than -criminal," iii

the case supposed. But, here are other words not

very properly used. I should like to be informed how

a thought can be chosen ; how that 'is possible ; and

also, how we can contfuue a thought, or how we can

discontinue a thought at our will. The science here

is so very profound that we cannot see the bottom

of it. 8wift says, " whatever is dark is deep. Stir

" a puddle, and it is deeper than a well." Docttjr

Johnson deals too much in this kind of profunditv.

" I have heard how some criticks have been pacified

•' with claret and a supper, and others laid asleep with
" the soft notes of flattery.''—R. No. 1.

How means the manner in which. " As, how do

you do ?" That is " in what mariner do you carry

yourself on.'' But, the Doctor tells us here, in other

words, the precise manner in which the criticks were

pacified. The how, therefore, should have been that.
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" I hope not much to tire those whom I shall not

hapjjcn to please."—R. No. [.

lie (lid not mean that he did not much hope, but that

he hoped not to tire much. " I hope I shall not much
" tire those whom I may not happen to please." This

wa,' what he meant ; but lie does not say it.

" And it is a good judgment alone can dictate how
" far to proceed in it and when to stop."—L. Part 4.

Doctcif Watts is speaking here of writing. In such

a case an adverb, like how /ar, expressive of longitu-

dinal space, introduces a rhetorical^gure ; for the plain

meaning is, that judgment will dictate how much to

vritc on it, and not how far to proceed in it. The figure

however, is very proper, and much better than the li-

teral words. But, when a figure is begun, it should be

carried on throughout, which is not the case here ; for

the Doctor begins with a figure of longitudinal space

and ends with a figure of time. It should have been,

" where to stop." Or, " How long to proceed in it and

when to stop." To tell a man how far he is to go into

the Western Countries of America, and when he is to,

stop, is a very different thing from telling him howfar

he is to go, and ivhcre he is to stop. I have dwelt, thus,

on this distinction, for the purj)Ose of putting you on

the watch, and guarding you against confounding

figures. The less you use them the better, till you un-

derstand more about them.

" In searching out matters offurt in times past, or in

'f distant places, in which case moral evidence is sufli-

" cient, and moral certainty is the utmost that can be

" attiiined, here we derive a greater assurance of the

" /rM//t"/ i< by a number of persons, or multitude of

** circumstances concurring to bear witness to H."—
L. Tart 3.
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The Adverb, here, is wholly unnecessary, and it does

harm. But, what shall we say of the of it and the to

it ? What is the antecedent of the it ? Is matters offact

the antecedent ? Then them, and not it, should have

been the pronoun. Is evidence the antecedent ? Then

we have circumstances bearinjj witness to evidence .' Is

certainty the antecedent ? Then we have the truth of

certainty ! Mind, my dear James, this sentence is taken

from a treatise on Logic ! How necessary is it, then,

for you to be careful in the use of this powerful little

word, it

!

PREPOSITIONS.

" And, as this practice is a commodious subject of

*' raillery to the gay, and of declamation to the serious,

" it has been ridiculed "—R. No. 123.

With the gay ; for, to the gay, means, that the rail-

lery is addressed to the gay, which was not the author's

meaning.

" When I was deliberating to what new qualificati-

•" ons I should aspire."—R. No. 1^3.

filth regard to, it ought to have been ; for we
cannot deliberate a thing, nor to a thing.

" If I am not commended for the beauty of my
/' works, I may hope to be pardoned for their brevity.

—R. No. 1.

We may commend him for the beauty of his

works ; and we may pardon him for their brevity, if

we deem the brevity a fault ; tut, this is not what

he means. He means, that, at any rate, he shall

have the merit of brevity ;
" If I am not commended

f
*' for the beauty of my works, I may hope to be
*' pardoned on account of their brevitv.'' This was

what the Doctor meant : but this would have marred
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a little the antitlusis : it would have unsettled a little

the balance of that see-saw, in which Dr. Johnson so

much delighted, and which, falling into the hands of

novel-writers and of Men)bers of Parliament, has, by

n)oving unencumbered with any of the Doctor's reason

or sense, lidled so many thousands asleep ! Doctor

Johnson created a race of writers and speakers. " Mr.
" Speaker, that the state of the nation is very critical,

" all men must allow : but, that it is wholly despe-

" rate, few men will believe." When you hear, or see

a sentence like this, be sure that the person who speaks,

or writes it, has been reading Doctor Johnson or some

of his imitators. But, observe, these imitators go no

further than the frame of the sentences. They, in

general, take special care not to imitate the Doctor in

knowledge and reasoning.

I, have now lying on the table before me forty-eight

errors in the use, or omission, of Prepositions, by

Doctor Watts. I will notice but two of them ; the

lirst is an error of commission, the second, of omission.

" When we would prove the importance of any

" scriptural doctrine, or duty, the multitude of texts,

" wherein it is repeated and inculcaled upon the reader,

" seems naturally to instruct us. that it is a matter of

" greater importance than other things which are but

" slightly or singly mentioneci in the Bible."—L.

Part. 3.

The words rcpeatid and inculcated l.oth apply to

ujiun ; but wo cannot repeat a thing upon a reader,

and the words, here used, mean this. When several

verbs, or participles, are joined together by a copula-

tive conjunction, care must be taken that the act

described by each verb, or jjarticiple, be such as can

be performed by the agent, and, performed too, in the
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manner, or for the purpase, or on the object, desig-

nated by the other words of the sentence.

The other instance of error in the use of t-he

Preposition occurs in the very first sentence in the

treatise on Logic.

" Logic is the art of using reason well in our en-

*' quiries after truth, and the commanication of it to

" others."—L. Introduction.

The meaning of the words is this: that " Logic is

" the art of using reason well in our enquiries after

" truth, and is also the communication of it to others.''

To be sure we do understand that it means, that

" Logic is the art of using reason well, in our enqui-

" ries alter truth, and in the communication of it to

" others ;
" but, surely, in a case like this, no room for

doubt or for hesitation ought to have been left. Nor
is " Using reason well'' a well chosen phrase. It may

mean treating it well: not ill-treating it. " Using

reason properly, or employing reason well," would

have been better. For, observe, Doctor Watts is here

giving a definifion of the thing of which he was

about to treat ; and he is speaking to persons unac-

quainted with that thing ; for as to those acquanited

with it, no detinition was wanted. Clearness, every

where desirable, was here absoluiely necessary.

CONJUNCTIONS.
" As, notwithstanding all that wit, or malice, or

" pride, or prwdence, will be able to suggest, men and
" women must, at last, pass their lives together, I

" have never, therefore, thought those writers friends

"to human happiness, who endeavour to excite in

" either sex a general contempt or saspicion of the

" other."— il. No. 149.

lb
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The as is unnecessary ; or tlie therefore is unneces-

sary.

" But the happy historian has no other labour than

" of gathering what tradition pours down before him."

— R. No. 122. '

" Some have advanced without due attention to the

" consecjuences of this notion, that certain virtues have

" their corresponding faults, and therefore, to exhibit

" either apart is to deviate from probability.''—R. No. 4.

" But if the power of example is so great as to

" take possession of the memory by a kind of violence,

" care ought to be taken, that, when the choice is un-

" restrained, the best examples only should be exhi-

" bited ; and that which is likely to operate so strongly,

" should not be mischievous or uncertain in its effects."

—R. No. 4.

It should have been in the first of these extracts,

" (hail that of gathering :'' in the second, " and thai

" therefore :
" in the third, " and that that which is

" likely.'' If the Doctor wished to avoid putting two

thats close together, he should have chosen another

form for his sentence. The that whch is a relative,

and the conjunction that was required to go before

it.

" It is, therefore, an useful thing, when we have a

" fundamental truth, we use tlie synthetick method to

" exphiin it."— L. Part 4.

It should have been that we use.

WRONG PLACING OF WORDS.

Of all the faults to be found in writing this is one

of the most conMiion, and, perhaps, it leads to the

greatest number of misconceptions. All the words

may be the proper words to be used upon the occasion j
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and yet, by a misplacing of a part of them, the mean-

ing may be wholly destroyed] and even made to ^be

the contrary of what it onght to be.

"I asked the question with no other intention than

" to set the gentleman free from the necessity of si-

*' lence, and give hira an opportunity of mingling on
" equal terms with a polite assembly, from which,
** however uneasy, he could not then escape, by a kind

" introduction of the only subject on which I believed

** him to be able to speak with propriety."—R. No.

126.

Ihis is a very bad sentence altogether. " Howct^er

uneasy,'' applies to assembly, and not to gentleman.

Only observe how easily this might have been avoided.

" From which he, however uneasy, could not then es-

" cape." After this we have " he could not then es-

cape, by a kind introduction.'' We know what is meant

;

but the Doctor, with all his commas leaves the sentence

confused. Let us see whether we cannot make it

clear. " I asked the question with no other intention,

" than bya kind introduction of the only subject on
'* which I believed him to be able to speak with pro-

'* priety, to set the gentleman free from the necessity

'* of silence, and to give him an opportunity of mingling
'• on equal terms with a polite assembly, from which

" he, however uneasy, could not then escape."

" Reason is the glory of huujan nature, and one of

" the chief eminences whereby we are raised above

" our fellow- creatures, the brutes, in this lower world."

L. Introduction.

I before showed an error in the Jtrst sentence of

Doctor VV^atts's Avork. This is the second sentence.

The words " in this lower world" are not words mis-

placed only : tliey are wholly unnecessary, and they
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do great 1 a-iu ; for, they t!o tliese two things; first,

tbev imply, that there are brutes in tkehigher world ; and,

second, they excite a doubt, whether ue are raised abwe

those brutes.

I might, my dear James, greatly extend the number

of my extracts from both these authors ; but, here, I

trust, are enough. I had noted down about two hun-

dred errors in Doctor Johnson's Lives of the Poets
}

but, afterwards, perceiving that he had revised and

corrected the Rambler with extraordinary care, i chose

to make my extracts from that work rather than from

the Lives of the Poets.

DOUBLE NEGATIVE AND ELLIPSIS.

i Before I dismiss the Specimens of Bad Grammar, I

will just take, from Tull, a Sentence, which contains

strikin"- instances of the misapplication of Ne.i^ulives

and of the Ellipsis. In our language two negatives, ap-

plied to the same verb, or to the same words of any sort,

amount to an affirmative: as, " Do not give him none of

your money.'' That is to say, "give him some of your

money ;'' though the contrary is meant. It should, be,

" do not give him any of your money." Errors, as to

this matter, occur most frecpicntly when the sentence

is formed in such a manner as to lead the writer out of

sight and out of sound of the first negative, before he

comes to the point where he thinks a second is retpiired:

as, " A" ei^/i(?'" Richard nor Peter, as I have been informed,

" and, indeed, as it has l)eeij proved to nie, never gave

" James aulhorit) to write to me.'' You see, it ought

to be ever. But in this case, as in most others, there

requires nothing more tlian a little thought. You see

clearly, that two negatives, applied to^the same verb,

destroy the negative effect of each other. " I will
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not never write." This is the contrary of " I will never

write."

The Ellipsis, of which I spoke in Letter XIX, para-

graph 9,27 , ought to be used with great care. Read

thitt paragraph again ; and then attend to the following

sentence of Mr. Tull, which I select in order to show

you, that very fine thoughts may be greatly marred by

too free an use of the Ellipsis.

" It is strange, that no author should never have

" written fully of the fabrick of ploughs! Men oi' greatest

" learning have spent their time in contriving instru-

" ments to measure the immense distance of the stars,

'• and in finding out the dimensions and eventceight of the

'• planets. They think it more eligible to study the art

" of ploughing the seawith ships, than of tilling the land

" with ploui^hs. They bestow the utmost of their skill,

" learnedly to pervert the. natural use of all the ele-

" ments for destruction of their o.wn species by the

*' bloody art of war ; and some waste their whole lives

" in studying how to arm death with new engines of

" horror, and inventing an infinite variety of slaughter
;

•' but think it beneath men of learning (who only are

•' capable of doing it) to employ their learned labours

" in the invention of new, or even improving the old

" instruments/or increasing of bread."

You see the nevfr ought to be ever. You see, that the

the is left out before the word greatest, and again before

weight, and in this last-mentioned instance, the leaving

of it^out makes the words mean the " even weight ;

"

that is to say, not the odd weight ; instead of " even

the weight," as the author meant. The conjunction thai

is left out before " of tilling ," before destruction the

article the is again omitted; in is left out before in-

venting and also before improving ; and, at the close, the
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is left out before increasing. To see so fine a sentence

marred in this way, is, I hope, quite enough to guard

you against the frequent commission of similar errors.

LETTER XXII.

errors and nonsensk in a king s speech.

My dear James,

In my first Letter I observed to yoii, that, to the

functions of Statesmen and Legislators was due the

highest respect which could be shown by man to any

thing human j but I, at the same time, observed, that,

as the degree and quality of our respect rose in pro-

portion to the influence which the different branches of

knowledge naturally had in tlie affairs, and on the

conditions of men ; so, in cases of imperfection in

knowledge, or of negligence in the nj)[)licati'jn of it, or

of its perversion to bad purposes, all the feelings oppo-

site to that of respect, ro^e in the same proportion;

and, to one of these cases I have now to direct your

attention.

The Speeches of the King are read by him to the

Parliament. They are composed by his Ministers, or

select Councillors. They are documents of great im-

portance, treating of none but weighty matters : they

are alwa\s styled Most Gracious, and are heard and

answered with the most profound respect.

The persons, who settle upon what shall be the to-

picks of these Speeches, and who draw the Speeches

up, are a Lord High Chancellor, a First Lord of the

Treasury, a Lord President of the Council, three
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Secretaries of state, a First Lord of the Admiralty, a

Master General of the Ordnance, a Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and, perhaps, one or two besides. Tiiese

persons are called, when spoken of in a body, the

Ministry. They are all Members of the King's con-

stitutional Council, called the Privy Council, without

whose assent the King can issue no Prochimation nor

any Order affecting the people. This Council, Judge

Blackstone, taking the words of Coke, calls " a nohle,

honourable and reverend assembly." So that, in the

Ministry, who are selected from the persons who com-

Dose this assembly, the nation has a right to expect

something very near to perfection in point ofjudgment

and of practical talent.

How destitute of judgment and of practical talent

these persons have been, in the capacity of Statesmen

and of Legislators, the present miserable and perilous

state of England amply demonstrates; and I am now
about to show you, that they are equally destitute in the

capacity of writers. There is some poet, who says :

- " Of all the arts, ia which the learn'd excel,

The first in rank is that of writing well."

And, though a man may possess great knowledge,

as a Statesmen and as a Legislator, vvithout being able

to perform what this poet would call writing well ;

yet, surely, we have a right to expect in a Minister

the capacity of being able to write grammatically :

the capacity of putting his own meaning clearly down

upon paper. But, in the composing of a King's

Speech, it is not one man, but nine men, whose judg-

ment and practical talent are employed. A King's

Speech is, too, a very short piece of writing. The

topicks are all distinct. Very little is said upon each.
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There is no reasoning. It is all plain matter of fact,

or of simple observation. The thinij is done with all

the advantages of abundant time for examination and

re-examination. Each of the Ministers has a copy of

the Speech to read, to examine, and to observe upon
;

and, when no one has any thing left to suggest in the

way of alteration or improvement, the Speech is agreed

to, and put into the mouth of the King.

Surely, therefore, if, in any human effort, perfec-

tion can be expected, we have a right to expect it in a

King's Spee'ch. You shall now see, then, what pretty

stuff is put together, and delivered to the Parliament,

imder the name of King's Speeches.

The Speech, which I am about to examine, is, in-

deed, a Speech of the Regent ; but I might take any

other of these Speeches. I choose tliis particular

Speech, because the subjects of it are familiar in

America as well as in England. It was s])oken on the

Sth of November, lt-14. I shall take a sentence at a

time, in order to avoid confusion.

"My Lord3 and GcntlemcMi, It is with deep regret

" that I am again obligid to announce llie continuance

" of His Majesty's lamented indisposition."

Even in this short sentence there is something equi-

vocal ; for, it v)ay be, that the Prince's regret arises

from his bciiic^ ohlv^ed to announce, and not from the

thing announced. If he had said :
" A\'ith deep regret I

announce," or, "I announce with deep regret," there

would have bocn nothing equivocal. And, in a composi-

tion likethis.allouglittobeas clear as the pebbled brook.

" It would have given me great satisfaction to h(tve

" been enabhd to cnmmunlcnte to you the termination of

*' the war between this country and the United State*

" of America."
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The double compound times of the verbs, in the first

part of the sentence, make the words mean, that it

wouUl, before the Prince came to tfie House, have given

bini great satisfaction /o 6e enabled lo communicate;

whereas, he meant, "it would now have given me great

satisfaction to be emibleil to commiuncaie." In tlie latter

part of the sentence we have a little nonsense. What
does termination mean r It means, in this case, end or

conclusion ; and thus, the Prince wished to communicate

an end to the wise men by whom he was sunounded !

To communicate is to impart to another any thing that

AVe have in our possession or within our power. And

so, the Prince wished to impart the end to the Noble

Lords and Honourable Gentlemen. He might wish

to impart, or communicate, the news, or the intelligence

of the end ; but, he could not communicate the end itself.

What should we say, if some one were to tell us, that

an Officer had arrived, and brought home the termi-

nation of a battle and carried it to Carlton House and

communicated it to the Prince ? Wa should laugh

at our informant's ignorance of grammar, though we
should understand what he meant. And, shall we,

then, be so partial and so unjust as to reverence in

King's Councillors that which we should laugh at in

one of our neighbours ? To act thus, would be, my
dear Son, a base abandonment of our reason, which is,

to use the words of Doctor Watts, the common gift of

God to man.

" Although this war originated in the most un-

" provoked aggression on the part of the Government

" of the United Siates, and was calculated to promote
" the designs of the common enemy of Europe against

" the rights and independence oi all other nations, I

*' never have ceased to entertain a sincere desire to
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" bring it to a conclusion ou just and honourable terms."

The the most would lead us to suppose, that there

had been more than one aggression, and that the

war originated in the most unprovoked of them ;

whereas the Prince's meaning was, that the aggression

was an unprovoked one, unprovoked in the superlative

degree ; and that, therefore, it was a most unprovoked

aggression. Tlie words all other nations, may mean

all nations except England ; or, all nations out of

Europe ; or, all nations other than the United States ;

or all nations except the enemy's own nation. Guess

you which of these is the meaning : I confess that I

am wholly unable to determine the question. But,

'.i4iat does the close of the sentence mean, when taken

into view with the although at the beginning ? Does

the Prince mean, that he would be justiHed in want-

ing to make {)eace, on unjust and dishonourable terms

because the enemy had been the aggressor ? lie

might, indeed, wish to make it on terms dishonour-

able, and even disgraceful, to the enemy ; but, could

he possibly wish to make it on unjust terms ? Does

he mean, that an aggression, however wicked and un-

provoked, would give him a right to do injustice ?

Yet if he do not mean this, what does he mean ?

lerhaps (for there is no certainty) he may mean, that

he wishes to bring the war to a conclusion as soon as

he can get jns-t and honourable terms from the

enemy : but, then, what is he to do with the jilthough i

Let us try this. " lam ready," say you, '^' to make
" peace, if you will gii-c me just terms, although

" you are the aggressor.'' To be sure you are,

whether I be the aggressor or not ! All that you

can possibly have the face to ask of me is justice

;

and^ therefore, why do you connect your wish for
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peace with this allhongh "^ Either you mean, that

uiy Hggression gives you a a right to demand of me
more than justica, or you taik nonsense. Nor must

we overlook the word " Government," which is in-

troduced here. In tlie sentence before, the Prince

wished to communicate tJie end of the war between

"this country and the United States;" but, in this

sentence we are at war with "the Government of the

United States." This was a poor tiick of sophistry,

and as such we will let it pass with only observing,

that such low trickery is not very becoming in men

selected from " a noble, honourable and reverend

assembly."

" I am still engaged in negotiation for this purpose."

That is the purpose of bringing the war to a conclu-

sion. A very good purpose 5 but, why still? He had

not told his nobles and his boroughmen that he had been

engaged in negotiations. Even this short, simple sen-

tence could not be made without fault.

" The success of them must, however, depend on
" my disposition being met with corresponding sentiments

" on the part of the enemy."

Now, suppose I were to say, " my w-agon was met

with Mr. Tredwell's coach." Would, you not think,

that somebody had met the wagon and coach both

goir.g together the same way ? To be sure you would.

But, if I were to say, my wagoa was met b/j Tilr.

Tredwell's coach, you would think, that they had ap-

proached each other from different spots. And there-

fore, the Prince should have said, " met by." This

sentence, however, short as it happily is, is too long

to be content with one error. Disposition, in this

sense of the word, means, state, or bent, or temper,

of mind ; and the word sentiments means, thoughts, or
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o]jinions. So, here \ve have a temper of tiihid niei by

thoughts. Thoughts may correspond, or agree with, .'i

temper of mind ; but, how are they to meet it '? If the

Prince had said, " my disposition being met by a

" corresjmnding disposition on the ()art of the enemy,"

he wouhi liave uttered plain and dignified hm-

guage.

" The operation of his Majesty's forces by sea and
*' land in the Chesapeake, in the course of the present

" Vear, have been attended with the most brilliant and
'" successful results,"

'

Were there only the bad placing of the different mem-
bers of this sentence, the fault wonldbe sufficient. But,

we do not know, whether the I'rince means operations

by sea and land, or forces by sea and land.

" The flotilla of the enemy in the Patuxent has been

" destroyed. The signal defeat of their land forces

" enabled a detachment of his Majesty's army to take

" possession of the city of Washington ; and the sjjirit

" of enterprise, which has characterized all the

*' movements in that quarter, has produced on the iu-

" habitants a deq) and sensible impression of the cala-

" mities of a war in which they have been so wantonly

•" involved."

Enemy is not a noun of multitude, like gang, or

House of Commons, or den of thieves ; and, there-

fore, when used in the singular, must have singuLir

})ronouns and verbs to agree with it. Tlieir, in the

second of these sentences, should have been his. A
sensible impression : an impression felt ; a deep im-

pression is one more felt. Therefore, it was "a sen-

sible and deep imi)ression." Hut, indeed, sensible

had no business there; for, an impression that is deep,

must be sensible. What would you think of a man
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who should say :
" I have not only been stabbed, but my

skiyi has been cut?" Why you would think, to be sure,^

that he must be a man selected from the noble, honour-

uble, and reverend assembly at Whitehall.

" The expedition directed from Halifax to the Nor-

" thern coast of the United States, has terminated in a

** manner not less satisfactory."

Than ivhat ? The Prince has told us, before this,

of nothing that has terminated satisfactorily. He has

talked of a brilliant result, and of an impression made

on the inhabitants ; but of no termination has he talked
j

nor has he said a word about satisfaction. We must

always take care how we use, in one sentence, words

which refer to any thing said in former sentences.

" The successful course of this operation has been

" folloived by the immediate submission of the exten-

" sive and important district east of the Ponobscot

•' river to his Majesty's arms."

This sentence is a disgrace even to a Ministry with

a Jenkixsox at its head. What do they mean by a

course being followed by a submission 9 And then,

" has been followed by the immediate submission."

One would think, that some French emigrant priest

was employed to write this speech. He, indeed,

would say, " a ete suivie par la soumission imme-

diate." But, when we make use of any word, like

immediate, which carries us back to the time and

scene of action, we must use tlie past time of the

verb, and say, " teas followed by the immediate sub-

mission." That is to say, was then followed by the

then immediate ; and not has noa been followed by

the then immediate submission. The close of this sen-

lence exhibits a fine instance of want of skill in the

placing of the parts of a sentence. Could these noble
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and reverend persons find no place but the end for " to

his Majestijs arms ?" There was, but they couhl not see

it, a place made on purpose, after the word suhnusiion.

It is unneccessary my dear James, for nie to proceed

further with an exposure of the bad grammar and the

nonsense of this speech. There is not, in the whole

speech, one single sentence that is free from error.

Nor, will you be at all surprised at this, if ever you

should hear these persons utterinj/ .their own speeches

in those places, which, when you were a naughty

little boy, you used to call " the Thieves' Houses." If

you should ever hear them there, stammering and re-

peating and putting forth their nonsense, your wonder

will be, not that they wrote a King's Speech so badly,

but that they contrived to put upon paper sentences

sufficiently grammatical to enable us to guess at the

meaning.

LETTER XX in.

on tutting sentences together an1> on

fig ukative language.

My Dear .Tames,

I HAVE now done with the subject of Grammar,

which, as you know, teaches us to use words in a

proper manner. But, though you now, I hope, under-

stand how to avoid error in the forming of sentences,

I think it right not to ctinclude my instructions,

without saying a few words upon tlie subject of adding

sentence to sentence and on the subject of^guratire lan-

guage.

Language is made use of for one of three purposes
;

namely, to inform, to convirirf, or to persuade. The

first, requiring merely the talent of telling what we
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know, is a matter of little difficulty. The second de-

mands reasoning. The third, besides reasoning, de-

mands all the aid that we can obtain from the use of

figures of speech, or, as they are sometimes called,

Jigures of rhetorick, which last word means, the power of

persuasion.

Whatever may be the purpose for which we use lan-

guage, it seldom can haj)pen that we do not stand in

need of more than one sentence ; and, therefore, others

must be added. There is no precise jw/e ; there can be

no precise rule, with regard to the manner of doing this.

When we have said one thing, we must add another;

and so on, until we have said all that we have to say.

But we ought to take care, and great care, that, if anv

words in a sentence relate, in any way, to words that

have gone before, we make these words correspond

grammatically with those foregoing words; an in-

stance of the want uf which care you have seen in para-

graph 1/8.

The order of the matter will be, in almost all cases,

that of your thoughts. Sit dvnvn to icrite what you have

thought, and not to think what you shall write. Use the

first words that occur to vou, and never attempt to alter

a thought ; for, that which has come of itself into your

mind is likely to pass into that of another nore readily

' and with more effect than anything which you can, by

reflection, invent.

Never stop to make choice of words. Put down your

thought in words just as they come. Follow the order

whichyourthought will point out; and itwillpush you on

toget itupon the paper as quickly and as clearly as possible.

Thoughts coaie much faisler than we can put them

upon paper. They produce one another; and, this

Older of their coming is, in almost every case, tlie bebt
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possible order that tliey can have on paper : yet, if you

have several in your mind, rising above each other in

))oint of force, the most forcible will naturally come the

last upon paper.

Mr. Lindley Murray give rules about long sentences

and short sentences and about a due mixture of long and

short: and, he also gives rules about the letters ihiit sen-

tences should begin uith and the sijllables that they

should e«(/ with. Such rules might be very well if we
were to sing our writing ; but when the use of writing

is to inform, to convince, or to /)ers«af/e, what can it have

to do with such rules ?

There are certain connecting words, which it is of im-

portance to use properly : such as therefore, which

means for that cause, for that reason. We must take

care, when we use such words, that there is occasionfor

using them. We must take care that when we use but,

or, for, or any other connecting words, the sense of our

sentences requires such word to be used ; for, if such

words be improperly used, they throw all into confusion.

You have seen the shameful effect of an although in the

King's Speech, which I noticed in my last Letter. The

adverbs when, then,uhile, vow, there, and some others, are

connecting words, and not used in their strictly literal

sense. For example r " U'ell, then, I will not do it.

Then, in its literal sense, means at that lime, or in

that time: as, " I was in ^America then." But

" Well, then," means, " Well, if that be so," or

" let that be so," or " in that case." You have

only to accustom yourself a little to reflect on the tnean-

ing of these wortls ; for that will soon teach you never

to employ them improperly.

A writing, or written discourse ^ iscrenerally broken

into paragraphs. Wlieu a new paragraph should
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begin, the nature of your thoughts must tell you.

The propriety of it will be pointed out to you, by the

diflFerence betvveeen the thoughts which are conning,

and those which have gone before. It is impossible

to frame rules for regulating such divisions. When
a man divides his work into Parts, Books, Chapters,

and Sections, he makes the division according to

that which the matter has taken in his mind ; and,

when he comes to write, he has no other guide for

the distribution of his matter into sentences and para-

graphs.

Never write about any matter that you do not well

understand. If you clearly understand all about your

matter, you will never want thoughts, and thoughts

instantly become words.

One of the greatest of all faults in writing and in

speakmgis this ; the using of many words to say Utile. In

order to guard yourself against this fault, inquire what

is the substance, or amount of what you have said.

Take a long speech of some talking Lord, and put

down upon paper what the amount of it is. You will

mostly find that the amount is very small: but, at any

rate, when you get it, you will then be able to examine

it, and to tell what it is worth. A very few examina-

tions of this sort will so frighten you, that you will

be for ever after upon your guard .igainst talking a great

deal, and saying little.

Figurative language is very fine when properly

employed ; but, figures of rhetoric are edge-tools and

two-edge tools tooj Take care how you touch tliem !

They are called figures, because they represent other

things than the words in their literal meaning stand

for. For instance :
" The tyrants oppress arkd starve

" the people. The people would live amidst abun-

E
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" dance, if those cormorants did not devour the

" fruit of their labour." I shall only observe to you

upon this subject, that, if you use figures of rhetoric,

YOU ought to take care that they do not make nonsense

of what you say ; nor excite the ridicule of those to

whom you write. Mr. Murray, in an address to his

students, tells them that he is about to offer them

some advice with regard to their " future walks in the

paths of literature." Now, though a man may take a

walk along a path, a walk means also the ground laid out

in a certain shape, and such a walk is wider than a path.

Hi, in another part of this address, tells them, jthat

they are in " the morning of life, and that that is the

season for exertion." The morning, my dear James,

is not a season. The year, indeed, has seasons, but the

day has none. If he had said the spring of life, then

he might have added the season of exertion. I told

ycu they were edge-tools. Beware of them.

I am now, my dear son, arrived at the last para-

graph of my treatise, and I hope that when you

arrive at it, you will understand grammar sufficiently

to enable you to write without committing frequent

and glaring errors. I shall now leave you, for about

four months, to read and write English ; to practise

what you have now been taught. At the end of those

four montlis, I shall have prepared a Grammar to

teach you the French Language, which language

I nope to bear you speak, and to see you write, well,

at the end of one year from this time. With English

and French on your tongue, and in your pen, you have

a resource, not only greatly valuable in itself, but a

resource that you can be deprived of by none of those

changes and chances which deprive men of pecuniary

possessions, and which, in some cases, make th«
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purse-proud man of yesterday, a crawling sycophant

to-day. Health, without which life is not worth

having, you will hardly fail to secure by early rising,

exercise, sobriety, and abstemiousness as to food. Hap-

piness, or misery, is in the mind. It is the mind that

lives ; and the length of life ought to be measured by

the number and importance of our ideas ; and not by

the number of our days. Never, therefore, esteem

men merely on account of their riches, or their station.

Respect goodness, find it where you may. Honour talent

wherever you behold it unassociated with vice ; but

honour it most when accompanied with exertion, and

especially when exerted in the cause of truth and justice^

and, above all things, hold it in honour, when it step?

forward to protect defenceless innocence against the-

attacks of powerful guilt.

LETTER XXIV.

SIX LESSONS, INTENDED TO PREVENT STATESMEN

FROM USING FALSE GRAMMAR, AND FROM WRITING

IN AN AWKWARD MANNER.

Harpenden, Hertfordshire, 23 June, 1823

My dear James,

In my first Letter 1 observed that it was of the

greatest importance that Statesmen, above all others,

should be able to write well. It happens, however,

but too frequently, that that which should be, in thia

case as well as in others, is not ; sufficient prouf of

which you will find in the remarks which I am now
about to make. The Letter to Tieniey, a thing

which I foresaw would become of great and lasting

K 2
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importance; a thing, to which I knew I should fre-

(juently have to recur with satisfaction, I wrote on the

anniversary of the day, on which, in the year 1810,

I was sentenced to be imprisoned for two years, to pay

a fine of a thousand pounds, and to be hehl in bonds of

five thousand pounds for seven years, for having,

publicly and in print, expressed my indignation at the

ilogging of English Local-Militia men, in the town of

Ely, under a guard of German soldiers. I thought

of this, at a time, when I saw those events approaching

which I was certain'would, by fulfilling my predictions,

I)ring me a compensation for the immerited sulTerings

and insults heaped upon me with so unsparing a hand.

Kor writing the present little work, I select the anniver-

sary of a day, which your excellent conduct makes me
regard as amongst the m;)St blessed in the calendar.

"Who but myself can imagine what I felt when I left

you behind me at New York ! Let this tell my per-

secutors that yon have made me more than amends

for all the losses, all the fatigues, all the dangers, and

all the anxieties, attending that exile, of which their

baseness and injustice were the cause.

The bad writing, on m hich I am about to remark,

I do not pretend to look on as the cause of the pre-

sent public calamities, or of any part of them, but it

is a proof of a deficiency in that sort of talent

which appears tome to be necessary in men intrusted

with great affairs. He who writes badly thinks badly.

Confiisednoss in won's can proceed from nothing but

eonfusedne^s in the thoughts which give rise to them.

These things may be of trifling importance when the

actors move in private life ; but when the happiness of

millions of men is at stake, they are of importance

not easily to be described.
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The pieces of writing that T am about to comment
on I deem bad writing, and, as you will see, the writing

may be bad, though there may be no grammatical error

in it. The best writing is that which is best calculated

to secure the object of the writer ; and the worst, that

which is the least likely to efifect that purpose. But,

it is not in this extended sense of the words that I am
now going to consider any writing. I am merely about

to give specimens of badly-written papers, as a warn-

ing to the Statesmen of the present day ; and as proofs,

in addition to those which you have already seen, that

weought not to conclude that a man has great abilities,

merely because he receives great sums of the public

money.

The specimens that I shall give, consist of papers that

relate to measures and events of the very first impor-

tance. The first is the speech of the Speaker of the House

of Commons to the Regent, at the close of the first

Session of 1S19, during which Mr. Peel's, or the Cash-

Payment Bill, had been passed : the second is the An-

swer of the Regent to that speech ; the first is the work
of the House ; the second that of the Ministry.

In Letter XH. I gave the reasons why we had a right

to expect perfection in writings of this description. I

there described the persons to whom the business of writ-

ing Kings' speeches belongs. The Speaker of the House
of Commons is to be taken as the man of the greatest

talent in that House. He is called the " First Commoner
of England." Figure to your^-elf, then, the King on his

throne, in the House of Lords ; the Lords standing in

their robes j the Commons coming to the bar, with their

Speaker at their head, gorgeously attired, with the mace

held beside him ; figure this scene to yourself, and you

will almost think it sedition and blasphemy to suppose it
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possible that the Speech made to the Kinij, or that his

Majesty's Answer, both prepared and written down long

beforehand, should be any thing short of perfection.

Follow me, then, my dear Son, through this Letter

;

and you will see, that we are not to judge of men's

talents by the dresses they wear, by the offices they

fill, or by the power they possess.

After these two Papers, I shall take some Papers writ-

ten hy Lord Castlereagh, by the Duke of Wellington, and,

by the Marquis IVellealey. These are three of those per-

.sons, who have, of late years, made the greatest figure

in our affairs with foreign nations. The transactions,

which have been committed to their management, have

been such as were hardly ever exceeded in point of

magnitude, whether we look at the transactions them-

selves, or, at their natural consequences. How much
more fit than other men they were to be thus confided

in ; how much more fit to have the interest and ho-

nour of a great nation committed to their hands, you

will be able to judge when you shall have read my
remarks on those of their Papers to which I have

here alluded.

In the making of my comments, I shall insert the

several papers, a paragraph, or two, or more, at a

lime ; and 1 shall number the paragraphs for the pur-

pose of more easy reference.

LESSON I.

Remarks on the Speech of the Speaker of the House of Com-

mons to the Prince Regent, which Speech teas made at

the close of the first Session 0/ 1819, during wldck Ses-

sion Peel's Bill was passed.

" May it please your Royal Highness,

1. " We, his Majisty's faithful Commons of the United

" Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland ia Parliament
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** assembled, attend your Royal Highness with our concluding Bill

" of Supply.

2. '' The subjects which have occupied our attention have been
," more numerous, more various and more important than are

" usually submitted to the consideratioaof PHrliament in t/ie same
" Session."

It is difficult to say what is meant, in Paragraph

No. 2, by the word various. The speaker had al-

ready said, that the subjects were more numerous, which

was quite enough ; for they necessarily differed from

each other, or they were one and the same j and, there-

fore, the word various can in this place have no mean-

ing at all, unless it mean that the subjects were varie-

gated in themselves, which would be only one degree

above sheer nonsense.

. Next come the " thari are '' without a nominative case.

Chambermaids, indeed, write in this way, and, in such

a case, " the dear unintelligible scrawl '' is, as the young

rake says in the play, " ten thousand times more char-

ming" than correct writing; but, from a Speaker in his

robes, we might have expected " than those which are

usually submitted.''

And what does the Speaker mean by " in the same

Session ?
" He may mean " in one and the same Ses-

sion;'' but, what business had the word same there at

all ? Could he not have said, " during one Session, or,

during a single Session?"

3. " Upon m£\ny of these subjects we have been engaged in
*' long and unwearied examinations ; but such has been the p; e sire
" of other business, and particularly of that which ordinarily
" belongs to a tirst Session of Parliament—and such the maa^nitiuie
'' and intricactfoi many oi those inquiries, that the limits of the pre-
" sent Session have not allowed of bringing them to a close."

There is bad taste, at least, in using tlie word exa-

minaiions in one part of the sentence, and the word

iyiquiries in the other part, especially as the pronoun

those was used in the latter case. The xevh " has"
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agrees in number with the noun "pressure ;" but the

Speaker, notwithstanding the aid of his wig, was not

able to perceive that tlie same verb did not agree in

number with the nouns " magnitude and intricacy."

" Such has been the pressure, and such have been the

magnitude and intricacy.''

4. " But, Sir, of tliose measures which we have completed,
" the must prominent, the most importHiit, anil as we trust, in

" their consecjnenecs, the most bcufjicinl to the public, are the

" measures which have grown out of the coiuideratiun of the present
" ttate of the Lounlry, both in its currency, and itn finances."

There is not here any positive error in grammar
;

but, there is something a great deal worse ; namely,

unintelligible words. The e\V\i\\&t " prom'ment'' was

wholly unnecessary, and only served to inflate the sen-

tence. It would have been prudent not to anticipate,

in so marked a manner, benejicial consequences from

Peel's Bill ; but what are we to understand from the

latter part of the sentence ? Here are measures,

growing out of the consideration of tlie state of the

country in its currency and finances. What ! The

state of the country in its currency? Or, is it the

consideration in its currency ? And, what had the

word both to do there at all ? The Sjjeaker meaned,

that the measures had grown out of, or, which would

have been much more dignified, had been the result of

a consideration of the present state ot the country,

with regard to its currency, as well as with regard to its

finances.

h. *' Earlv, Sir, in the present Session, we instituted an in-

" quiry i/ito the eJfiTts produced 07« the cxchaiipos «iih loreisrn

•' countries, aiiU the stnto of tlie circulating medium, by the rc-

•' striction on payments in cash //// the Hank. This inquiry wns
•' jiiost anxioustif , and most dcliberattli/ conducted, and in itt

" result led to the cotirlusion, that it was most desirable,

" quickly, but with due precautions, to return to our uucicut
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" and healthful state of currency :

—

That, wliaterer might have
" been the expediency of the Acts for the suspension of pavments
" of cash, at the different periods at wliich they were enacted, (and
*' doubtless they were expedient), whilst the country was involved

"in the most expensive contest that ever weig-hed down the fi-

*' nances of any country— stil! that, the necessity for the continu-
*' ance of these Acts having' ceased, it became us, with as tittle delay
" ajs possible (avoiding carefully tlie cutivikion of too rapid a tran-
" sitio7i) to return to our ancient system ; and that, if at any jie-

" riod, and under any circumstances, this return could be effected
" without national inconvenience, it was at the present, when this
" mighty nation, with a proud retrospect of the past, after having
*' made the greatest efforts, and achieved the nol)lest objects, was
" HOW reposing in a confident^ and, as wefondli/ hope, a wdl-
" founded espectatijn, of a sound and lasting peace."

Here, at the beginning of this long and most con-

fused paragraph, are two sentences, perfect rivals in all

respects ; each has 37 words in it ; each has three

blunders ; and the one is just as obscure as the other.

To "institute" is to settle, to Jix, to erect, to esta-

blish ; and not to set about or undertake, which was

what was done here. If I were to tell you, that I have

instituted an inquiry into the qiialities of the Speaker's

speech, you would, though I am your father, be almost

warranted in calling me an egregious coxcomb. But,

what are we to make of the " and the " further on ?

Does the Speaker mean, that they instituted (since

he Avill have it so) an inquiry i7ito the state of the

circulating medium, or into the effects produced on

the circulating medium by the cash suspension ? I

defy any man living to say which of the two is meaned

by his words. And, then we come to " by the Bank
;

''

and here the only possible tiieaning of the words is, that

the restriction was imposed by the Bank; whereas

the Speaker means, the restriction on payments made

«f the Bank. If at, instead of by, had happened to

ilrop out of the wig, this part of the sentence would

have been free from error.

K 5
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As to the second sentence in this paragraph. No. 5,

I may first observe on the incongruity of the Speaker's

two su})erlative adverbs. Anxiously means idth in-

(fuietude, and deliherately means coolly, slowly, warily,

and the like. The first implies a disturbed, the latter

u tranquil, state of tlie mind ; and a mixture of these

it was, it appears, that produced Peel's Bill ; this mix-

ture it was, which, "in its result, LED to the conclu-

sion ;
" that is to say, the result led to the result ; result

being conclusion, and conclusion being result. But

taulolosy is, you see, a favourite with this son of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, mure proofs of which you

hav^ yet to witness. And, why must the king be com-

pelled to hear the phrase " healtJiful stnie of currency,
'

threadbare as it had long before been worn by IIorneh,

and all his tribe of coxcombs, of the Edinburgh Re-

view ? Would not " our ancient currency '' have an-

swered every purpose ? And would it not have better

become the lips of a person in the high station of

Speaker of the House of Commons ?

The remaining part of this paragraph is such a

mass of confusion, that one hardly knows where, or

how, to begin upon it. The " That " after the colon

and the dash, seems to connect it with what has gone

before j and yet, what connexion is there ? Inmie-

diately after this " That," begins a parenthetical

phrase, which is interrupted by a parenthesis, and then

the parenthetical phrase goes on again till it comes

to a dash, after which you come to the words that

join themselves to the first " ThaL" These words

are " stiU that.'' Then, on goes the parenthetical

phrase again till you come to " it became us." Then
comes more parenthetical matter and another paren-

thesis : and, then comes " to return to our ancient
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system." Take out all the parenthetical matter, and

the paragraph will stand thus :
" That it was desirable

" to return to our ancient and healthful state of cur-

" rency :

—

that— still that, it became us to return to

" our ancient system."

But, only think of saying " whutevermight have been

the expediency of the acts," and then to make a paren-

thesis directly afterwards for the express purpose of

positively asserting, that they " were expedient'' ! Only

think of the necessity for the continuance of the acts

having ceased, and of its being becoming in the parlia-

ment to return to cash payments as soon as possible, a.nd

yet that a convulsion was to be apprehended from a too

rapid transition ; that is to say, from returning to cash

payments sooner than possible !

After this comes a doubt whether the thing can be

done at all ; for, we are told, that the parliament, in its

wisdom, concluded, that, if " at any period this return
' ' could be effected without national inconvenience, it ivas

" at the present." And then follows that piece of sub-

" lime nonsense, about thenation's reposing in the fond

(that \s, foolish) hope of, not only a lasting, but also a

sound, peace. A lasting peace would have been enough

for a common man ; butj the son of an Archbishop

must have it sound, as well as lasting, or else he would

not give a farthing for it.

, 6. " In considering, Sir, the state of our finances, and in mi-
" autely comparing our income with our expenditure, it appeared
" to us, that the excess of our income was not fairly adequate /ur
" the purposes, to which it was applicable—the gradual reduction of
" the national debt.

^
^ 7. " It appeared to us, that a clear available surplus of at least

•'five millions ought to be set apart for that object
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8. " This, Sir, lias been effected by the additional imposition of
" three millioius of taxes."

The word "fairbj,'' in Paragraph No. 6, is a redun-

dancy
J

it is mere slang. " Adequate/or " ought to be

" adequate to;" and " applicable" is inapplicable to the

ca«!p
; for the money was applicable to autj purpose. It

should have been, *' the purpose (and not the piirposes)

for which it was intended ;" or, "the purpose to which

it was intended to be applied."

The 7tli Paragraph is a heap of redundant Treasury-

slang'. Here we have surplus ; that is to say, an over-

quantity ; but this is not enough for the Speaker, who

must have it clear also ; and not only clear, but avail-

able ; and, then he must have it set apart into the bar-

gain I Leave out all the words in italicks, and put pur-

pose instead of object, at the end : and then you have

something like common sense as to the words ; but

still foolish enough as to the political view of the

matter.

Even the Sth Paragraph, a simple sentence of thir-

teen words, could not be free from fault. What d(»e5

the Speaker mean by an "additional imposition" i Did

he imagine that the king would be fool enough to be-

lieve that the parliament had imposed three millions of

taxes,without making an addition to former impositions?

How was the imposition to be other than " additional ''?

Why, therefore, cram in this word ?

9. " Sir, in adopting this course, his Majesty's faithful

" Commons did not cuncral from themselves, that they were
" rallinj^ upon tlie nation for a great exertion ; but well
'" knowing that hotinur, and character, and indipendence,
" have at all times been the _/f/-.s7 and dearest objects of the
" hearts of F^nglishnien, ve felt assured that there was no
" difficulty that the country would not encounter, and no
" pressure to which gUe would uot willingly and chcerfuUj
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" submit, to enable lier to maintain, pwre, and unimpaired, that wlilch
" has never yet been shaken or sullied—her public credit, a?id her
" national good-iaSxh."

This is a sentence which might challenge the -world.

Here is, in a small compass, almost every fault that

writing can have. The phrase " conceal from themselves"

is an importation from France, and from one of the

worst manufactories, too. What is national " honour''

but national " character "
? In what do they differ ? And

what had " wdeperidence " to do in a case, where the

subject was the means of paying a debt ? Here
are three things named as the "first" objects of Engli-

shmen's hearts. Which was the "Jirst" of the three?

Or v/ere they the//s/ three? To "feel assured'' is an-

other French phrase. In the former part of the sen-

tence, the parliament are a they : in the latter part

they are a we. Rut it is the figures of rhetorick, which

are the great beauties here. First, it is Englishmen,who
havesuch a high sense of honour and character and in-

dependence. Next,itistheca«Hfr?/. Andnext, the country

becomes a she; and in her character of female, will

submit to any "pressure" to enable her to " maintain
''

hev puritij ; though scarcely any body, but the sons of

Archbishops, ever talkaboutwaK/r/iMJrto'purity, most peo-

ple thinking that, in such a case, prese^^ving is better.

Here however, we havepure and unimpaired. Now,pure
applies to things liable to receive stains and adultera-

tions ; unimpaired, to things liable to be undermined,

dilapidated, demolished, or worn out. So the Speaker,

in order to make sure of his mark, takes them both,

and says that the thing which he is about to nanoe

"has never yet been shaken or sullied T' But, what

is this fine thing after all ? Gad ! there are two things
;

namely, "Public Credit and National Good-Faith."
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So that, leaving the word good to g-o to the long account

of redundancy, here is another instance of vulgarly false

grammar; for the two nouns, joined by the conjunc-

tion, required the verb have, instead of has.

10. " Thus, Sir, I have etuleavoured, shorlhj, and I am aware
" how imperfectly, to notice the various duties which have devolved
" upon us, in one of the longest and most arduous Sessious in the
" Records of Parliament.

11. "The Bill, Sir, which it is my duty to present to your
" Royal Highness, is entitled, 'An Act for applyinp' certain monies
" therein mentipued, for the Service of the year 181!), and for fur-
" tlicr appropriatin;.' the supplies pranted in this Session of I'arlia-

*' ment.' To which, with all humility,we pray his Majesty's Royal
" Assent."

Even here, in these common-place .sentences, there

must be something stupidly illiterate. The Speaker

does not mean that his " eHf/earowr " was '^ shorlly
''

made, or made in a short manner ; but, that ,his

notice was made in a short manner ; and, therefore,

it ought to have been, " to notice shortly ;''
if shortly

it must be ; but, surely, phraseology less grovelling

might have been used on such an occasion. " In

the longest session," and " in the records of Par-

liament," are colloquial, low, and incorrect into the

bargain; and, as for " jHo«/es " in the last paragraph,

the very sound of the word sends the mintl to 'Change

Alley, and conjures up before it all the noisy herd of

bulls and bears.

There is, indeed, one phrase in this whole speech

(that in which the Speaker acknowledges the imper-

fectncss of the manner in which he has j)erformed his

task) which would receive our approbation ; but the

tenor of the speech, the at once flippant and pompous

tone of it, the self-conceit that is manifest from the

beginning to the end, forbid us to give him credit for

sinceritv, when he confessed his deficiencies, and tell
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us that the confession is one of those clumsy traps so

often used with the hope of catching unmerited ap-

plause.

LESSON II.

Remarks on the Speech, tchich the Prince Regent made to

the Parliament, on the occasion when the above Speech

of the Speaker was made.

" My Lords and Gentlemen,

12. *' It is with great regret that I am again obliged to announce
•' to you the coiitiuuance of his Majesty's lamented indis-
" position.

13. " I cannot close this Session of Parliament without ex-
'* pressing the satisfaction that I have derived from the zeal
" and assiduity with which yau have applied yourselves to the
" several important objects which have come under your consi-
" deration.

14. " Your patient and laborious invesfiffatioti of the state of
" the circulaiioH and currency of the kingdom, demands my war-
" mest acknowledgments ; and I entertain a confident expectation
" that the measures adopted, as the result of this jwyun-y, willbe
" productive of the most beneficial cousequences."

Thb phrase pointed out by italics in the 12th Para-

graph is ambiguous; and, as it is wholly superfluous,

it has no business there. The 13th Paragraph (for a

wonder!) is free from fault 5 but, in the 14th why
does the king make two of the "circulation and curren-

cy " ? He means, doubtless, to speak of the thing, or

things, in use as money. This was the currency ; and

what, then, was the " circulation" ? It is not only useless

to employ words in this way : it is a great deal worse

;

for it creates a confusion of ideas in the mind of the

reader.

" Investigation and inquiry " come nearly to each

other in meaning j but, when the word " this," which
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had a direct application to what had gone before, was

used, the word investigation ought to have followed it,

and not the word inquirij ; it being always a luark of

great affectation, and of false taste when pains are taken

to seek for synonymous words, in order to avoid a repe-

tition of sound. The device is seen through, and the

littleness of mind exposed.

The yine word " adopted " is not nearly so good as

the plain word taken would have been. The parlia-

ment d\i\ not adopt the measures in question : they

were their own : of their own invention : and, if I

were here writing remarks on the measures^ instead of

remarks on the language in which they were spoken

of, we might have a hearty laugh at the " cortjident

rxpeclation" which the king entertained of the " mos^

bcncjicial consequences' oi those measures, which were

certainly the most foolish and mischievous ever taken

by any parliament, or by any legislative assembly, in

the world.

" Gentlenipn of tlie House of Commons,

15 " I thank j'oii for tlie supplies wliich you have granted for the
" service of the present year.

\G, " I sincerely rcjfret tliat the necessity should have existed of

" making: anv adrlitions to the hnrdcns of the people ; hut I antici-

" pate ttie most in)portant permanent advantages from the effort

" niiich you have tlius made /or n\eetiiig at once all the financial

" diflicnlties of the country ; and 1 derive 7nuch sntisfnctioii from the
'* belief, that the means which vou have devised for this purpose
" are calculated to press as li(;htly on oil «/«i.v«of the community
" 88 could he expected, when so great an effort was to be
* made."

Nobody, I presume, but kings say an " effort for

meeting." Others say, that they nuike an effort to

meet. And, nobody that I ever heard of before, ex-

cept bill-brokers, talk about meeting money demands.

One cannot help admiring the satisfaction/ nay the
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" much satisfaction," that the king derived from the

belief, that the new taxes would press as lightly as

possible on all classes of the coniniunity. I do not like

to call this vulgar nonsense, because, though written

by the Ministers, it is spoken by the king. But, what

is it ? The additional load must fall upon somebody

;

upon some class, or classes : and, where, then, was the

sense of expressing " much satisfaction' that they

would fall lightly on all classes ? The words " as

possible, " which come after lightly, do nothing more

than make an addition to the confusion of ideas.

" My Lords and Gentlemen,

17. " I continue to receive from Foreign Powers, 7Ae strongrst

" assurances of their friendly disposition towards this

" country. '

18. " 1 have observed with great concern the attempts which
'' have recently been made in some of the manufacturing
'* districts, to take advantage of circumstances of local distress,

" to excite a spirit of disaffection to tlie institutions and Govern-
" ment of the Countrj*. No object can be nearer my heart
" than to promote the welfare and prosperity of all classes of hii

" Majesty's Sulijects ; but this cannot be effected without the
" maintenance of public order, and tranquillity.

19. " Vou may rely, therefore, upon my firm determination
" to employ, for this purpose, the powers entrusted to me by law

;

" and I have no doubt tliat on your return to your several
" counties, you will use your utmost endeavours, in co-operating
*' with tlie Magistracy, to defeat the machinations of those whose
'^projects, if successful, could only a^'gravate the evils whick
" it professed to remedy; and who, under tlie pretence of Reform,
" have really no other object, but the subversion of our happy
" Coustitulion." -

Weak minds, feeble writers and speakers, delight

in superlatives. They have big sound in them, and

give the appearance of force ; but, they very often

betray those who use them, into absurdities. The

king, as in Paragraph No 17, might continue to re-
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ceive strong assurances ; but how could he receive " the

strongest" more than once.

In the 18th Paragraph, we have " welfare and

prosperity." I, for my part, shall be content with

either, (the two being the same thing), and, if I find,

from the acts of the government, reason to believe that

one is really sought for, I shall care little about the

other.

I am, however, I must confess, not greatly encou-

raged to hope for this, when I immeciiately afterwards,

hear of a "Jirm determination" to employ " powers,"

the nature of which is but too well understood. " De-

termination' can, in grammar, receive no additional

force, from having "Jirm' placed before it; but, in

political interpretation, the use of this word cannot

fail to be looked upon as evincing a little more of

eagerneis than one could wish to see apparent in such a

case.

In these speeches, nouns, verbs, adjectives, and ad-

verbs, generally go, like crows and ravens, in pairs.

Hence, we have, in the ISth Paragraph, " the institu-

tions and government" of the country- Now, though

there may be institutions of the country, which do not

form a part of its government ; the government is, at

any rate, amongst the country's institutions. If every

institution do not form a jiart of the government, the

government certainly forms a part of the institutions.

But, as the old woman said l>y her goose and gande»,

tiiose words iiave been acouple for so many, many years,

that it wouUi be a sin to part them just at the last.

The gross grammatical errors in the latter part of

the last Paragraph, where the singular pronoun, it,

represents the jjlnral noun projects, and the* verb pro-

fess is in the past, instead of the present, time, one
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can account for, only on the supposition, that the ide«

of Reform had scared all the powers of thought from

the minds of the writers. This unhappy absence of

intellect seems to have continued to the end of the

piece ; for, here we have " no other object but," in-

stead of no other object than; and, the word " really'

put into the mouth of a king, and on such an occasion,

is something so very low, that we can hardly credit our

eyes when we behold it.

INTRODUCTION

To the Four Lessons on the productions of Lord Castlereagh,

the Duke of Wellington, the Marquis Wellesley, and the

Bishop of Winchester.

From the literary productions of Speakers and Minis-

tries, I come to those of Embassadors, Secretaries of State,

Ficeroys and Bishops. In these persons, even more

fully, perhaps, than in the former, we are entitled to

expect proofs of great capacity as writers. I shall give

you specimens, frona the writings of four persons of

this description, and these four, men Avho have been

entrusted with the management of affairs as important

as any that the king of this country ever had to commit

to the hands of his servants; I mean Lord Castlereagh,

the Duke of Wellington, the Marquis Wellesley, and the

Bishop of Winchester, the first of whom has been called

the greatest Statesman, the second, the greatest Captain,

the third, the greatest Viceroy, the fourth, the greatest

Tutor, of the age.

The passages which I shall first select from the

writings of the^e persons, are contained in State Papers,

relating to the Museums at Paris.

And here, in order that you may be better able to
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judge of the writings themselves, 1 ought to explain

to you the nature of the matters to which they relate,and

the circumstances under which they were written. The
Museums at Paris contained, in the year 181.5, when
the King of France was escorted back to that city by

the armies of the Allies, a great many Statues and

Pictures which Napoleon had, in his divers conquests

and invasions, taken from the collections of other coun-

tries and carried to France. When, therefore, the Allies

had, by their armies, possession of Paris, at the time

just mentioned, they rifled these Museums, and took

from them w hat had, or what they asserted had, be-

longed to the Allies respectively. The French contend-

ed that this was unjust, and that it was an act of pillage.

They said, that in 1814, when the Allies were also in

possession of the capital of France, they put forward

no claim to the things in question, which were to all

intents and purposes military booty, or prize ; and that

for the Allies to make this claim now was not only con-

trary to their own precedent of 1814, but that it was to

ji.ssume the character of enemies of France, directly in

the teeth of their own repeated declarations, in which

they had called themselves friends, and even allies of

France ; and in direct violation of their solemn

promises to commit against the French nation no act

of hostility, and to treat it, in all respects, as a friend.

The Allies had now, however, the poiver in their hands;

and the result was, the stripping of the Museums.

To characterize this act, committed by those who

entered France under the name of Allies of the king,

and of the great body of his people, and who took pos-

session of Palis in virtue of a convention which stipu-

lated for the security of all public property ; to cha-

raclerize such an act is unnecessary ; but we cannot
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help lamenting that the Ministers of England were

epen abettors, if not original instigators, in this memo-
rable transaction, which, of all the transactions of that

time, seems to have created the greatest portion of

rancour in the minds of the people of France.

That the English ^Ministers were the instigators, ap-

pears pretty clearly from the seizure (which was byforce

of arms) having been immediately preceded by a Paper

(called a Note) delivered by Lord Castlereagh, in the

Banie of the Prince Regent, to the Ambassadors of ths

.Allies, which Paper was dated 11th September, 1815,

and from which Paper I am now about to give you a

specimen of the writing of this Secretary of State.

LESSON in.

Remarks on Lord Castlereagh's Note, of the llth Septem-

ber 1815, on the subject of the Museums at Paris.

This Note sets out by saying th:it representations,

on the subject of the Statues and Pictures, have been

laid before the Ambassadors of the Allies, and that the

writer has received the commands of the Prince Re-

gent to submit, for the consideration of the Allies, that

which follows. After some further matter, amongst

which we find this " greatest Statesman " talking of

" the indulgencies (instead of indulgences) to which the

'French had a right " to aspire," (instead of to hope

for); after saying that the purity of the friendship of

the Allies had been " proved beyond a question " by

their last year's conduct, and " still more," that is

to sav, farther tlian beyond, by their this year's con-

duct ; after talking about the " substantial integrity"
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of France^ and thereby meaning:, that she was to be

despoiled of onhj a part of her dominions ; after talk-

ing about " coinbining " this " integrity with such an

adequate system of temporary precaution as may satis-

fy what the Allies owe to the security of their own sub-

jects ;
" after all this, and a great deal more of the

same description, we come to the paragraphs^ that I

am now going to remark on. Observe j I con-

tinue the numbering of the Paragraphs as if the whole

of the Papers, on which I am commenting, formed but

one piece of writing.

20. " Upon what principle can France, at the close Of such a
' war, expect to sit down with tlie same extent of possessions
' which she held before the Revolution, and desire, at tlie same
time, to retain tlie ornanu'iital spoils of nW other countries ? Is

' it, that there can exist a doubt of the issue of the contest or

of the power of the Allies to efTectuate what justice and policy

'require? if not, upon what principle deprive France of her late

territorial acquisitions, and preserve io \\e.Tt\\e spoliations apper-
' t<iiiii)ig to those territorivs, which all modern conquerors have

invariably respected, as inseparable from the country to which
' they belonged ?

21. " The Allied Sovereigns have perhaps somcthina: to atone
' for to' Europe, in consequence of the course pursued by them,

when at Paris, during the last year. It is true, they never did
' so far make theniselvcs parties in the crimiiialiti/ of this 7»ai\t

' of pliiiiilcr, as to sanction it by anv stipulation in their Trea-
' tics ; such a recognition has been on their part uiiiformly re-

' fused ; but they certainly did use their influence to repress

at that moment, any agitation of their claims, in the hope
' that France, not less subdued by their generosity, than by their

' arms, might be disposed to preserve inviolate a peace which had
' been studiously frapied to serve as a bond of reconciliation

between the Nation and the King. They had also reason te

expect that His .Majesty would be advised voluntarily to re-

' store a considerable proportion at least of these spoils to their

' lawful owners.

22. " i5ut the question is a very different one now, and to

' pursue the same course under circumstances so sssentially al-

' tered, would ' be, in the judgment of the Prince Regent,

' euiiallij unwise towards France, and iinjint towards out Allies, who
' Lave a direct interest in this question.
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23. " Hi« Royal Highness, in stating this opinion, feels it

" necessary to guard against the possibility of misrepresentation.

24. Whilst he deems it to be the duty of the Allied Sovereigns,
" not only not to obstruct, but to facilitate, upon the present
" occasion, the return of these objects to the places from whence
" they were torn, it seems not less consistent with their
" delicacy, not to suffer the position of their armies in
" France, or the removal of these works from the Louvre, to
*' become the means, either directly or indirectly, of bringing
" within their own dominions a single article which did not
" of right at the period of their conquest, belong either to
" their respective family collections, or to the countries over
'' which they now actually reign.

25. " "Whatever value the prince Regent might attach to
" such exquisite specimens of the tine arts, if otherwise
" acquired, he has no wish to hecovie possessed of them at
*' the expense of France, or rather of the countries to which
" they of right belong, more especially by following up a prin-
" eiple in ivar which he considers as a reproach to the nation
" by which it has been adopted, and so far from uishing to
" take advantage of the occasion to purchase fi-om the
" rightful owners uny articles they might, from pecuniary
" considerations, be disposed to part with. His Royal High-
" ness would, on the contrary, be disposed rather to afford
" the means of replacing them in those very temples and
" galleries, of which they were so long the ornaments.

26. " Were ic possible that his Royal Highness's sentiment*
" towards the person and cause of Louis XVHL could be
" broi'ght into doubt, or that the positicn of His Most
" Christian Majesty was likely to be injured in the eyes of
" His own people, the Prince Regent would not come to
" this conclusion, without tlie most painful reluctance ; but,
" on the contrary, His Royal Higlines.« believes that His Majesty
" will rise in the love and respect of his own subjects, in pro-
'' portion as He separates Himself from these remembrances
" of revolutionary warfare. These spoils, which impede a
" moral reconciliation between France and the countries she
*' has invaded, are not necessary to record the exploits of
" her armies, which, notwithstanding the cause in which
" they were achieved, must ever make the arms of the
" nation respected abroad. Bnt whilst these objects remain
" at Paris, constituting, as it were, the title deeds of the
" countries which have been given up, the se7itiments of
" reuniting these countries again to France will never be
" altogether extinct ; nor will the genites of the French
"people ever completely associate itself with the more limittU
" ea:isteuce assigned to the nation under the Bourbons."
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I shall say nothing of the logic of this passage ; and

I would fuinpass over the reahmd poorl)disguised motive

of the proceedings but this must strike every observer.

It is the mere writing which, at present, is to be

the principal ooject of our attention. To be sure, the

sentiments, the very thoughts, in paragraphs 24 and

2b, which speak the soul, as they are conveyed in the

language, of tlie sedentary and circumspect keeper of a

huckster's stand, or the more sturdy perambulating

bearer of a miscellaneous pack, do, with voice almost

imperious, demand a j)ortion of our notice ; while, with

equal force, a simihir claim is urged by the suspicions

in the former of t!;ese paragrahs, and the protestations

in the latter, which present to the nations of Europe,

and especially to the French nation, such a captivating

picture of Ei\y;\\s\i frankness and sincerity !

But, let us come to tlie tvriting : and here, in Pa-

ragraph "20, we have " spoliations, appertaining to

territories," though spoliation means the act of de-

spoiling, anil never does, or can, mean the thing of

which one has been despoiled ; and, next we have the

word u-li'ich, relating to spoliation, and tlien, the sub-

seipient part of the sentence tells us that spoliations

have invariably been respected.

lu the 2 1 St Paragraph, does the it relate to crimi-

nality, or to mass of plunder ; and, what is meancd by

a sanction given to either ? Could the writer suppose

it possible that it was necessary to tell the Allies

themselves that they had ?Jo/ sanctioned such things?

And here, if we may, for a moment, s'peak of ths

logic of our " greatest Statesman," the Allies did

sanction, not criminality, not a mass of plunder,

but the quiet possession of the specimens of art, by

leaving, in 1814, that possession as they found it.
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At the close of this paragraph we have a proportion,

instead of a part, an error common enough with

country fellows when they begin to talk fine; but one

that, surely, ought to be absent from the most stately

of the productions of a Secretary of State.

" Unwise towards France and unjust towards the Al-

lies," and "equally' too, is as pretty a specimen of what is

called iwa^fZe, as you shall find ; while " the refwrn of these

" objects," the not purloining of a " single article,' ' the not

wishing to " take advantage" and to purchase any of the

articles that the " owners might wish to part with," form

as fine an instance of the powers of the plume de crasse,

or, pen of viud, as you will be able to hunt out of the

history of a whole year's proceedings at tl le Police Offices.

But, in Paragraph 24, we have " their conquest.'' The

conquest of whom or what ? That of the Allies, that of

their dominions, or that of the "objects"? It is mi-

possible to answer, except by guess ; but, it comes

out, at any rate, that there was a conquest ; and this

" greatest Stateman " might have perceived, that this

one word was a complete answer to all his assertions

about plunder and spoliation ; for, that which is con-

quered is held of right ,• and, the only want of right in

the Allies forcibly to take these "articles," arose from

their having entered France as allies of the King of

France, and not as enemies and conquerors.

And what, in Paragraph 25, is meaned by "following

up a principle in war " ? The phrase, " follow up

a principle," is low as the dirt : it is chit-chat, and

very unfit to be used in a. writing of this sort. But,

as to the sense ; how could the Regent, even if he bad

purchased the pictures, be said to follow up a princi-

ple " in war " ? The meaning, doubtless, was, that

the Regent had no wish to become possessed of these
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things at the expense of France, or, rather at the ex-

pense of the countries to which they belonged, espe-

cially as he could not thus gratify his taste for the arts

without acting upon a principle, which the French had

acted'on in war. This meaning might, indeed, be sup-

posed to be contained in the above phrase of Lord

Castlereagh j but in a writing of this kind, ought any

thing to be left to supposition ?

The 26th Paragraph is an assemblage of all that is

incorrect, low and ludicrous. The "was" after Chris-

tian Majesty, ought to be could he, that is, " were it

possible that his position could be likely to be injured ;"

and not " were it possible that his position was likely

to be injured," which is dbwnright nonsense. And,

then only think of an injured position ; and of the king's

position being injured " in the eyes" of his people ! "But,

on the contrary." On the contrary ofwhat 9 Look back,

and see if it be possible to answer this question. Next

comes the intolerable fustian of the king " separating

himself from remembrances ^ and from this flight, down
the "greatest Statesman" pitches, ro/)s the attorney's

office, and calls the Statues and Pictures "title deeds,

as it were ;'' and this " as it were" is, perhaps, the

choicest phrase of the whole passage. But, in con-

clusion (for it is time to have done with it) what do

you say to " the sentiments of re-uniting the countries

to France " ? And, what do you say, then, to the

" genius " (that is, the disposition) of the French peo-

ple "associating itself with the limited existence assign-

ed to the nation under the Bourbons?" What do

youj say of the man, who could make use of these

words, when his meaning was, " that, as long as these

" Statues and Pictures remained to remind the French

" people of the late extent of the dominions of
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" France, their minds would not be completely recon-

•' ciled to those more narrow limits, which had now
." been prescribed to her" ? What do you say ©f the

man, who, having this plain proposition to state, could

talk of the genius of the people^ associating itself with

the more limited existence of the nation, the nation being

the people., and, therefore, his meaning, if there is any

sense in the words, being, that the people, as a nation>

had, under the Bourbons, had their existence, or length

of life,, abridged ? W-hat do you say, what can you say,

of such a man, but that nature might have made him

for a valet, for a strolling player, and possibly for an

auctioneer ; but never for a Secretary of State. Yet this

man was educated at the University of Cambridge I
*

LESSON IV.

Remarks on a dispatch of the Duke of Wellington (called

the greatest Captain of the age) relative to the Museums

at Paris.

Having, as far as relates to the Museums, taken a

sufficient view of the writing of the " greatest States-

vian " of the age, i now come to that of " the greatest

Captain." The writing that I am now about to notice

relates to the same subject. The Captain was one of

the Commanders at Paris, at the time above spoken

of; and, it is in that capacity that he writes. But,

we ought to observe here, that he is not only a ^great

* This Lesson was written in June, 1822. On the 12th of

August, 1822, this same Lord Castlereagh (being still Secretary* of

State) killed himself, at North Cray, in Kent, by cutting his throat.

A Coroner's Jury pronounced him to have been insane ; and, which
is very curious, a Letter from the Duke of Welli7igton was pro-

duced, to prove that the deceased had been insane f<jr some time.

Though, mind, he had been, for some time, and was when he cut

his throat, actually entrusted with the care and powers of the othei

two Secretaries' oflBces, (they being absent,) as well as those of the

office of Foreign Affairs !

L 2
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Captain, but a great Ambassador also ; that he was

Ambassador at the Congress of Vienna just before the

time we are speaking of; and tliat he was formerly

Senetary of State for Ireland.

The paper, from which I am about to make a quo-

tation, is a " dispatch" from the " greatest Captain" to

Lord Castlereagh , dated at Paris, ^3rd September, 1815,

soon after the Museums had been riHed.

I shall not t.ike up much of your time with the per-

formance of this gentleman } a short specimen will

suffice ; and that sluiU consist of the three first para-

graphs of his " dispatch."

Mv DEAR Lord,

2f . " There has b?en a qnnd tlenl of discussion here lately res-

" pectine the measures which 1 have been under the necessity
'* of adopting, in order to get fur the K'ngr of the Netherlands
" Lis Pictures, &c. from the Nluscums ; and lest thesereports should
" reach the Prince Rea:ent, I icish to trouble you, for His Royal
" Highnrss's information, with the following statement of what
•* has parsed.

28. " Shortly after the arrival of the Sovereigns at Paris, the
'* Minister of the King of the Netherlands claimed the Pictures,

" &c. belonging to his Sovereign, f^v^/Zy with those oi other powers;
" and, as far as I could learn, never could g^t any satisfactory

" reply from the French Government. After several conversations
'• with me, he addressed your Lordship an official ^oie, which was
" laid before the Ministers of the Allied' Sovereigns, assembled
" in conference ; and the suliject was taken into consideration

" repeatedly, with a view to discover a mode of doing justice

'' to the Claimants of the specimens of the arts in the Museums,
" without injuring the feelings of the King of France. In the
" mean time, the Prus-ians had obtained from His Majesty not
*' only all the really Prussian Pictures, but those belonging to

" rlie Prussian territories' on the left of the Rhine, and the

" Pictures, &c. belonging to all the allies of His Prussian

" Majesty ; and the subject pressed for an early decision ; and,

"your Lordship wrote your Note of the 11th inst. in which
'• it was fullv discussed.

29. " The Ministers of the King of the Netherlands, still

'• having no satisfactory answer from the French Go-
" verment, appealed to me as the General in Chief of the

" army of the King of the Netherlands, to know whether I
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" had any objection to employ His Majesty's Troops to obtain
" possession of what was his undoubted property. 1 referred
" this application again to the Ministers of the Allied Courts,
" and 710 objection having been stated, I considered it »iy diitif

" to take the necessary measures to obtain what icas his ri^ht."

The great characteristic of this writing (if writing

it ought to be called) is the thorough-paced vuhjaritij

of it. There is a meanness of manner as well as of

expression, and, indeed, a suitableness to the subject,

much too natural, in all its appearances, to have been

the effect of art.

The writer, though addressing a JNIinister of State,

and writing matter to be laid before a Sovereign, be-

gins exactly in the manner of a quidnunc talking to

another that he has just met in the street. *' There

has been z, good deal of discussion" (that is to say, talk)

" here ;" that is to say, at Paris, Castlereagh being, ai

the time, in London. The phrase " to get fur " is so

very dignified, that it could have come only from a

great man, and colild have been inspired by nothing

short of the consciousness of being " the Ally of all

the nations of Europe," as the writer calls himself in

another part of this famous " dispatch."

But, what are " these reports,'' of which the great

Captain speaks in the latter part of this paragraph ?

He had spoken of no reports before. He had mentioned

" discussion,'' and a " good deal '' of it ; but, had said

not a word about reports ; and these reports pop out

upon us like '• these six men in buckram," in Falstaff's

narrative to the Prince.

The Captain's " wishing to trouble " Lord Castle-

reagh, " for the Regent's information," clones this pa-

ragraph in a very suitable manner, and prepares the

mind for the next, where the Regent would find trouble
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enough, if he were compelled to find out the English

of it. The Dutch INIinister " claimed the, Pictures be-

longing to his sovereign, equally with those of other

powers," What ! did this Dutchman claim the whole ;

those belonging to the Dutch sovereign and those be-

longing to all the other powers besides ! This, to be

sure, would have been in the true Dutch style: but, thi^i

could hardly be the fact. If it were, no wonder that

the Duke had learned, that the Minister " never could

<^et any satisfactory reply ;
'' for, it must have beep a

ileal indeed that would have satisfied him.

The phrase, " he addressed your Lordship an offici;fl

JVote " is in the counting-house style ; and then to say

to Lord Castlereagh, " your Lordship wrote your Note

of the 11th of September," was so necessary, lest the

latter should imagine, that somebody else had written

the Note! Nor are the four ands in this paragraph to

be overlooked ; for never was this poor conjunction so

worked before, except, perhaps, in some narrative of

a little girl to her mother.

The narrative is, in the last quoted paragraph,

continued with unrelaxed Spirit. The Dutch Minister

• an still obtain no- satisfactory answer ; he asks the

Duke wliether he have any objection to use force, and

asserts, at the siime time, that the goods in question

are his master's " undoubted properly." Upon this the

Duke applies to the other ministers, and "no objection

having been stated," he co;isiders it his duty to obtain

'• what ivas his right ;
" that is to say, the Dutch king's

right.

Never was there surely a parcel of words be-

fore put together by any body in so clumsy a man-

ner. In a .subsequent part of the *' dispatch,'' we

bave this: "I added, that I had no instructions re-
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garding the Museum, nor no grounds on which to form

a judgment." In another place we have " the King of

the Netherland's Pictures.'' In another place we have
" that the inoperty should be returned to their rightful

owners.''

But, to bestow criticism on such a shocking abuse of

letters is to disgrace it ; and nothing can apologize for

what I have done but the existence of a generkl know-

ledge of the fact, that the miserable stuff that I have

quoted, and on which I have been remarking, pro-

ceeded from the pen of a man, who has, on inany oc-

casions, iiad some of the most important of the nation's

affairs committed to his management. There is in the

nonsense of Castlereagh a frivolity and a foppery that

give it a sort of liveliness, and that now-and-tben elicit

a smile ; but, in the productions of his correspondent

there is noihing to relieve ; all is vulgar, all clumsy, all

dull, all torpid inanity.

LESSON V.

Remarks on a Note presented by Lord Castlereagh to the

Ambassftdors of the Allies, at Paris, in Jahj, 1815, re-

lative to the Slave Trade.

30. " Viscount Castlereagh, his Britannick Majesty's Principal
" Secretary of State, &c., in reference to the communication he
" has made to the conference, of the orders addressed to the Ad-
" miralty to suspend all hostilities against the coast of France, ob-
" serves, tliat there is reason to foresee that French ship-owners
*' mi(fht be induced to renew the Slave Trade, under the supposition
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•' of tlic peri-mjitory nnA /o/ff/ abolition decreed by Napoleon Bona-
*' parte baviti;j: ceased with his power ; that, nevertheless, great ami
" powerful co/isi(hratio}t\; arising' from motives of h;imanity and
" eviu regard for the King's authority, roqtnre, tliat no time should
" be lost to mainiain in France, tlie entire a-ad immediate ahtlition

'* of the Tratfick in Slaves ; that if, at tlie time of the Treaty of.

•' Paris, the King's administration could wish a final but gradual
" stop should be fut to this Trade, in the space of five years, for
" the purpose of afl'ording the King the gratification of having con-
" suited, as much as possilile, the inteiests of the French Propri-
" etorsiii the Colonii's, now, that the absolute /i?'oA»ii7ie/« has been
" ordained, the question assumes enlirelij a different shape, yb;- if

" the King were to rivoke ihe said proliibition, he would give
" Himselfthe disadiHiutage of authorizing, in the interior of Frauce,
** the reproach wliich more than once has been thrown out against
" his former Government, of countenancing re-actions, and, at the
" same thnf, justift/ii-g, out ofFrance, and particularly in England,
" the Lelief of a systematic opposiUon to liberal ideas ; that accord-
" inglif the lime seems to Lave arrived when the Allies cannot hesi-

" tatc formally to give wciijht in France to the immediate and en-
" tire prohibition of the Slave Trade, a prohibition, the necessity
'* of v.hich has been acknowledged, in principle, in the Iruusactions
" of the Congress at Vienna."

Now, I put this question to you : do you understand

what this great Stateswan means ? Read the Note three

times over ; and thcii say, whether you understand what

he wants. Vou may guess ; but you ran go little further.

Here is a whole mass of graminatical errors ; but, it

is the obscurity, the unintelligibleness, of the Note,

that I think constitutes its greatest fault. On a way of

proving the badness of this writing, is, to exj)ress the

meaning of the writer in a clear manner; thus :

•* Lord Castlereagh obseives, that there is reason

" to apprehend that the French ship-owners may be

" induced to renew the Slave Trade, from a supposi-

" tion that the total abolition, recently decreed by

" Napoleon, has been nullified by the cessation of

" his authority ; that motives of humanity as well

" as a desire to promote the establishment of the

" king's authority, suggest that no time should be
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*' lost in taking efficient measures to maintain tlie de-

"cree of abolition ; that, at the time of the treaty of
" Paris, theking'sministers wished toabolish this trade,

••'but, in order that the king might, as much as possible,

*' consult the interests of the colonial proprietors, those
*' ministers wished the object to be accomplished by
" degrees during the space of five years ; that now,
" however, when the abolition has been actually de-
" creed, the matter assumes an entirely different shap.e,

" seeing tbat it is not now an abolition, but the refruin-

" ing from revoking an abolition that is proposed to

"be suggested to the king : that, if the king were to

" do this, he would warrant, amongst his own people,

*' the injurious imputation, more than once brought
" against his former government, of countenancing the

*' work of undoing and overturning, and would, at the

" same time, confirm foreign nations, and particularly

" the English, in the belief, that he had adopted a sys'.e-

" matic opposition to liberal principles and views j that,

" therefore, the interests of the king not less than those

"of humanity seem to call upon the Allies to give,

" formally, and without delay, the weight of their in-

" fluence in favour, as far as relates to France, of an

"entire and immediate abolition of the Slave Trade, an

" abolition the necessity of which has, in principle, at

" least, been acknowledged in the transactions of the

"Congress of Vienna."

Now, as to the several faulty expressions in the Note

of Castlereagb, though I have made great use of itql-

icks, I have not pointed out one half of the faults. Who
ever before heard of a, reason to foresee a. thing? He
meaned reason to believe that the thing would take place,

and, as it was a thing to be wished not to take place,

to apprehend was the word ; because to apprehend

L 5
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means to think of with some degree of fear. Wishing

to-morrow to be a fine day, what would you think of

jne if I were to say, that 1 had reason to foresee that it

would rain ? The viigJit is clearly wrong. If the abo-

lition were Mai, what had peremptory to do there ?

Could it be 7)iore than total >• The nevertheless had no

business there. He was about to give reasons why the

abolition-decree ought to be confirmed ; but, he had

stated no reason?, given by any body, vvhy it should not.

To lose no time to maintain ; and then the in France,

and then the immediate ; altogether here is such a mess

of confusion that one cannot describe it. " To main-

tain in France" would lead one to sup])ose that tTiere

was, or had been, a slave trade in France. The next

part, beginning with " that if," sets all criticism at de-

fiance. Look at the verbs, could wish, and should be !

Look at of having. Then comes prohibition for abolition,

two very different things. To assume entirely a different

shape is very different from to assume an entirely dif-

ferent shape. The latter is meaned anri tlie former is

said. Then what does the/or do there ? What con-

sequence is he coming to r How was he going to show

that the shape was different ? He attempts to show no

such thing
J
but, falls to work to foretel the evils which

will fall on the king of France if he revoke Napoleon's

decree. And, here, doddess of Grub-street, do hear

)iim talking of the king of France giriw^r himself the

disadvantage of authorising reproaches! Jf the king's

conduct would jusii/y people in believing ill of Him,

why should it justify the English in particular ? They

might, indeed, be more ready to believe ill of him ; but,

it could not be more just in them than, in others. An

opposition to ideas is a pretty idea enough ; and so is the

giving oj ue'ight in Frai.cc to an immediate prohibition !
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Never was there, surely, such a piece of writing; seen

before ! Fifty years hence, no man, who should read

it, would be able to ascertain its meaning. I am able

to pick it out, because,, and only because, I am ac-

quainted with the history of the matter treated of. And

yetyniost momentous transactions, transactions involv-

ing the fate of millions of human beings, have been

committed to the hands of this man !

It is not unnecessary for me to observe, that, though

I have stated the meaning of this Note in a way for it

to be understood, I by no means think, that, even in

the wnrds in which I have expressed it, it was a proper

Note for the occasion. It was false in professions ; and

it was, as towards the king of France, Insolent in a high

degree. Even if it had been just to compel the king

to abolish the Slave Trade, the matter might have been

expressed in a less offensive manner^ and, at any rate, he

might have been spared the bjutal taunt that we nieet

with towards the close of this niotchless specimen of

diplomatic stupidity.

Hoping that this, book will outlive the recollection

of the triinsactions treated of by the Papers on which

I have been remarking, it seems no more than justice

to the parties to say, that the abolition, which was thus

extorted, had effect but for a very short time 5 that the

French nation never acknowledged it as bindings that,

at this moment {Jane 182*2) complaints iire made in the

House of Commons of the breach of agreement on the

part of the French ; that the Frencli have revived and

do carry on the traffick in African slaves ; that our Mi-

nisters promise to make remonstrances ; but that, they

dare not talk of war ; -and that, vVithout declaring their

readiness for war, their remonstrances can have no

effect.
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LESSON VI.

Remarks on passages in Dispatches, from the Marquis

Wellksley, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, to discount

Sidmoutli and to Mr. Peel, se:retaries of State, dated

Dublin Castle,from 3d Jan. to 12th June, l82<-2 ; and

also on the Charge of the Bisuop of Winchester, de-

livered in Juli/, l&l'i.

31. " CoNCLUDiN G that your Lordship had been Apprized, be-
" fore my arrival ir. Dublin, of every important cireunistance
" respectiiiur the unliiippy disturbances which have prevailed in this

" country, 1 proceed to submit tn t/(.n, for his Majrstt/'s conside-

" ration, sucli information as I have received on that subject dur-
" ing the few days which have passed since my tuccemioti to this

" Government.
32. " I propose to arrange this information with reference to

" each county re.yiectife/y, for the purpose of facilitating a com-
*' parison with such statements .as may already be in your Lord-
•' ship's possession, and of enabling you to form a judgment of
'* the relative state of each particular district at the different pe-
" riudi of lime specified in each ducumfui."

The Marquis's style is not, in general, low and clumty :

it has the opposite faults, afftictation a,nd foppishness ;

and, where the meaning of the writer is obscure, it is

not so much l)ecause he has not a clear head, as be-

cause he cannot condescend to talk in the language and

manner of common mortals.

I

" Hod been apprized before of disturbances which have

prevailed " presents great confusion as to times. We
can hardly come at the precise meaning. It should

have been :
" Concluding, that, before my arrival, your

" Lordship were apprized of every important circum-

" stance respecting the unhappy disturbances, prevail-
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" ing in this country." For, the prevalence was stilt in

existence. To submit is to place at the disposal of, to put

under the power of; and, therefore, transmit, or send,

was the proper word ; for, it is the king to whom the

information is submitted. The Marquis sent the infor-

mation to Lord Sidmouth that he might submit it to the

king.

" Succession to this government " is a strangely pomp-

ous phrase at best. But, it is not correct j for, his svc-

cession (if it were one) took place at l-.is appointment

;

and he is about to speak of what he has learned since

his arrival in Dublin ; and, why not say arrival ?

The 32u Paragraph is, perhaps, as complete a speci-

men of smoothness in words and of obscurity in mean-

ing as ever found its way upon paper ; and yet this

was an occasion for being particularly clear, seeing that

the Marquis was here explaining the plan of his dispatch.

IVith reference to mean§ in relation to, as appertaining to,

having a view towards. The first is the best for the

Marquis ; and that is little short of nonsense j for, what

is arranging information in relation to each county ?

What does it mean ? Not wliat the Marquis thought

he was saying, which was, that he proposed to speak

of the state of all the counties, and that the information

relating to each county he meaned to place under a sepa-

rate head. This was what he meaned ; but, this he

does not say.

And then, again, what does respectively do here after

each ? Respectively means particularly, or relatively ;

and, ds he had before said, or meaned to say, that he

proposed to place the information relating to each

county under the head of that county, what need was

there of the addition of this long and noisy adverb ?

To be sure, to place the information under separate
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heads, each head confining itself to the informutioii

rehxting" to one county, was a very good way of facili-

tating a comparison uf this iuformation with that which

was already in Lord Sidmouth's possession ; but, it

was not enough to say, "facilitating a comparison with

such statements ;
" and, there appears, besides, to be no

reason to conclude, that the information before pos-

sessed was arranged according to counties : on the

contrary, the Marijuis's laying down of his plan wouUl

induce us to suppose that the arrangement of his matter

was new.

The latter part of the sentence is all confusion. The

Marquis means, that, by placing his information as be-
'

fore described, he shall enable Lord Sidmouth to form

a judgment of the state of each district now, compared

with the state in which it was at the date of the former

information. The " relative state of each particular dis-

trict " may mean, its state at one period compared with

its stale at another period ; but, " at different periods of

time" by no means gives us this idea. And, even if it

did, what are we to do with the " each document" at

the close ? Eadi means one of itvo, one of more than

one. So tliat here we have the relative stale of a dis-

trict at the different periods of time s\)ec\i}e(\ in one docu-

ment ; and the main point that the Martjuis was driving

at was, to show Lord Sidmouth the manner in which

he was going to enable him to compare the contents

of the present documenl with those of the documents

already held in his iM)ssession.

I have taken, here, the first two sentences of the

dispatch. Tiiey are a fair specimen of tlie Marquis's

style, the great ciiaracteristie of which is, obscurity

arising from affectation. What he meaned was this :

" I propose to place the inforiiiatiou relating to eacli
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" county under a distinct head, for the purpose of fa-

" cilitating a comparison of this information with that

" which your Lordship may already possess, and also

"for the purpose of enabling you to form a judgment
" of the present state of, each county, compared witli

" the state in which it was at the date of former dis-

" patches.'' And, would it not have been better to

write thus than to put upon paper a parcel of words,

the meaning of which, even if you read them a hun-

dred times over, must still remain a matter cf uncer-

tainty r

But^ ihere is another fault here ; and that is, all the

latter part of the sentence is a mere redundancy ; for

of what was Lord Sidmouth to " form n judgment ?
"

A judgment of the comparative state of the country at

the two periods ? ^Vhat could this be more than the

making of the comparison ? Judgment, in this case,

means opinion ,- and, if the Marquis bad said, that hi,s

object was to enable Loitl Sidmouth to form a judg-

ment as to what ought to be done, for instance, in con-

sequence of the change in the state of the countrj',

there would have been some sense in it ; but, to enable

him to see the change was all that the Marquis was

talkiag about; and the very act of niaking the compa-

rison was to discern, or judge of, the change.

It is not my intention to swell out these remarks, or,

.with this Dispatch before me, I co^ld go on to a great

extent indeed. Some few passages, I cannot, however,

refrain from just pointing out to you.

33. " T.he commandin": Officer at B&ntrv rfjioris a darhig-

" attack made a few aig-hts previcusly, on scvt-ral very re-

" Spectable houses in the ii:. mediate vicinity of that town,
" by ar niiinerous banditti, who succeeded in obtaining;

" arms from many ; and the officer stationed at Skibbercen
*' ttate.i his - ojAuion, that th? spirit of disaffection, which
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" had been confined to the notliern Baronies of tlie county, had
"^spread in an alarming measure ihr<>us(h the Avlu>le of West
*' Carbery ; that nightly meetinajs are held at various places or
*' the coast, and that bands of offenders assemble, consisting of not
" less than three hundred in eacli l)aiul."

84. " It farther appears, from various communications, that the
" greater part of the population of the nothern part of the coun<y
'' of Cork hnd assendjied in the mountains, and that they have in

"i some places made demonstrations of attack, and in others,
" have committed outrages by day, wilh increased forces and
** boldness."

" Reports an attack " is of the slang military, and

should not have forced its way into this Diypatch.

" Stales his opinion, that " is little better. Jiut, it is to

the (trange confusion in the times of tlie I'crbs tha.t I

here wish to direct your attention. This is a fault the

Marquis very frequently commits.

55. " Tlie Magistrates r.-'sident at Danmanaway report, thai
'' illegal oaths have for a lr>n^ titiir bnn administered in that neigh-
" bonrhood ; that nocturnal meetings have frequently been held

;

" that \n the adjoining parishes, notices of an inihim l.atory do.
" 8'M'iption have been posted ; arid in one parisli, arras h:ive bci'n

" taken from the peaceable inhabitants.*'

56. " The Rictor of -reports, on the lOlh, that six houses
" of his parishioners had been attacked on the jircceding night,
" and some arms oljtained from them, and then an attempt Lad
" been made to assrisxinate Captain liernrird, an active yeomanry
" officer, when only a short distance behind his corps , but that'

" owing to the pistol presented at him missing tire, he escaped, and
" his brother shot the assailant."

We do not know, from the words, " liace fur a lung

time been administered," whether the oaths were ad-

ministered a long time ago, or are now, and hmg
have been acUninistering . The that should have

been repeated between the and and the in towards

the ch)se of Paragraph 3.5 ; for the want of it takes

the last fact out of the report of the Magistrates,

and makes it an assertion of the Marquis. The same
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remark applies to the 36th Paragraph, where, for the

want of the tho.t between the and and the then, it is the

Marquis and not the Rector, who asserts the fact of an

attempt to assassinate the Captain. An odd sort of an

atteaipt to assassinate, by-the-by, seeing that it was

made by a pistol openly presented at him, and that, too,

when his troop was just on before, and when his bro-

-ther was so near at hand as to be able to shoot the

assailant ! But assassinate is become a fashionable word

in such cases.

37. '^a the evening of the same day a detachment of
" the 1 1th regiment was attacked, oa its march from
" Mackroom to Bandon, by a pajty of 60 men, who foUon^ed
" it for three miles, and tdok advantag* of the inclosnres
*' to fire, and to retard the march of the Kind's troops."

The meaning is, that the party of GO men follo\Ved

it [the Regiment], took advantage of the inclosures to

tire on it, and to retard its march ; but, the Marquis,

from a tiesire to write ^«e, leaves us in doubt, whether

the fteginient and the King's troops be the same body

of men ; and this doubt is, indeed, countenanced by

the almost incredible circumstance, that a regulhr

reglmpnt should he followed for three miles, and actually

have its march retarded by sixt^j men !

33. " A countryman's house is also stated to have been at-

" tacked by forty men, well mounted and armed, who severely
" beat and wounded him and toyk his horse. reports a

u

" attack ou the house of Mr. Sweet, .v.e^.r Macroom, who,
" having received previous intimation of the attack, and ha\-iug

." prepared for defence, succeeded iti repulsing the assailants, about
" two hundred in number, with a loss of twu killed, who were car-

" ried nff b<j their associates, although their horses were secured."

Here we have reports an attack again ; but, your at-

tention is called to the latter part of the paragraph,

where it would appear that Mr. Sweet sustained a
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loss of- two killed; aiul yet these two de;ul men were

carried off by their assailants. If the Marquis hail stopped

at the word killed, it would have been impossible not

to understand him to mean, that Mr. Sweet had two

of his men killed.

39. " A magistrate communicates, that information liad

" been received by him of several intended attacks upon -houses
" in that neighltourliood, but that they had been prevented by the

" judicious eMjt/i.'jmeiit of the police, stationed at Sallans, under
" the Peace Preservation Act."

By empioijing the Police in a judicious manner the

Marquis means ; but, says quite another thing.

40. " Tlie Police Magistrate of Westmeath reports the setting

fire to a farmer's outhouses, which, together with the cattle in

them, WAS consumed."

It should be " the setting of fire ;" and, it should be

loere, and not was ; for the deuce is in it, if out-houses,

together icith the cattle in them, do not make up a plural.

41. " The result of the facts stated in this dispatch, a7td its

" indosurcs, seems to justify an opinion, that although no material
'< change has occurred in any other part of Ireland, the distur-

" bances in the vicinity of Macroom /uive assumed a mure decided
" aspect nf general disorder, and accordingly I have resorted to

" additional measures of precaution and military operation."

There should be an in between the and and the its.

But, it is not the result of the/ac<s that seem to justify

the opinion ; it is the /rtc/s themselves i\\\\t justify the

opinion, and the opinion is the result. Measures of mili-

tary operation, too, is an odd sort of phrase. This

panigraph is all bad from beginning to end ; but 1 am
merely pointing out prominent and gross errors.

42, '' Another Magistrate reports several rolifjcries of arms
" in the Parishes of Skull and Kilmoe, and the burning of

*' a corn store at Crookhaven ; and another, in ivpresenting the
*' alarming state of the county, adds, that the ol/Ject of the
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" insurgeats, in one district at least, has not been confined to the
'' lower'mf;' of rejits and tithes, but extended to the refusal also of
" the Priest's dices."

To rob applies to the person or thing from whom or

which something- is violently and unlawfully taken.

Men rob a man of his money, or a house of its goods
;

but, it is not the money and goods that are robbed. Yet

this is a very common phrase with the Marquis, who,

in other places, talks of "plundering arms from people
"

and who, by saying, six hundred and seventy-sixfire-arms
"

and the like, leaves us clearly to understand, that he is

at liberty«to use this noun in the singular, and, of course

to say a j?re-arm whenever he may choose j a liberty,

however, which I would, my dear James, earnestly

recommend to you never to think of taking.

To confine and extend an object does not seem to be

very clear sense 3 and, at any rate, to say, that the

object of lou-ering rents and tithes has been extended

to the refusal also of the Priest's dues makes sad work

indeed. Without the also, the thing might pass ; but,

that word makes this part of the sentence downright

nonsense.

43. " No additional military force, no ' improvement
" nor augmentation of the police, would now be effectual

" without the aid ofctbe Insurrection Act ; with that aid, it ap-
" pears to be ratioaal to expect that tranquillity may be main-
" tained, confirmed, and extended throughout Ireland. It is there-

" fore ray duty, in ereiy view, to request the renewal of the

" law ; nf which the optration forms the subject of this dis-

^' patch."

Did any man, in any writing of any sort, ever be-

fore meet vvith any thing like this ? Suppose I were to

say, " the •writings of which the inaccuracies form the

subject of these remarks," what would the world

think and sayof nie? This is indeed " prose rtin :i:ad."
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44, " With respect to Wcstineath, the Chief Magistrate of
" Police has s/aied tlie rcvivnl of those party J'eiid^ and personal
*' couflivts in the neighbourhood of Miillingar m hicli are conBi-
*- dered in this country to be indications of tht return of public
" tranquillity, and fioiu which the Majjistrate expects the detectkiii

" of past o^etices against tJie State."

One loses sight of all about language here, in con-

templating the shocking, the horrible fact ! For, what

is so horrible as the fact here officially stated, that

party feuds and personal conjlicis are deemed indications

favournble to ihe. government, -And that they are expected

by the magistrate to lead to the detection of past offences

against the state ! As to'the grammar : to " state the

revival " is just as good English as it would be to say,

that the magistrate has stated thejine weather. The
" The return" ought to be " a return."

45. "The 'early exjiiralion of the Act would, at least,

" hazard the revival vi that tyranny ; the restraints im-
" posed on violence have not yet been of si»fficteiit duration
" to form any solid fcuudutio^i of a iietter and more discii<line<I

" disposition in the minds of the ptople. Even now it is belicv-

" cd that arms are sctaiiied in the hope of the crpiratiuu of the law
" on the first of August : and altliough a more aus|)icious senti-

" mcnt may exist in the hearts of some, even of the guilty, it would

*'he. contrary to all prudrnt policy and providmt wisdom, by a pre-

" mature relaxation of the law, to jitt'ord f;.cility1o the accom-
" plishment of the worst designs, and to weaken the protections

" and safeguards, whic h now secure the lives and jjroperlies of
" the loyal and obedient, befora the spirit of outrage had be«a
*' effectually extinguished."

" To hazara the revival" is not correct. To

hazard is to expose to danger ; and certainly the

Marquis did not mean, that the revival of the

tyranny was a thing that ought not to be put in dan-

ger. The word hazard had no business there.

Another mode of expression ought tc have been used
;
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such as, " exposed the country to the danger of a re-

vival of the tyranny."

The semicolon, after tyranny^ ought to have been a full

point. " In the hope of the expiration " is bad enough
;

but, it is the arrangement of this sentence ; the placing

of the several parts of it, Avhich is most worthy of your

attention, and which ought to be a warning to every one

who takes pen in hand. " Prudent policy and provident

wisdom " would seem to say, that there are such things

as imprudent policy and improvident wisdom ; but, still,

all the rest is inferior, in point nf importance, to the

confusion which follows, and which leaves you wholly

in doubt as to the meaning of the writer. Now, ob-

serve with what facility this mass of confusion is re-

duced to order, and, that, too, without adding to, or

taking from the Marquis one single word. I begin

after the word wisdom : " to afford, by a premature

" relaxation of the ,law, facility to the accomplishment

" of the worst designs, and to weaken, before the

" spirit of outrage had been effectually extinguished,

" the safeguards which now secure the lives and pro-

"perties of the loyal and obedient.*'

How clear is this ! And, how much more har-

monious and more elegant, too, than the sentence of

the Marquis ; and, yet the words are all the same iden-

tical words ! Tov.'ards the close of Letter XXI, I gave

you, from Dr. Johnson and Dr. Watts, some striking

instances of the wrong placing of words in sentences :

and, lest these should be insufficient to keep so great

a man as the Marquis in countenance, I will here show

that a Bishop can commit errors of the same sort, and

greater in degree.

I have before me " a Charge delivered to the

" Clergy of the Diocese of Winchester, at a pri-
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^' mary visitation of that diocese, by George Tomlixe,
" D. D. F. R. S. Lord Bishop of Winchestei', Prelate ofthe

" Most Noble Order of the Garter." We will not stop

here to enquire what a " prelate's " office may require

of him relative to an Order which history tells us arose

out of A favourite lady dropping her garter at a dance
;

but, I must observe, that, as the titles here stand, it

would appear, that the last is deemed the t)iost honour-

able, and oiviost importance to the Clergy ! This JJishop,

whose name was Prettyman, was- the tutor of that IVil-

liam Pitt, who was called the heaven-born Minister, and

a history of whose life has been written by this

Bishop. So that, we have here, a Doctor of Di-

vinity, a Fellow of the Royctl Society, a Prelate of

the Most Noble Order of the Garter, and a Bishop

of one of the richest sees in the tohole world, who,

besides, is an Historian, and was Tutor to a heaven-

born Minister. Let us, then, see what sort of writing

comes from such a source. I could take an incorrect

sentence, I could even take a specimen of downright

nonsense, from almost any page of the Charge. But,

I shall content myself with the very first sentence

of it.

46. "My Reverend Brethren, being called to pre-

" side over this distinguished Diocese at a late period

" of life, I have thought it incumbent upon me not to

" delay the opportunity of becoming. personally ac-

" quainted with my Clergy longer than circumstances

" rendered absolutely necessary."

There are two double meanings in this short sen-

tence. Was he called at some former time, to pre-

side over the diocese when he should become oti?

or was he, when he had become old, called to pre-

side over the diocese ? But what follows is still
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worse. Does he mean, that he thought it incumbent

on him to become acquainted with his Clergy as soon

as possible, or, as short a time as possible? To delay an op-

portunity is not very good ; and, that which is of a

man's own appointment and which proceeds purely

from his own will, cannot strictly be called an oppor-

tunity. But, it is the double meaning, occasioned by the

wrong-placing of the words, that I wish you to attend to.

Now, see how easily the sentence might, with the

same words, have been made imequivocal, clear and

elegant :
—" My Reverend Brethren, being called, at

" a late period of life, to preside over this distinguished

"Diocese, I nave thought it incuttibent on me not to

" delay, longer than '.'ircumstances rendered absolutely

" necessary, the opportunity of becoming personally

" acquainted with my'Clergy."

How easy it was to write thus ! And yet this Bishop

did not know how to do it. I dare say, that he

corrected and re-corrected every sentence of this

Charge. And yet, what bungling work it is, after

all ! And, these are your college and university

bred men ! These are the men who are called

Doctors on account of their literary acquirements,

doctus being the Latin word for learned ! Thus it is

that the mass of mankind have been imposed upon by

big-sounding names, which, however, ^.have seldom

failed to ensure, to those who have assumed them,

power, ease, luxury, and splendour, at the expense of

those who have been foolish or base enough to ac-

quiesce, or to seem to acquiesce, in the fitness of the

assumption.

Such acquiescence is not, however, so general now-

a-days as it formely was ; and the chagrin which

the "Doctors" feel at the change is not more evident
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than it is amusing. In the very Charge, which I have

just quoted, the Tutor of the heaven-born Minister

says, "A spirit is £till manifest amongst us, producing

an impatience of controul, a reluctance to acknowledge

superiority, and an eagerness to call in question the ex-

pediency ofestablishedforms and customs." U'hat! is it then

a sin : is it an offence against God, to be reluctant to " ac-

knowledge superiority " in a Bishop who cannot write so

well as ourselves ! Oh, no ! We are not to be censured,

because we doubt of the expediency of those establish

-

mentSj those Colleges and Universities, which cause

immense revenues, arising from public property, to be

expended on the education of men, who, after all,

can produce, in the literary way, nothing better than

writings such as those on which we have now beet4

remarking.

END.

B. BENSLET, FBINT R, ANUUVSK.
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ENGXISH CXtAiaiVIAZt.

L ENGLISH GRAMMAR.—Of this work sixty thousand copies

have now been published, and a new edition came from the press

a few months ago, I verily believe that this book has done
more to j>roduce real education, as far as correct writing and
speaking goes, than any book tiiat ever was published. I have
been continually receiving, from the year twenty to the present
time, the thanks, by word of mouth, or by letter, from youug men,
and even from old men, who have said, that though many of them
had been at school, and even at the University, they never rightly

understood any thing of grammar until they studied this work.
Doctor Mitchel, of New York, (a very learned man, and
member of almost all the learned societies in Europe, and of all

those in America,) said, just after this work was publi-hed, that

every body should read Cobbett's Grammar : those who knew
nothingof the subject, in order to know something of it ; and those
whothoughtthemselves good grammarians, in order that they might
discover that they had a great deal yet to learn. This compliment
was, perhaps, too high, though it was not expressed in my pre-
sence. I have often given the Reviewers a lash for suffering this

book to work its way to this extent, without daring to notice it;

and particularly the Scotch Reviewers, against whom I have the
greatest grudge ; but I have recently discovered, that the Edin-
burgh Encvclopsdia has noticed this book, and said, that it is

" for all common purposes, the best treatise we possess, and that
" it is entitled to supersede all the popular, and many of the scien-
*' lific, productions on the subject of our language." These gen-
tlemen say, that they differ from me in some points, both as Xo po-
litics and literature; and that they disapprove of some parts of this

work. They allude to the political sentiments contained in the
book, and introduced, generally, in the way of examples or \a-

stances; and they particularly allude, perhaps, to many criticisms

on King's speeches, and on the writings of men in public situations.

I am well aware that these parts of the work have prevented it frora

s<>tting aside all the other English grammars in all the schools in

the kingdom. A schoolmaster would be ruined, if he were kuowa
to teach by this grammar: for a schoolmaster to do this, with re-

gard to the children of tax-eaters, would be like feeding young rata

with arsenic; and a very large part of those who can afford to

send children to school, are either tax-eaters, or wish to be such.

The book would, of itself, have been a good fortune, if it had beeu
written by any other man ; and if the politics had been carefully

excluded. But 1 knew this from the beginning : an abstruse, a



dry, an almost disgusting subject, made so plain, so clear, so fa-

miliar, and so pleasant and entertaininij ai the same time, this was
a thing' that was sure to become of universal use ; and the profits

would, of course, have been in proportion. I was told (I wanted
no telling) that the politics would be an insuperable ol)stacle to

this very great success. My answer was, " 1 know it; but, be-
•' sides the pleasure which I have in contemplating the heavy and
" well-merited blows that I herein give the boroughmongers ; be-
" sides this pleasure, 1 foresee that the day will come when these
" political sentiments will be the sentiments of the whole naticni

j
•' and when men will wonder that they ever could have been dis-
" approved by any men of sense and of honesty; at any rate, the
" sentiments are just; the facts are true; and those who reject
*' the book on account of them, will have the goodness to go with-
*' out the benefit of its instructions; I will abide by my book ; let

" them abide by their baseness and their ignorance." This book
was written in Long Island, in the summer of 1818: it is in

the form of Letters addressed to my son .Iames, who was thea
fifteen years old ; ami who then began, for the first tinie in his

life, even to look into a book of any sort, at my suggestion. He
copied my manuscripts as 1 proceeded ; we sent it to the press at

New York, and sent copies of the manuscript to England at the

same time. 1 was two months about it, in the intervals left by the
Register, and the occupations of shooting and farming, and visiting

my kind neighbours, and smoking cigars. This is a duodecimo
volume, and the price is THREE SHI LLINGS, bound in boards.

This new edition has been very carefully revised and corrected,

and is of excellent paper, and of very good and distinct print.

FXtSSrCH aTLATHLTflAIL.

2. FRENCH GRAMMAR; or. Plain histructions for the

Leaniirig of French. Price, boilnd in boards, FIVE SHILLINGS.
The great sale of this, is, perhajis, the best criterion of its qua-

lities. I addressed this, in a series of letters, to my youngest sou,

who is now fourteen years and a half old, and who has just begua
to read it; that being aliimt the age that I think it best for boys
to begin to read books; and, as to girls, they will always begin. soon
enough, if you suffer any books to be in the house. I have no no-
tion of setting little creatures down to pore o\er printed letters^

before it is possible for them to understand any reason which you
give for any thing. The first thing, in my mind, is, to do your
best to cause them to have healthy bodies ; then, as soon as they

can reason, they will, if they have sound minds, learn any things

you put before them; and they will, in a trice, overtake the little

masters that have been perched upon a form from three years old

to fourteen. I hare made this grammar as plain as I possibly

could: I have encountered and overcome all the difficulty of
giving clear definitions : I have proceeded in such a way as to

make the task-of learning as little difficult as possible; iu short, 1

now look upon my work as perfect.

ZTAI.ZAXV GRAMMAXt.
3. AN ITALIAN GRAMMAR, by Mr.lAv.i.s Pall Cobbett.—

This work is just ])ublished. It is entitled "A Grammar of the
•* Italian Language ; or, a Plain and Compendious Introduction to
*• the Study of Italian." Price (is. Throughout this grammar, the

author has supposed himself to be addressing those who are altoi-

gether unacquainted with the subject; he has, therefore, taken the



greatest pains, both as to the proper ariangement erf the several

matters treated of, aud that clearness of explanation which they
require. At the same time, the work will be found useful to those
who are more than mere beginners. It professes to be an " intra-

duction" only, and comes within a moderate compass; but while
the author has set out by noticing points the most simple, he has,

in the course of his task, studiously called the reader's attention to

the greatest difficulties that occur in the study of Italian. Of the
importance of these difficulties the author may pretend to be a
judge, since he has had to encounter them himself, and the want of
assistance from books called grammars, has induced him to think
that the results of his own study, as contained in the present work,
may be of service to others.

COTTAGE SCOTTOIVC'S'.

4. COTTAGE ECONOMY. I wrote this Work professedly for

the use of the labouring and middling classes of the English
nation ; and I knew that the lively and pleasing manner of the
writing would cau^e it to have many readers, and that thus its

substance would get handed to those who could not read. I made
myself acquainted with the best and simplest mode of making beer

aud bread, and these 1 made it as plain as, I believe, words could
make it. It was necessary, further, to treat of the keeping of

Coivs, Pigs, Bees, and Poultry, matters which I understood as well

as any body could, and in all their details ; and I think it impossi-
ble for any one to read the book without learning something of

utility in the management of a family. It includes my writings
also on thfe Straw Plait. A Duodecimo Volume. Price 25. M.

This work was written with the sole view, not of having it read
by labouring people, but with the sole view of its being useful to

them ; because, if read by persons capable and willing to commu-
nicate useful information to them, it would, in this way, naturally
have its desired effect. I was, at the time I wrote it, and still am,
of the opinion, that infinite mischief has arisen to tlie community
from the general use of tea and such like slops; and from the use of
potatoes as a substitute for bread. No man that ever lived has had
a greater desire than I always have had to see the labouring people'

well off; not only from mere feelings of humanity, but from my
conviction, that if the great body ot the labourers be in a state of

misery in any country, that country must necessarily be immoral
and comparatively feeble, and that real civjl liberty, such as our
forefathers enjoyed, cannot co-exist with such misery. 1 am writ-

ing political essays here, instead of an advertisement ; but politics

form my grand vocation ; and, therefore, in spite of critics, I will

Eroceed. It seems i/«eer to say; it seems to be an odd notion;

ut it is my fixed opinion, that the use of tea and other slops, ac-

companied by that of the abominable potatoes ; that the general

use of these things have tended greatly to lower the people of

England iu.the scale of humanity, or human existence; and I do
veriiy believe, that, if we could have Parliamentary Reform; if we
could have even the repeal of the malt , hop, and soap and candle

tax complete, aud if the people still continued the use of the tea

slops, all these changes would be of little avail. It is hardly to be
supposed that a repeal of the malt and hop tax, which would enable

a man to have a quart of good fresh and hearty beer for a. penny •

it is hardly possible to believe, that he would still persevere in suf-

fering his wife to make seven hundred and thirty fires in a year, for
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the cooking of the tea-kettle, or " devil's head," besides^putting
him to the enormous expense of tea and sugar and tea tackle, and
washing- up of tea things seven hundred and thirty times in a year

;

and the breakage of those tea things, and the running to the shop
after the stuff; it is hardly jiossible to believe that this could con-
tinue, while the labouring man might set that same wife to brew
about twelve times in the year, and to make for herself, as well as
for him and his children, a (juart of excellent good beer for a
penny : it is hardly possible to believe this; but, if such a thing
cduld be, and such a thing were, 1 have no scruple to say, that we
mightthen regard it as impossible that the labourers of this coun-
try would ever again see the days that their fathers saw only seventy
years ago ; the heavy taxes it was that stripped the labourers of
their beer barrels and brewing utensils ; that stripped them of the
means of buying malt and hops ; that drove them to the chandler's
shop and the tea-kettle; that sent warm water down their throats
instead of cold beer. Jn the accursed habit they have continued,
and continue they must, until the cause be removed; but, when
that cause shall be removed, my ho{)e is that they will return to
their former habits. It was with the view of facilitating this re-
turn, that "Cottage Economv" was written.

THS -WOODXiAXlDS.
5, THE WOODLANDS: or, a Treatise on the preparing of

ground for planting; on the planting; on the cultivating; on the
pruning; and on the cutting down, of Forest Trees and Under-
woods; describing the usual growth and size, and the uses of each
Bort of tree, the seed of each, the season and manner of collecting
the seed, the manner of preserving and of sowing it, and also the
rnanner of managing the young plants until fit to plant out; the
Trees being arranged in alphabetical order, and the list of them,
including those of America as well as those of England, and the
English, French, and Latin name, being prefixed to the direction
relative to each tree respectively.

This is the title of the book; and all that is necessary for me
to say further of it is, that 1 have made the book in conformity
•with the title, and that the reader may know every thing about
these matters, that I myself know. This is differing from my
usual practice, published in the Octavo form ; but it is a book to
be purchased by few except those who have lands ; it is printed on
very fine paper, and the print is excellent; a book in all respects
worthy of the best libraries in the kingdom. The price is

FOURTEEN SHILLINGS, bound in boards. There is no other
book, that I know of, nor any other six or seven books, that con-
tain all the information which is here contained. 1 know every
thing about the rearing and managing of trees myself, from the
gathering of the seed to the cutting down and the applying of the
tree; and all that 1 know I have communicated in this book ;
which, if it contained nothing but the directions respecting the
trenching-, would be more valuable than any other book upon the
subject which I have ever seen,

THE SKGXZSB GAXlX>EZ7EXt.
6. The ENGLISH GARDENER ; or, a Treatise on the situa-

tion, soil, enclosing and laying out, of Kitchen Gardens ; on the
making and managing of Hot-beds and Green-houses; and on the
propagation and cultivation of all sorts of Kitchen GardeH Plants,

and of Fruit Trees, whether of the Garden or the Orchard. And



also, on the formation of Shrubberies and Flower Gardens, and on
the propagation and cultivatiini of the several sorts of Shrubs and
Flowers ; coucludinj with a KalenHar, jiving instructions relative

to the Bowings, planting, prunings, and other labours to be per-
formed in the Gardens iu each month of the year. Price 6d.

The above is the title of this work, and that title is so ample,
that any thing further in the way of description is unnecessary ;

except that 1 have to observe, that there are several plates in the
book ; one representing the ground plan of a kitchen garden, with
its walls, hedges, screens, and other things ; another plate to illus-

trate the manner of graffing : another to illustrate the manner of
budding, and others to illustrate the manner of pruning and train-

ing, vitM. trees. The work, after inculcating the principles and
laying down the rules, concludes with a kalendar, shortly remind-
ng the reader of the business to be attended to in every month of
the year. I have made my book with a view to its beiug of gene-
ral utility ; and have, therefore, not swelled it out by treatino-

of hot-houses, the management of which, really forms a great science
of itself, and can be of no use except to comparatively few persons.
Of the management of hot-beds, I have treated fully ; for any
farmer may have these, even in his farm yard, as I have had this

year with very great convenience. The book, if read with atten-
tion, will soon qualify any gentleman for knowing, at least, when
feis garden is well managed, and will teach any young gardener
all his business : not only teach him what to do, but also the
reasons for doing it.—The Price is SIX SHILLINGS, boand ia
boards. Booksellers will say that this is shamefully cheap, for a
book of .tOO pages of fine paper and print, and having the plates
before-mentioned. But my desire was, and is, to make the book
of general utility; and I know that there are more people who can
spare six shillings than there are who can spare ten.

TEAIk'S ZtESISEMCE IIT i^MEZtZCA.
7. YEAR'S RESIDENCE IN AMERICA.—This work and the

English Grammar were the produce of Long Island, and they are
particularly dear to me on that account. After having been there a
year, during which 1 had kept an exact Journal of the weather,
I wrote this book, with a view of giving true information to all

those who wished to be informed respecting that interesting

country. I give an account in this book of some very interesting

affairs relative to agriculture: 1 describe the face of the country,
the agriculture of it, the state of society, the manners of the people,
and the laws and customs ; and have taken particular pains to
give that species of information, needed by persons emigrating to
America. The best proof of its truth and fairness is, that the book,

was publishing at the same time 171 England and at New York,
within twenty miles of which latter place I resided when the pub-
lication took place. Nobody will believe that I would have put
falsehood upon paper in the face of all my neighbours in the
Island, and in the face of all my numerous friends in New York.
All the books of travels in .America, whether French or English,
that I have ever seen, are little better than romances ; all on one
side, or all on the otber. My opinions here given, with respect to

the result of Mr. Birkbeck's wild expedition, are now become
facts, and would seem to have been written after the event.—The
Price of this book, fine paper and print, is FIVE SHILLINGS.

a2
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SEKAXOirs.
8. SERMONS.—There are twelve of these, in one volume, on the

following subjects; 1. Hypocrisy and Cruelty; 2. Drunkenness;
3. Brilnry; 4. Oppression; 5. Unjust Judges ; 6. The Sluggard;
7. The Murderer; 8. The Gamester ; 9. Public Robbery; 10. The
Unnatural Mother; 11. The Sin of Forbidding Marriage ; 12. Ou
the Duties of Parsons, and on the Institution and Object of Tithes.
—These Sermons were published separately; while selling in

Numbers, some of them exceeded others in point of sale ; but upon
the whole, considering them as independent publications, there Lave
been printed of them, now, iico hundred and eleven thousand. The
present is a new edition, very neatly printed. In about a month
after the publication of the second Sermon ; that is to say, the
sermon on JDrimkenness, a woman called at the shop, and begged
my son to give me her thanks; for that the reading of my sermons
had made her husband " cease to read Carlile, and cease to get
drunk." Whenever any of our Bishops or Parsons (whether in the

commission of the peace, or not), will produce proof to some of

Laving etVected by the preaching of their sermons, so much as
even this, I will begin to re-consider my opinions relative to their

utility in this nation.— Price THKEE SHILLINGS AND SIX-
PENCE, bound in boards ; that is to say, threepence for each
aermon, and sixpence for the binding nnd lal)elling.

A Thirteenth Sermon, entitled "GOOD FRIDAY; or, THE
MURDER OF JESUS CHRIST BY TPIE JEWS" : addressed to

Christians of all denominations. This was published in May,
1830. Price Sixpence.

POOH. IVIAXT'S T-RXESIO,
9. POORMAN'SFRIEND.—Thisis really the most /eerrKei work

that I ever wrote ; that is to say, learned in the law. It was pub-
lished in five separate numbers, each sold at two-pence ; and I

now sell the whole at one shilling, bound in boards. This is not

the way tu get vioneij ; but my object was to put this little book
within the reach of almost every body. The first number and the

last (the numbers being all addressed to the people of Preston, to

whom I sent, gratis, three thousand copies of each number)
relate princijially to the election at that place. The other three

are un the swbjects of the rights and duties of the poor : and here

1 have entered into the matter fully ; 1 have brought together all

the authorities from those of Holy Writ down to tjie present day
;

and 1 have proved the. falseness of the infamous doctrine, that the

poor, while they are compelled to yield allegiance, to yield

personal service in war, and to be subject to all the laws of civil

society, aie, in the hour of their distress, to be cast of? to perish

under the law of nature. 'J'his infamous doctrine of Maltiius,
and of his hard-hearted abettors, in doors and out of doors, 1 have
completely exfiosed in this little work, and have proved the con-

trary from Scripture; from the ancient law of the land ; from the

writings of the fathers of the church ; from the writings of the great

European civilians ; from the writings and decisions of English
judges ; and from Reason itself, even if there were no authorities

at all. A new edition. Price Is.

PAPSB. AGAINST GOI.B.
10. PAPER AGAiNs I GOLD; or, l/ie History and Mystery of the

National Debt, the Bank of England, the Funds, and all the



Trickery of Paper-Money.— " Great is tJie mysteiy of iniquity :"

I believe tuis system to be iniquity personified ; and this book was
written for the purpose of assisting to put an end to it. This book
IS the A, B, c, of the science of finance and paper-money. It has
left nothing unexplained relating to these matters. It contains a
mass of facts to be found in no other woik. The mau who reads

the book with attention knows, wl^n he has done, all about the
nature, rise, and progress of this hideous system. It was writtea

while 1 was in Newgate, under a sentence (passed upon me, on
the motion of Gibbs, by Ellenbokoogh, Grose, Le Blanc, and
Baylev) ; a ientence of <k'o yea?-*' imprisonment amongst felons

in Newgate, with a thousand poundsJine to the king at the termi-
nation of the two years, and with seven years' bail, or bondage,
after the two years had expired ; and all this for having published
an expression of my indignation at the flogging of English Local
Militia men, in the town of Ely, in the heart of England, undera
guard of Hanoverian bayonets, as had been stated publicly in the
Courier newspaper. The sale of this book first and last, and in
various shapes, has been perfectly prodigious. A new edition was
published some little time ago, dedicated to theDvK.E.o( Welling-
ton ; and that the sale is great can be no matter of surprise wkea
all the principles and predictions of the work, though put upon
paper eighteen ^ears ago, are now receiving an awful verification.

We talk of the want of money to carry on war. This is not my
fault, at any rate. I have been compelled to bear my full share
of the taxes all my lifetime; and I have paid a clear thousand
pounds to the king over and above. Let all the aristocracy , all the
squirearchy, all the parsons, all the lawyers and attorneys, all the
physicians and doctors, and all the goodly company of military and
naval officers, together with all the big merchants and the lords

of the loom and the anvil; let all these, together with all the
fundholders, and all the rag-rooks : let all these do what I have
done ; let each give his thousand pounds to the king, in hard money ;

and here, at once, the king would receive not less than^i'e hundred
millions of money. Therefore, if the government be poor, the fault
is not tnine, at any rate : 1 have paid my share beforehand, to say
nothing of the twelve hundred guineas which 1 paid to the keeper
of Newgate to suffer me to live in apartments separated from
those of the felons.—The Price of this book, very nicely printed,

is FIVE SHILLINGS.

PROTESTANT "RErORMEATIOMT.''

11. PROTESTANT " REFORMATION" in England and Ire-

land, showing hoiv that event has impoverished and degraded the main
body of the people in those countries ; in a series of Letters addressed

to all sensible and just JSngliihmen ; two volumes bound in Boards,
thepriceofthefi,rstvolumeYO\3KSm.LlA^GS AND SIXPENCE;
theprice for the second volume, TRKEE AND SIXPENCE.—The
first volume was published in numbers at three-pence each, and
there were sixteen numbers, making three hundred and eighty- four

pages. The second volume contains a List of the abbeys, priories,

nunneries, hospitals, and other religious foundations in Englayid and
Pfales, and in Ireland, confiscated, seized on, or alienated by the

Protestant " Reformation" sovereigns and parliaments.—This
latter volume is extremely interesting ; for it contains an account,

county by county, in alphabetical order, of all Khipieces of plunder
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seized upon by the pretty people of the " Reformation," as it ia

called. Then, under tlie name of each county, the articles are

arranged alphabetically ; so that they are referred to with the
greatest facility. Under each article (except in some few cases,

where the fact could not be ascertained), the reader will find stated,

the annual worth of the piece of/voperty at thn time of seizure, and,
calculating according to the difference of the value of money, the

annual value v/ the jriece of property at this time. The name of
the founder and the date of the foundation are slated in almost every
case of any importance. To give an instance, let us take the
Abbey of Woblrn. " At Woburn, A CrsTERCiAN Abbey founded
near this place, iu the year 1145, by Hugh de Bolebec. Valued at

430/. \M. \Hd.; now worth K,61.3/. VJs. 2d, Granted by Edward
VI., to John Lord Russell." Here are about two hundred pages
of close print, filled with the bare list of pieces of onre-puhlic pro-

perty ' This volume is instructive in other respects : it shows, that

we have nothing, absolutely nothing, of learned establishmeuti,

they were not left us by the Catholics : it shows that, if we were to

destroy what they left us, we should be far more destitute of

noble edifices and renowned establishments, than the poorest and
the most pitiful stete on the continent of Europe. It shows, that,

of the twenty colleges at Oxford, eleven were founded by Catholic

kishoj)s, two by monks, one by nuns, and Jive by Catholic kings,
nobles, and ladies, and that the University College itself was
founded by Alfred, and that teachitigin this University wasbegun
by a monk- this work shows, in short, what the Catholic Clergy
were, and it shows, also, what ours are. To this second volume,
there is prefixed an Introduction, which I recommend to the par-

ticular attention of my readers : it shows, that there is a fair argu-
ment for maintaining, that, even to this day, the tithes and the

church property ; that the whole of the parcels of property speci-

fied in this book, and that the whole of the tithes, clerical or lay,

are still, by law, liable to the ancient demandsfor t/ie support of the

poor! This is my firm belief; and whoever reads this introduc-

tion, and attends to the facts and arguments therein stated, will, I

am persufided, be of the same opinion. This is a matter of very
great importance ; and it must become matter of very grare dis-

cussion, whenever the strange affairs of this nation shall be ad-
justed in an equitable manner. This Introduction is by far the

most interesting part of the w hole work.

Now, as to " egotism;" as to taking another swing of this sort,

that is out of the question ; for, if I were to fill a whole volume
with bragging, I should not do myself half justice with regard to

this book, which came out regularly in monthly numbers, and
which was, therefore, written in the space of sixteen months. It

happened, that, just when 1 began this work, I got, from a ^^ coup

d'air," as the French call it, and as we call it, a draught of wind,

a pain in the ear, which brought on total deafness for a time,

which led to the forming of an abscess in the temple, and which I

did not recover from, until nearly the time of the work beinf
completed. 1 wrote one of the numbers in bed upon a board, lying

upon my lap. The abscess was, at times, excessively painful, and
at others, for perhaps half a day together, not painfni. In the in-

tervals of ease I wrote these numbers, while I wrote weekly the

Register at the same time. Nevertheless, I did my work well;

and the proof that I did it well is, that, with the sole exception of
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the BIBLE, it is now the book of the greatest extent of circulation of

any IN THE WORLD. I myself have published and sold, altoge-

ther, nearly one hundred thousand copies of the first volume. In
the United States of America there have been published two
stereotyped editions, in the English language ; and oue translation

in the Spanish laD<cuage, for the purpose of being exported to

South America and Mexico. The sale of the English editions in

the United States have, I believe, extended to more than a hundred
thousand complete copies. At Paris there are three different book-
sellers publishing three different translations ; that is to say, trans-

lations by three different hands. At Alost, in the Netherlands,
there is another translation published. At Geneva, another. At
Rome the work has been printed at the press of the Vatican, and
the Pope had, some time ago, distributed twenty-five thousand
copies, gratis. A gentleman, who came from Rome, a short time
ago, told me that the walls there had placards on them recom-
naending the " Protestant Reformation" to the attention of the

people. In Spain, a new and roost correct translation, made at

Madrid, and dedicated to the Infant of Spain, has been published, in

two volumes, in a very beautiful manner, and there is subjoined

to the second volume of this translation, thirty-eight pages contain-

ing the names of the subscribers to, and patrons of, the work, who
appear to consist of a great part of the persons of the highest rank
in that kingdom. The Scotchman, who writes iu the Morning
Chronicle, called this work " PIG'S MEAT "

; and he has never,

even yet, made atonement for having used that appellation.

N.B. An octavo edition of the " HISTORY OF THE PRO-
TESTANT REFORMATION," on fine paper, is just published.
Price !/ lis. 6rf.

TLOT/IA.VS BXSTOXtT.
12. ROMAN HISTORY.—Of this work, which is in French and

English, and is intended, not only as a history for young people to

read, but as a hook of exercises to accompany my French Grammar

y

lam only the translator; but I venture to say, that the French
part is as pure and correct French, as is to be found in any work
now extant. In 2 vols. Price 13s., bound in boards,

TXTZ.I.'S BirSBANDXtV.
13. TULL'S HUSBANDRY ; or, a Treatise on the Principles

of Tillage and Vegetation, wherein is taught a method of intro-

ducing a sort of vineyard culture into the corn fields, in order to

increase their product, and diminish the common expense. By
Jethro Tull. With an Introduction, containing an account of

certain experiments of recent date, by William Cobbett. Svo. 15s.

EIVIZGB.AirT'S GXTZSS.
14. EMIGRANT'S GUIDE.—Just publisl/ed, at my Shop, No.

183, Fleet-street, a volume under this title, price 25. Gd. in boards,
and consisting of ten letters, addressed to English Tax-payers, of
which letters, the following are the contents :

—

Letter I.—On the Question, Whether it would be advisable to emi-
grate from England at this time ?

Letter 1 1—On the Descriptions of Persons to whom Emigration
would be most beneficial.

Letter III.—On the Parts of the United States to go to, preceded
by Reasons for going to no other Country, and especially not tp

an English Colony.
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Letter IV.—On the Preparations some time jirevious to Sailing.

Letter V.—Of the sort of Ship to go in, and of the Steps to be
taken relative to the Passage, and the sort of Passag^e ; also of
the Stores, and other thing:';, to he taken out with the Emigrant.

Letter VI.—Of the Precautious to be observed while on board of
Ship, whether in Cabin or Steerage.

Letter VII.—Of the first steps to be taken on landing'.

Letter VIIL—Of the way to proceed to get a Farm, or a Shop, to

settle in Business, or to set yourself down as au Independent
Gentleman.

Letter IX.—On the means of Educating Children, and of obtaining
Literary Knowledge.

Letter X.—Of such other Matters, a knowledge relating to which
most be useful to every one gouig from England to the United
States.

It grieves me very much to know it to be my duty to publish this

book ; but I cannot refrain from doing it, wlien 1 see the alarms,
and hear the cries of thousands of virtuous families that it may save
from utter ruin.

A. TltEATXSS Oir COBBrTT'S COXtlT.
15. A TREATISE OX COBBETI'S CORN; containing in-

struction for propagating and culiivatingthe plant, and for harvest-
ing and preserving the crop ; and also an account of the several
uses to which the produce is applied, with minute directions as

to each mode of application. Price 55. 6d.

ADVICE TO VOVKG T/IEIT.

16. ADVICE TO YOUNG MEN.—The Fourth Number of this

work is now published. The title is " Advice to Young Men, and,
** incidentalhi and with great diffidence, to Young Women, in the
*' middle and higher ranks of life." 1 have begun with the Youth,
and shall go to the Young Man or the BACHELon, talk the mat-
ter over with him as a Lover, then consider him in the character
of Husband; then as Father; then as Citizen or Subject.
The work is intended to contain twelve Numbers, to be published
on the first day of every month, and the price of each Number will

be Sixpence. So that for six shillings, expended in one year of his

life, I ilo believe that any Youth or Young Man may acquire that
knowledge, which will enable him to pass the rest of his life with
as little as possible of those troubles and inconveniences which arise

from want of being warned of danger in time.

C£OCB,APHICAI. BZCTIONAB.'S'.
17. GEOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY of England and Wales.

—This work, which has been so long in hanrl, is now in the press.

It will contain the name, situation, &c., of every />arw/», and even of

every hamlet-^ it will contain a description, and an account of the
country ; also of each county ; and will, I trust, convey more useful

information on this subject, than has ever been conveyed in all other

books put together. The price will be from 11 to 13 shillings.

»iAB,Trirs<s x.A'w or itatzoxo's.
18. MARTENS'S LAW OF NATIONS.—This is the Book

which was the foundation of all the knowledge that I ever possessed

relative to public law ; and really I have never met with a poli-

tician, gentle or simple, who knew half so much of the matter as

myself. It was translated and published at the request of the
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American Secretary of State, and was almost my coup d'ssai, in

the authoring^ way ; but upon looking it over at this distance of

time, 1 see nothing to alter in any part of it. I think the Work
will be published in about a month ; it is a thick octavo volume,
with a great number of Notes, in ditfereiit languafjes ; and it is, in

fact, a Book, Avith reg;ard to public law, what a Grammar is with
regard to language. 'I'he Price will be Fifteen Shillings, and the
manner of its execution will make it fit for the Library of any
Gentleman.

I cannot trust my«elf to offer an opinion upon the following
works, for reasons which will suggest themselves to every reader,

particularly if he be the father of sons for whom he justly enter-

tains the greatest affection. I shall, therefore, simply observe,

that they have all had a very considerable sale ; and that I wish
them to have a sale, far surpassing, if possible, any thing written

by myself.

TEG XiA'W OF Tmu-PXKES.
I. THE LAW OF TURNPIKES; or, an Analytical Arrange-

ment of, and Illustrative Commentaries on, all the General Acts
relative to Turnpike Roads. By William Cobbeit, Jun., Student
of Lincoln's Itin. Price 3*. &d. in boards.

This work, which has been brought to a price calculated to place
it within the reach of numerous persons, contains every particle of
tjie General Turnpike Laws now in force. There are, altogether,

Jive jjcts passed since 1822, inclusive. Two of these Acts are of

great length, and the last of them repeals nearly oue-half of the
clauses in the first. So that, to take them as they are, they are

calculated to do, for the common reader, nothing but bewilder

him, and lead him iuto er?w. In this work, the repealed clauses

in the first Act, and the repealitig clauses in the second Act, are left

out ; and nothing but is now law is retained ; but the whole of what
i&now law is retained, and in the very words of the Acts. Then,
in order to make the divers matters as clear as possible, all the
clauses of the Acts, which relate to one matter, are brought together

under one head. So that the reader, by looking at any particular

head, finds there all the Acts say relating to one matter, or branch
of the subject ; and, for the purpose of aiding the reader, and saving
his time, there is prefixed to each head or branch, a short cotntnen-

tary, showing the true intent and meaning of the several clauses

which follow under that same head, or branch of the subject.

X.ETTEB.S FXtOnX FB.AZ1-CE.
II. LETTERS FROM FRANCE: containing Observations made

in that Country during a Journey from Calais to the South, as far

as Limoges; then back to Paris; aud then, after a residence there

of three months, from Paris through the Eastern Parts of France,

and through part of the Netherlands ; commencing in April, and
ending in December, 1824. By John M. Cobbltt, Student of

Lincoln's Inn. Price 4s.

B,II>E XXr TlLAJfCE.
III. RIDE OF EIGHT HUNDRED MILES IN FRANCE—

This Work contains a Sketch of the Face of the Country, of its

Rural Economy, of the Towns and Villages, of Manufactures and
Trade, and of such of the Manners and Customs as materially differ

from those of England : also, an Account of the Prices of Laud,
House, Fuel, Food, Raiment, Labour, and other Things, in differ-
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ent parts of the Country ; the design being to exhibit a true picture
of the present State of the People of France. To which is added, a
General View of the Finances of the Kingdom. By James Paul
CoBBETT, Student of Lincoln's Iiiu. Price 25. 6d.

These books may all be had at No. 183, Fleet-street; and, of
course, of all the booksellers in every part of the kingdom. Whea
I shall have finished my Geographical Dictionary, 1 shall (in-

cluding the Register) have put into print all that I know, that I
dare print, that 1 deem of any ttse to any young man, or indeed, to
any old man. Here are books enough for anyljody to read, unless
the person be intended for some particular profession. These books
contain all useful knowledge relative to rural, domestic, and national
economy. As to foreign countries, here is a good mass of know-
ledge relative to America and France, at any rate ; and if I have
•ucceeded, as I trust I have, in banishing sloth, and rousing a
spirit of useful incjuiry, stimulating useful exertion in great num-
bers of young men, 1 shall have rendered no small service to my
country, while I have been providing necessary goods for all

around me, and a store of fame for myself. How much better is

this than it would have been to linger out my life hankering after

a provision out of the taxes ! How much better than to dance at-

tendance upon the great, to submit to contumely, to endure the
mortification of ever-inviting, ever-receding, and, at last, vanishing
hope ! And, as to labour, as to industry, where is the young man
who is not cursed with loathsome sloth, who will not blush, even
to think of shrinking from labour, when he has read an account of
these labours of mine

;
performed, let him remember, amidst all

the numerous cares, the numerous anxieties, inseparable from the
rearing of a family of children, and amidst the further and greater
cares and anxieties, arising out of the persecutions which I have
had to endure, and the tossings about, to and fro, the exile, and
the repeated ruin of fortune, that I have had to encounter, and
that I have finally overcome .' Where is the young man of twenty-
six (my age when I was married, which was two years before I put
pen to paper for the press) ; where is the young man, who ought
not to blush and to hide his head for shame, if, after viewing all

this, he shrink from labour necessary to secure his independence ?

If such young man wish to know the grand secret, relative to the
performance of such wondrous labour, it is told him in a few words .

iSe abstinent ; he sober ; go to led at eight o'clock, and get up at four i

the last two being of still more importance than the two former.

A full half of all that I have ever written, has been written before

ten o'clock in ,the day ; so that I have had as much leisure as any
man that I ever knew any thing of. If young men will but set

about the thing in earnest, let them not fear of success : they will

soon find that it is disagreeable to sit up, or rise, late. Literary

coxcombs talk of " consuming the midnight oil." No oil, and a
Tery small portion of candle.*, have I ever consumed ; and I am
quite convinced, that no writing is so good as that which comes
from under the light of the sun.

Mill*, Jowett, and Mills, Bolt-court) Fleet-street.
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